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DATE: FEBRUARY 19, 1987 AND APRIL 16, 1987

SUBJECT: THE FINANCING OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION IN
MINNESOTA

ACTION: THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD RECOMMENDED THAT:

1. The legislature continue the general, unrestricted financing of
systems as the basic means of supporting graduate and profes-
sional education in Minnesota's public institutions of higher
education,

2. In cases when institutions propose termination of graduate and
professional programs or seek special funding for them, the
Higher Education Coordinating Board examine need for those
programs and determine the suitable response to address thzt
need.

3. The legislature approve the University of Minnesota's request
for funds to provide graduate fellowships.

4. The staff immediately begin working with the University of
Minnesota to explore assistance for students in the health
professions in financing their education, and that such
exploration focus on targeted grant programs.

5. The Higher Education Coordinating Board explore more creative
ways to assist graduate and professional students in financing
their education.

6. The post-secondary community explore further issues emerging
from this study related to the quantity of graduate and pro-
fessional education in Minnesota.

7. The Higher Education Coordinating Board, in concert with the
post-secondary education community, explore the establishment
of guidelines for outcomes of graduate and professional educa-
tion programs in Minnesota.



OVERVIEW OF COORDINATING BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS

Background and Rationale

In 1984, the Higher Education Coordinating Board incluced in its

Management Plan an initiative to assess the relationship of various

state policies for post-secondary education to graduate and profes-

sional education. The staff report, The Financing of Graduate and

Professional Education in Minnesota, identifies principal financing

issues for the Board's advice to state policy makers. A separate

technical paper provides expanded information on the topics discussed

in this policy paper.

The study explores state financing policies by posing three ques-

tions.

o What methods does state government employ to support advanced
study?

o How appropriate are these methods of support for fulfilling the
state's interests?

o Could alternative methods be more effective in pursuit of the
state's interests?

The study does not indicate how much the state should spend or what

specific programs or areas of advanced study should receive financial

support. Results cf the study, however, may help determine the appro-

priate state role and methods of financing particular types of programs

to meet the state's objectives.

APPROACH

Five purposes of graduate and professional education are prepara-

tion of knowledge producers, production of knowledge, preparation of

first professionals, preparation of graduate professionals, and provi-
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national population but 1.2 percent of master's degrees, 1.5 percent of

doctoral degrees, and 2.2 percent of first professional degrees in

1982-83.

Graduate and professional education ill America. as known today,

emerged in the late 1800s and early 1900s with roots in research,

undergraduate education, and public service. Students, business, and

federal and state governments share the benefits from advanced study.

They also share responsibility for financing it.

Market conditions affect demand for instruction, expertise, and

knowledge gen:rated by advanced study. Unfavorable conditions halie

deterred individuals from pursing the Ph.D. in many fields even though

demand for Ph.D.s may increase during the 1990s and demand for the

knowledge they produce exists today. In first professional fields,

particularly in the health sciences, _projected surpluses of practi-

tioners might deter talented individuals from pursuing studies. The

time and costs involved in establishing programs and preparing students

in many areas of advanced study make swift response to changing market

conditions difficult.

.USIONS

The study led to the following conclusions.

Genera.. Financing Issues

o Separate, non-enrollment driven funding for graduate and 2rofes-
sional education could be more stable than the general, system-
wide approach now employed, but it would intrude into governing
board autonomy and would pose academic, staffing, and budgetary
difficulties.
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collegiate systems is based largely on enrollments and costs by level

of instruction. The state apprcpriates funds to cover two-thirds of

instructional costs and expects systems to raise the remaining 'ne-

third through tuition revenue. Governing boards have the authority to

allocate state funds and to set specific tuition rates within systems.

The state addresses demand for specific instructional programs and

research through special appropriations and contracting arrangements.

Sta-e support for graduate and professional students is virtually

limited to authorized loans to help cover costs of attendance, of which

tuition is a small proportion. The University of Minnesota, however,

does use general appropriations for fellowships.

Graduate and professional education in Minnesota date back to at

least 1880. The University of Minnesota has been the leading provider

of advanced instruction in the state, though the Stare University Sys-

tem and the state's private colleges and professional schools have

expaaded their offerings in recent decades. Advanced study and related

research have contributed to the state's econvmic vitality and to

provision of professional services to its residents. Currently, 25

institutions in Minnesota offer advanced instru,-tion in 607 degree

programs. Nearly 25,000 students, nine percent of the state's post-

secondary enrollment, pursue graduate and professional study. While

over 70 percent of students in master's and first professional programs

are Minnesota residents, over 50 percent of students pursuing academic

doctorates are nonresidents. This reflects the greater mobility among

doctoral students than among other graduate and professional students.

Minnesota's share of advanced degrees conferred is disproportionately

low compared to its share of the population: 1.8 percent of the

8
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

Based on the findings and conclusions of the study, the Board adopted

the following recommendat' ns:

1. That the legislature )ntinue the general, unrestricted financing of

systems as the basic means of supporting graduate and professional

eaucation in Minnesota's public institutions of higher education.

Rationale: General financing for all levels of instruction combined

is advantageous for two reasons. Forst, institutions and their

governing boards have the autonomy to allocate funds in response to

changing demand for instruction and other services. Erosion of

autonomy through the dedication and restriction of funds to parti-

cular endeavors such as graduate and professional instruction could

limit institutional responsiveness to changing conditions. Second,

unrestricted general support enables institutions to maintain the

integration of the educatimal enterprise. Although graduate and

professional education are distinct from undergraduate education,

separation is difficult for both academic ar.d budgetary purposes.

Moreover, individual programs may be less vulnerable to cuts in

unrestricted institutional financing than in dedicated program

financing. Reduced vulnerability allows flexibility for institutions

to build and sustain quality of programs in the long-term.

Impact: Reliance on unrestricted systemwide financin7 methods for

supporting graduate and professional education would continue.

2. That in cases when iritutions propose termination of graduate and

professional programs )r seek special funding for them, the Higher

Education Coordinating Board examine need for those programs and

determine the suitable response to address that need.

Rationale: Unrestricted financing of institutions is the preferred

approach to supporting advanced study. Circumstances, however, may

9
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o Reducing the state's tuition expectations from graduate and
professional instruction could reduce the financial burden on
students, but it would encroach on governing board authority to
set tuition without making a great reduction in students' total
costs of attendance.

o Expanded use of restricted program funding could promote activi-
ties desired by the state, but it would intrude into institution-
al autonomy and would risk misdirected or unstable support.

o State-funded, merit-based fellowships and other grants could be
an incentive to pursue advanced education despite unfavorable,
short-term market conditions for prospective students.

o State-funded, need-based grants could increase financial access
for students. but they would be difficult to administer and would
not be targeted to the most talented students.

o Creative financing methods sponsored by the state could help
students overcome risks involved in pursuing advanced studies.

Specific Financing Issues

o To be nationally competitive for highly talented students in
Ph.D. programs, Minnesota institutions not only need to offer
outstanding programs but also might have to offer financial
incentives. --

o Projected surpluses of practitioners in some first professional
fields could lead to declining enrollments, which might make
special support from the state desirable to sustain the quality
of programs.

Nonfinancing Issues

o Reassessment of institutional roles in providing graduate and
professional education in Minnesota might be necessary as cir-
cumstances change.

o The state's role in contributing Minnesota's "fair share"
nationally to graduate and professional education deserves
attention.

o The apparent imbalance between Minnesota's share of national
population and advanced degrees conferred deserves attention.

10
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and administratively distinct from graduate and undergraduate programs.

dedicating funds to them might be easier than to others.

In cases when study in a field is desirable but financial support

for an entire program is not feasible. the state could contract directly

with educational institutions within or outside Minnesota to provide

instruction for certain students. Contracting would allow flexibility

in responding to perceived state needs.

Special funding wculd require determination of need, careful plan-

ning to assure proper levels and methods of support, and proper imple-

mentation by an institution. A decision to undertake special funding

should be based on criteria such as appropriateness of method, respon-

siveness in addressing need, avoidance of unnecessary duplication of

effort, cost effectiveness, and consistency with the state's educational

goals and philosophy. Special funding, moreover, is not a sound

approach for long-term financing. It is, rather, a method for coping

with adverse conditions in the short-term Te 70.,*ia perpetuation of

special funding for programs. sun provisions would be desirable.

Precedent exists for special support from the state for health

science !nstruction. For many years, the state made deliberate

decisions to expand health science programs t the University of

Minnesota and to provide special appropriations for medical instruction.

State government also was instrumental in establishing and supporting

the Mayo Medical School. Beyond this, the state has maintained con-

tracting programs in optometry and osteopathy.

Impact: Coordinating Board staff would be required to examine need for

programs and to determine appropriate mechanisms for supporting pro-

grams.

11
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arise where special, dedicated funding is desirable despite the obvious

intrusion by the state into institutional decisions and operations.

Options for special funding include special appropriations and con-

tracting.

The health sciences provide examples of instances when state inter-

vention might be appropriate. National projections indicate that sur-

pluses of practitioners in fields such as dentistry, medicine, and

veterinary medicine could occir within the coming decade. Uncertain

prospects for establishing practices could deter many qualified persons

from entering these fields. A shortage of qualified applicants in

professional or graduate programs could result in enrollments that are

too low to maintain current levels of resources from enrollment-related

funds.

Without special funding, three alternatives for institutions with

programs in difficulty would be to sustain the programs with funds

siphoned from other units, to adjust admission standards in rrograms in

order to maintain enrollments, and to terminate the programs. The first

alternative could threaten the overall quality of an institution. The

second could threaten the quality of the particular programs in ques-

tion. The third could depriiie the state of an educational resource.

By providing special funding, the state could relieve an institu-

tion's burden of sustaining a program while insuring the continuation of

that program. The state could provide funds for a certain level of

enrollment even if actual enrollments were lower. Admission standards

would not have to be adjusted, and funds from other units would be

protected. Because first professional programs tend to be academically
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3. The legislature appr-ve the University of iinnesota's request for
funds to provide g' -lte fellowships.

Rationale: Minneso. Alefitr, from the presence of it3 strong, researcn

oriented graduate programs. The research undertaken by doctoral stu-

dents in many fields contributes directly to the health and diversity of

the state's economy. Many recipients of Ph.D.s fro!) Minnesota insti-

tutilns remain in the state to make further contributions. Others

enhance the reputation of Minnesota by virtue of their identification

with the state.

Major doctoral institutions operate in a highly competitive,

national market for the recruitment of talented graduate students. In

addition to providing outstanding programs, institutions often need to

offer financial inducements to attract talented students who may receive

other il.,rs of financial support.

The legislature and governor in recent years have made efforts to

strengthen graduate education at the University of Minnesota. So far,

much of the focus has been on the quality of the faculty through funding

for retention and recruitment of highly regarded faculty members. The

str,te also has provided general, unrestricted operating funds that the

University uses for graduate student fellowshiis. The University is

requesting additional appropriations for this purpose. Through provi-

sion of special funds for fellowships, the state would continue and

extend its commitment through the recruitment of talented students in

pursuing state interests.

Impact: Additional appropriations for the University of Minnesota would

be necessary to provide fellowships.

4. That the Board staff immediately begin working with the University of
Minnesota to explore assistance for students 'n the health profes-
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7. That the Higher Education Coordinating Board, in concert with the
post-secondary education community, explore the establishment of
guidelines for outcomes of graduate and professional education
programs in Minnesota.

Rationale: Concern over standards in some advanced program. particu-

larly at the master's level. has arisen nationally. A specific concern

is whether the master's degree should simply reflect the accumulation of

credit hours or whether it should reflect the attainment of certain

levels of knowledge and skills. Clear and generally agreed upon stand-

ards for graduate and professional education would provide criteria by

which to assess the quality of proposed and existing programs.

Impact: Efforts to establish guidelines would require commitment of

staff resources by the Coordinating Board.

1 5
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced study and related research in critical areas have contributed

significantly to the development of Minnesota's resources and human talent.

Direct consequences have been new and rejuvenated industries, improved agri-

cultural production, expanded commerce, and improved professional services.

These have provided Minnesota with jobs, a productive labor force, a diverse

economy, good health care, and an attractive quality of life. Because of its

importance to the state's future, leaders in government, education, business,

and labor have a stake in the status of advanced study in Minnesota. Vibrant

and financially sound graduate and professional education help to improve the

state's chances for creativity and growth. The alternative leads to stagnation

or decline. Through government policy decisions, Minnesotans can influence the

future of advanced education in the state.

Many parties have interests in graduate and professional education. Indi-

viduals pursue advanced study for financial, professional, intellectual, and

other rewards. Business and industry sponsor it for the knowledge and expertise

that directly benefit firms through increased productivity. Governments at

various levels support it to implement public policies, to address labor force

demands, to promote economic development, and to provide educational oppor-

tunities. 2ach party brings its own perspective to a wide range of policy

questions about the quality, quantity, financing, and other issues related to

advanced study.

This report focuses on the interests and policies of state government in

financing graduate and professional education. In Minnesota, state government

plays a major role in supporting advanced study. It appropriates funds for the
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general operation of public institutions that provide advanced instruction and

for specific instructional programs and research projects. Through loan

programs, it helps students pay the costs of attending both public and private

institutions.

BACKGROUND: REASSESSING GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

Across the nation as well as in Minnesota, graduate and professional educa-

tion are being reassessed for several reasons. One issue is how to maintain a

capacity for providing balanced, high-quality advanced study while meeting

changing patterns of demand. Related issues are how to prepare for anticipated

changes in demand and how to maintain an adequate level of accessibility for

students in the face of these circumstances. Some areas of advanced study have

experienced considerable vitality and expansion in recent years. Others have

experienced depressed enrollments and underused resources because positions for

persons with advanced degrees exist, but the rewards are not competitive with

other careers. More often, depressed demand for persons with advanced degrees

is the cause for low enrollments. Projected low demand, at least in the short-

term, may lead to low enrollment in yet more fields. This could lead to future

shortage.: if, as anticipated, demand for persons with advanced degrees

increases.

In Minnesota, proposed clarifications in mission among the post-secondary

systems promise greater commitment of institutional resources,to advanced study.

At the same time, concern has arisen that state financing policies for post-

secondary education may impede change. The University of Minnesota, the state's

largest provider of graduate and professional instruction, is implementing A

Commitment to Focus. Through this plan, the University is placing more emphasis

on graduate and professional programs and improvement in its national position

as a graduate institution. A Commitment to Focus also has contributed to an

25
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examination of mission differentiation among the state's other post - secondary

systems to reduce duplication of effort. A major element is a request that

state government change its financing policies for post-secondary education to

help the University achieve its goals.

The state's current policies for financing post-secondary education were

adopted in 1983. Through them, the state determines levels of instructional

expenditures for each public post-secondary system based on cost of instruction,

level of instruction, and enrollment. Within this framework, the state appro-

priates funds equal to two-thirds of these expenditures to each public colle-

giate system and three-fourths to the system of area vocational-technical

institutes. Tuition revenue is expected to cover the remainder of instructional

expenditures, thereby relating tuition to costs of instruction for the entire

system. To help undergraduate students pay their cost of attendance, the state

has increased funding for the need-based Scholarship and Grant Program. To help

both graduate and undergraduate students, the state created a new loan program.

The 1985 Legislature established an income-contingent loan repayment program to

help graduates of some advanced programs offered at Minnesota institutions.

MANDA1E AND PURPOSE

In 1984, the Higher Education Coordinating Board adopted an initiative to

assess the relationship of various state policies for post-secondary education

to graduate and professional education. This report identifies principal

financing issues for the Board's advice to state policy makers on matters

directly affecting economic development, labor force needs, institutional

mission, student access, and quality of education.

The report explores state financing policies by posing three questions:

o What methods does state -overnment employ to support advanced study?
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o How appropriate are these methods of support for fulfilling the state's

1
interests?

o Could alternative methods be more effective in pursuit of the state's
interests?

Chapters III, IV, a-4 V respond to the first question. Answers to the ,ther

questions appear in the cP-clusion based on mat'.ial developed in the remainder

of the report.

The study does not indicate how much the state should spend or what

specific programs or areas of advanced study should receive financial support.

Results of the study, however, may help determine the appropriate state role and

methods of financing particular types of programs to meet the state's objec-

tives.

APPROACH

Five purposes of graduate and professional education are preparation of

knowledge prAucers, production of knowledge, preparation of first profv3-

sionals, preparation of graduate professionals, and provision of continuing

education. Each purpose has unique characteristics and circumstances that make

a uniform approach to advanced education both difficult and undesirable.

Selecting the appropriate method of support for advanced study also is

important. Three "Groad concepts explored are:

o General financing '.f institutions that offer graduate or professional
education.

o Financing of specific programs, projects, or activities that are related
to advanced study.

o Financing of students who undertake advanced study.

These approaches are not mutually exclusive. However, th( implications of

each differ. Providing general support for institutions leaves discretion over

specific programs and level of funding 3r them largely to the institution.
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Financing of specific programs allows for greater initiatives by the financing

source in setting institutional priorities and resource allocations. Financing

of students rather than institutions or programs focuses responsibility for

educational choices on students and their sources of support.

Sound financing policy involves using the most appropriate method or

methods to address a specific purpose of advanced study. Appropriateness

depends on the nature of a particular objective and circumstances. This study

assesses the applicability of the various financing methods to the challenges

facing diverse elements of graduate and professional education in Minnesota.

ORGANIZATION

The narrative of this report begins in Chapter II by describing the nature

of graduate and professional education and the costs associated with them.

Analyses of the state's current support for advanced study in Minnesota through

the financing of institutions, programs, and students are conducted in Chapters

III, IV, and V. The development and extent of graduate and professional educa-

tion in Minnesota are the subject of Chapter VI. Major developments shaping

advanced study nationally are outlined in Chapters VII and VIII. Conclusions

about the appropriateness of state financing policies in view of the nature and

conditions of graduate and professional education are presented in Chapter IX.
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CHAPTER II. NATURE AND COSTS OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIOP

Understanding the nature, diversity, and costs associated with graduate and

professional education is necessary to assess the effects of state policies. A

definition of graduate and professional education leads this chapter, followed

by a discussion of their diverse purposes. The next section reviews the nature

of advanced degrees. A discussion of costs associated with advanced study

appears in the concluding section.

DEFINITION

For this study, graduate and professional education are defined as the

formal, systematic study of a subject or field of applied expertise within an

institutional setting at a level beyond the baccalaureate degree. This defini-

tion includes three distinct attributes: an institutional base, structured and

supervised instruction, and use of high-order intellectual skills.

Institutional Base

Graduate and professional education are organized activities implying an

ongoing institutional base. Institutions assemble faculties and other resources

necessary for instruction. They also award credits, degrees, and other appro-

priate forms of recognition for satisfactory completion of work. To the extent

that the institution is recognized as a legitimate provider of graduate or pro-

fessional instruction, its graduates will find public acceptance.

An institutional base also fosters continuous contact among students and

between students and faculty. Such contact occurs in classes, seminars, labora-

tories, advising sessions, and informal gatheri:.e,. It engenders a sense of

shared experience that helps individuals develop common values and identifica-
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tion within a field of study. This important socializing process complements

the acquisition of knowledge and expertise.
1

Ultimately, it facilitates com-

munication within a field by enabling dentists to thank, listen, and speak like

dentists, or economists to think, listen, and speak like economists. It also

affects how individuals within a fic.ld relate to persons outside it.

The concept of an institutional base for graduate and professional educa-

tion has been expanded in recent years. Many colleges and universities now

offer external graduate degrees. As a result, concern has been raised over

quality in terms of program content, faculty support, facilities, and transfer-

ability of off-campus programs.
2

Nova University, based in Fort Lauderdale,

Florida, for example, offers doctoral programs in which students conduct most of

their work and maintain contact with faculty from home on personal computers

linked by telephone to a mainframe computer in Florida.
3

Several private

companies and organizations have established their own educational enterprises

with graduate programs in fields that directly address the needs of the firm.

Examples include the Bell and Howell Education Group, the General Motors

Institute, the Management Education Institute of the Arthur D. Little consvl.ting

1. Lester Anderson, Trends in Continuing Education for Professionals (American

Association for Higher Education, 1974), pp. 15-18; Robert R. Bargar and Jane
Mayo-Chamberlain, "Advisor and Advisee Issues in Doctoral Education," Journal
of Higher Education, vol. 54 (July/August 1983), pp. 407-432; Howard S. Becker
and others, Boys in White: Student Culture in Medical School (University of
Chicago Press, 1961); Howard R. Bowen, "Graduate Education and Social
Responsibilities," in Michael J. Pelczar, Jr. and Lewis C. Solmon, eds.,
Keeping Graduate Programs Responsive to National Needs (Jossey-Bass, 1984),
pp. 113-19; Robert D. Brown and LuAnn Krager, "Ethical Issues in Graduate
Education: Faculty and Student Responsibilities," Journal of Higher Education,
vol. 56 (July/August 1983), pp. 403-18; Everett C. Hughes, "Higher Education
and the Professions," in Carl Kaysen, ed., Content and Context: Essays on
College Education (McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973), pp. 967-91; and John
Van Maanen, "Golden Passports: Managerial Socialization and Graduate
Education," Review of Higher Education, vol. 6 (Summer 1983), pp. 435-55.
2. Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, "Non-Residential Graduate
Degree Programs: A Policy Statement" (CGSUS, 1977).
3. The Chronicle of Higher Education, May 7, 1986, p. 30.
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firm, and the Wang Institute of Graduate Studies.
4

A growing field of educa-

tional enterprise involves private entrepreneurs providing short-term instruc-

tion at an advanced level to businesses and other organizations.

Structure and Supervision of Instruction

Graduate and professional education involve coherent, structured study

under the supervision of persons who have attained high levels of competence in

a particular field. Coherence and structure provide the basis fr systcaatic

transmission of knowledge and expertise. Faculty members serve as mentors who

assess, advise, and guide the development of students.

Individuals also may become self-educated. They may acquire knowledge and

expertise independently without institutional affiliation and formal super-

vision. In some instances, such individuals successfully pursue careers in

their fields. Lack of institutional affiliation, however, creates difficulties

in gaining credibility among prospective peers. More pragmatically, self-

educated individuals do not receive degrees, which are the typical, if not

mandatory, entry requirements in many fields. The prerequisite of a degree for

entry into some careers is a separate question.

High-Order Intellectual Skills

Graduate and professional education involve the use and transmission of

intellectual skills that are of a higher order than typically required for

undergraduate work. Advanced study consists not merely of the teaching and

4. Robert A. Abramson, "Graduate Education in Industry," in Council of Graduate
Schools in the United States, Research and Graduate Education. Proceedings of
the Nineteenth Annual Meeting, Orlando, Florida (CGSUS, December 1979),
pp. 33-44; K. Patricia Cross, "New Frontiers for Higher Education: Business
and the Professions," in American Association of Higher Education, Partnerships
with Business and the Professions (AAHE, 1981), pp. 1-6; and Suzanne W. Morse,
Employee Educational Programs: Implications for Industry and Higher Education

(Association for the Study of Higher Education, 1984), pp. 41-46.
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learning of more information. It also involves the intense development and use

of several skills: the ability to identify and analyze problems, the ability to

resolve a problem through acquisition and application of appropriate knowledge,

the ability to work independently, the ability to communicate findings to

experts the field, and the ability to examine critically the work that others

in the field have produced. One observer has stated, "...graduate education is

not an extension of a professor's undergraduate teaching, but an extension of a

professor's research."
5

Some educational leaders have voiced concern that some elements of graduate

education are distinguished from undergraduate education on the basis of

chronology, not intensity of effort. Some master's degree progrars appear to

consist of an additional year of undergraduate-level study, undertaken after

receipt of a bachelor's degree, rather than a year of more intensive work. In

certain circumstances, expectations and standards in programs appear to have

been lowered to accommodate the abilities of persons enrolled for continuing

education rather than advanced study.
6

Kenneth Keller, now president of the

University of Minnesota, criticized the awarding of master's degrees simply on

the basis of earned credit hours:

A graduate degree program should not be simply a collection
of courses, but a structured set of courses, providing infor-
mation in depth and focused rather than random, a purposeful
set of courses aimed not necessarily at rewarding additional

5. Jaroslav Pelikan, Scholarship and Its Survival: Questions on the Idea of
Graduate Education (The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
1983), p. 15.

6. W. H. Matchett, "Master's Degree Program in Computer Science Under Contract
to a Large Electronics Firm," in Council of Graduate Schools in the United
States, Industry/University Cooperative Programs: Proceedings of a Workshop
Held in Conjunction with the 20th Annual Meeting (CGSUS, December 2, 1983),
pp. 100-02.
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work, but creating additional challenge, provi9ing additional
perspective as well as additional information.

DIVERSITY OF PURPOSE

Graduate and professional education focus on one or more of at least five

distinct endeavors:

o Preparation of knowledge producers--creators of new knowledge, new
applications of knowledge, and new insights.

o Creation of new knowledge asso,Aated with the preparation of knowledge
producers.

o Preparation of first professionals--practitioners in fields where formal
training begins in programs beyond the baccalaureate degree.

o Preparation of graduate professionals -- practitioners in fields where
formal preparation is available in programs at the baccalaureate level.

o Provision of continuing education for the maintenance and enhancement of
expertise.

Distinctions among these often are blurred. The preparation of knowledge

producers almost always entails development of.professional identity. Many

professions depend on the creation of knowledge to expand and improve practice.

Portions of a single program may be suitable for both the preparation of persons

seeking to become knowledge producers and the preparation of those seeking other

occupational goals. Similarly, a program simultaneously may serve the need for

continuing education and for advanced preparation.

Knowledge Producers

Knowledge producers engage in systematic inquiry and research. In doing

so, they generate new information and insights and develop new applications of

7. Kenneth H. Keller, "The View from Academia," in Council of Graduate Schools in
the United States and the Graduate Record Examination Board, Recent Develop-
ments in Graduate Programs, New Opportunities Through Versati.ity: Broadening
the Mold. Proceedings of Conference/Workshop, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
CGSUS, October 1982), p. 78. See also Maurice Mandelbaum, "The College, the
University, and Society," in William K. Frankena, ed., The Philosophy and
Future of Graduate Education (University of Michigan Press, 1981), pp. 10-11.
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knowledge. Pursuit of knowledge in scientific and technological fields enables

society to cope with its physical environment. In the social sciences and

humanities, the results of inquiry and research helps humanity understand itself

and, by doing so, enrich and ennoble the human spirit. Besides providing the

fruits of their work, many knowledge producers also are the scientific and

intellectual "seed corn" for society, as they have the responsibility for pre-

paring subsequent generations of scientists and scholars.

The preparation of knowledge producers has four components.
8

The first is

a grounding in the subject matter and literature in a field. The second is the

acquisition of skills necessary to conduct research within the field. The third

is the development of critical skills to examine assumptions and challenge

authority. The final component is the undertaking of a research project that

demonstrates the capacity to work independently with acquired knowledge,

critical abilities, and research skills while contributing new information or

insights.

The process is time consuming, highly individualized, and costly. Programs

generally vary in length from four to seven years of full-time study beyond the

baccalaureate degree, depending on subject natter and institutional or depart-

mental requirements. Part-time pursuit of studies, due to work or other commit-

ments by students, increases the duration, which could create difficulties for

students who may lower their diligence because of the reduced intensity. Pre-

paration is highly individualized as student and mentor often work together,

closely. Faculty members often have the latitude to select students, while

students often select institutions in order to study under certain faculty

8. Joseph Katz, "Development of the Mind," in Joseph Katz and Rodney T. Hartnett,

eds., Scholars in the Making: The Development of Graduate and Professional

Students (M. A. Ballinger Publishing Company, 1976), pp. 107-26; Anne

Robinson Taylor, "Becoming Observers and Specialists," in Katz and Hartnett,

eds., Scholars in the Making, pp. 127-40.
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members. Attention to individual students consu=5 ;im.o. of individual

faculty advisors. Programs also may require intensive use of libraries, data

processing facilities, and laboratories.

Knowledge and Research

Production of knowledge through reseaLc:. 'c related closely to graduate

education. It is a necessary element in the preparation of knowledge producers.

Conversely, research often depends upon graduate students who, as part of their

training, implement experiments and gather information for their mentors'

projects. Much research in the United States, including about half the basic

scientific research, occurs in association with graduate schools.
9

Research often is placed into one of two categories: basic or applied.

Basic research is work undertaken to advance knowledge and the state of the art

in a field of study. Applied research is work undertaken to make the applica-

tion of existing knowledge possible.

Although research is necessary for graduate education, graduate education

is not necessary for research, at least ir the short term. A considerable

amount of research in the United States does occur in industry, government

agencies, and independent research organizations without the participation of

graduate students.
10 Basic research outside universities is quite common in

other countries, such as the Max Planck Institutes in Germany. In the long

term, however, no research effort can endure without the training of new know-

ledge producers to replace the old.

9. National Research Council, Outlook for Science and Technology: The Next Five

Years (W. H. Freeman and Company, 1982), pp. 514-15.

10. Robert S. Friedman and Renee C. Friedman, "Managing the Organized Research

Unit," Educational Record, vol. 65 (Winter 1986), pp. 27-30; "MIT Agonizes over

Links with Research Unit," Science, vol. 214 (October 23, 1981), pp. 416-17;

National Research Council, Outlook for Science and Technology, pp. 10, 514-15;

Alvin M. Weinberg, "Scientific Teams and Scientific Laboratories," Daedalus,

99, pp. 1056-75.
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Professionals

IProfessionals are persons who make r.-..ailable their acquired expertise for

1

1 the assessmeilt, ::::1.-mPnt, or resolution of problems through application of

Ilearned pfifleiples and skills. Pi:,-..fe-;n4.) ,:' zt4eln involves the organized

and systematic transmission of expertise from instructor to student. ne i.-1----1

of professional education typically is on the transmission and use rather than

creation of knowledge and applications. Professionals, however, draw upon ....,...

incorporate into their work the knowledge, insights, and technology developed by

researchers.

First Professionals. The term first professional refers to professionals

in fields where instructional programs are first available beyond the bacca-

laureate level. Dentistry, law, medicine, and veterinary medicine are among the

fields that fall within this category. One exception is pharmacy, which is

offered at the bachelor's degree level but often considered a first professional

field at advanced levels. Possession of a baccalaureate degree is a common but

not unive 3a1 requirement for entry into such programs.

The preparation of first professionals requires intensive use of labora-

tories, clinics, and libraries. All but the basic courses of instruction have

low ratios of students to faculty. Students face the equivalent of three to

four years of full-time, formal instruction. Completion of specialized pro-

grams, residencies, and clerkships may require several additional years.

Graduate Professionals. The term graduate professional refers to programs

in fields where initial training is available at the baccalaureate level.
11

An

undergraduate major in the field is not an entrance requirement for graduate

M. At some institutions, such as the University of Minnesota, the term refers to
instructional programs beyond first professional aegrees. Programs leading
to a master's or Ph.D. in medical specialties are examples.

:46
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study in some fields. Part-time study for professional development is common.

Business administration, teacher education, and nursing are examples of graduate

professional programs,

The nature of graduate professional programs varies r,,nsideratly. Some

programs involve piuscly classroom instruction, while °they:: include more costly

laboratory or clinical experience. programs commonly nary in length from f_,ne

x'aarR of itill.:!.Trr trit:Ivalent study at the master's level and three to four

years at the doctoral level.

Continuing Education

Continuing education is the enhancement of knowledge and skills for active

practitioners. New knowledge and techniques continuously emerge in virtually

all professional and scholarly fields. To maintain effectiveness in their

fields, practitioners must keep abreast of these developments. Individuals may,

on their own, acquire knowledge and skills. Organized instruction, however, has

become a common means of obtaining continuing education. Continuing education

is available in a variety of formats from a variety of providers. It can be in

the form of regular, credit-bearing coursework at an educational institution,

non-credit short courses, seminars, workshops, or directed independent study.

At least seven types of provid,,rs are identifiable:
12

o Informal, autonomous groups

o Professional and other formal associations

o Professional schools

o Universities

o employers

12. Cyril O. Houle, Continuing Learning in the Professions (Jossey-Bass, 1980),

ch. 6. See also Philip N. Nowlen and Milton R. Stern, "Partnerships in

Continuing Education," in American Association for Higher Education, Partner-

ships with Business and the Professions, pp. 17-23.
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o Independent contractors

o Purveyors of professional supplies and equipment

The variety of providers is a source of concern to several observers who believe

that professional schools and universities should be the primary providers of

continuing education. Some argue that educational institutions are the foremost

and most reliable source of knowledge, while others view continuing education as

a new business opportunity.
13

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

To a large extent, degree titles are related to the particular purpose of

advanced study. Level of degree, however, is a complicating factor. Doctoral

and master's level degrees are awarded in many fields. Master's level work

typically involves one to two years of full-time study, with or without a

research project. Doctoral level work typically involves several years of work

beyond the master's level, including more intensive and individualized study and

research. For knowledge producers the terminal degree, or highest available

degree, generally is a doctorate, though many students earn a master's degree in

the process of their doctoral work. For graduate professionals, the terminal

degree commonly is a master's degree, and to a lesser extent, a doctorate.

Institutional mission is a major issue related to both nature of programs

and level of degree. Institutions of advanced study may be classified according

to the preparation that they provide--knowledge producer, first professional, or

graduate professional. More typically, they are classified by highest level of

13. Phillip E. Frandson, "Continuing Education of the Professions: Issues, Ethics

and Conflicts" (paper presented at meeting of National Association of State

University and Land Grant Colleges, 1975), p. 11; Israel Katz, "An Emerging

Role for Universities," in Frederick C. Burgwardt and Joseph M. Bledenbach,

eds., CES Directors Handbook, p. 46; and Kenneth E. Young, "Graduate Education

and Continuing Education," in Pelczar and Solmon, eds., Keeping Graduate

Programs Rezponsive to National Needs, pp. 91-95.
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degree that they conferdoctorate, master's, or first professional. Level of

degree is an important distinction. Doctoral preparation typically is more

intensive than preparation at the master's level and, therefore, requires a

greater commitment of faculty and other institutional resources.

Knowledge Producers

Degrees associated with knowledge producers are the Doctor of Philosophy

(Ph.D.) at the doctoral level and the Master of Arts (M.A.) and Master of

Science (M.S.) at the master's level. The Ph.D. is the highest research-

oriented degree conferred in the United States. It is awarded in many fields.

It signifies mastery not only of a body of knowledge, but also of the philo-

sophical foundations of a discipline. In addition, it requires the ability to

design and conduct an original research project that contributes new knowledge

or insights. Such a research project usually terminates in a dissertation.

The distinction between the M.A. and M.S. is most commonly the field of

study. The M.A. generally is conferred in humanities and social sciences while

the M.S. generally is conferred in the natural sciences and technology fields.

Both degrees signify mastery of a body of knowledge and the ability to undertake

research in a discipline.
14

First Professionals

First professional fields have unique, widely recognized degrees. These

degrees include Doctor of Chiropractic (D.C.) in chiropractic, Doctor of Dental

Surgery (D.D.S.) in dentistry, Juris Doctor or Doctor of Laws (J.D.) in law,

Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) in allopathic medicine, Doctor of Osteopathy (D.O.) in

14. Frequently, students have options within a degree program to focus more on

research or more on coursework. The option of less coursework and one major

research project often is labeled Plan A. The option of more coursework and

several smaller research projections often is labeled Plan B.
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osteopathic medicine, Doctor of Pharmacy (D.Pharm.) in pharmacy, and Doctor of

Veterinary Medicine (D.V.M.) in veterinary medicine. The clergy often receive

first professional degrees in divinity, though many of these are at the master's

level. Although doctor appears in many titles, the degrees are not necessarily

final or terminal degrees in the field. In most of these fields, further study

leads to the M.A., M.S., Ph.D., or other degree.

Graduate Professionals

Study in graduate professional fields may lead to degrees at the doctoral

or master's level. Unlike the Ph.D., M.A., and M.S., these degrees almost

always contain the name of the specific field in their title. Examples of such

degrees at the doctoral level include Doctor of Educatim (Ed.D.), Doctor of

Engineering (D.Engr.), Doctor of Psychology (D.Psych.), Doctor of Business

Administration (D.B.A.), and others. Among degrees at the master's level are

Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.), Master of Forestry (M.F.), and

Master of Social Work (M.S.W.). The Doctor of Arts (D.A.), a degree for the

preparation of college teachers rather than resew -hers, generally is placed

into this group.

While some specialized degrees such as the Ed.D., M.B.A., and M.S.W. have

existed since at least 1920, a tendency toward further diversification has

accelerated during the past 20 yoars. Examples of recent degrees include Master

of Planning in Public Affairs (M.P.) and Master in Software Design and Develop-

ment. These degrees, many of which meet specific occupational needs of

students, are estimated to exceed 1,500 nationwide. The trend toward further

distinction of subject areas meets personal, professional, and institutional

needs.

Most graduate degrees are conferred by graduate schools within univer-

sities. This arrangement allows for consiLLency in the review and evaluation of
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degree programs. In some instances, though, master's degrees are within tn- i-

tutions but outside the purview of the graduate school.
15

Other Awards

graduate education may lead to awards other than degrees. Several programs

lead to a specialist's certificate for work at or beyond the master's level.

Participants in many continuing education programs receive certificates for

completion of their work.

COSTS

The costs of graduat. and professional education tall into tw... lategories,

the cots of providing and the costs of receiving. Although considerable over-

lap exists between the two types of costs, they are not identical. Tne

following discus,ion describes the costs associated with advanced study.

Costs of Providing Instruction

Institutions bear a variety of costs in providing graduate and professional

instruction. The most immediate costs ,q:e the portions of expenditures for

faculty and equip.,nt directly attributable to graduate and professional

instruction. Expenditures for research clearly related to the preparation of

knowledge producers constitute additional direct costs. General ,..ministrative

expenditures for items such as registration, executive management, physical

plant operation, and, in fame cases, debt service on facilities comprise the

remaining .structional costs.

15. This is the case of the Master of Agriculture in Food Technology (M.Ag.)
offered through Continuing Education and Extension at the University of
Minnesota.
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Cots of Receiving Instruction--Cost of Attendance

The costs of receiving instruction are the costs incurred by students in

attending a graduate or professional school. These costs continue for the

duration of a program. The longer and more highly priced the program, the

greater are the costs. Traditionally defined costs of attendance, used in

analysis for financial aid programs, usually are limited to certain out-of-

pocket expenditures _ncurred by undergraduates. Graduate and professional

students, however, face additional costs.

Traditional Costs of Attendance. Traditional costs of attendance, as

defined in the financial aid community, apply throughout higher education. They

include direct educational and living expenditures. Because graduate and pro-

fessional instruction generally are more expensive to provide than undergraduate

instruction, the prices charged to advanced students are usually higher as well.

Estimated living expenses also are higher for advanced students, many cf whom

are married, than for traditional college-age students, toward whom most need-

based aid has been directed.

The traditional costs of attendance include the following elements:

o Tuition and required fees - Tuition is the price of instruction that

institutions charge to students. The level of tuition may vary by

enrollment status and, at public institutions, residency. Students

enrolled Pill-time generally pay higher total tuition per term than

par time .tudents. Because part-time students have to be enrolled for

a similar number of courses as full-time students to complete a program,

total tuition costs per program are similar. in some instances,

hcweve-, tuition per credit hour is higher for part-time students,

resulting in higher overall tuition costs. Residency is a much greater

factor in determining costs because pub"- institutions usually charge

higher tuition rates for non-resident stuuents. Requi ed fees include

general student service fees and fees for supplies provided by the

institution in laboratories and other courses.

o Books, supplies, and miscellaneous items directly related to instruc-

tion.

o Living Expenses - L ,ng expenses include food, clothing, housing,

transport *ion, and miscellaneous personal items.
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Nontraditional Costs of Attendance. Graduate and professional students

face costs not typically faced by undergraduates. Some costs arise by the

nature of graduate and professional education. Others arise as a consequence of

an undergraduate education or are consequences of a student's financial circum-

stances.

o Research - As part of their preparation, graduate students in doctoral
programs must complete a major research project. Research may involve
use of computers, consumption of laboratory materials, and travel to
out-of-town libraries and archives. These activities take time and
money. Some costs are included in regular instruction and are covered
by the institutions. Other costs are left to the students. Often
research is conducted as part of a research project funded by outside
sources. In these cases, outside funds offset -le cost of a student's
research.

o Professional Activities - As part W. their initiation into their chosen
fields, graduate and professional students engage in professional
activities outside regular instruction and related research. Joining
professional organizat s and attending conferences are examples of
such activity. Costs vary, but the burden largely falls on students.

o Repayment of Loans - Many graduate and professional students have loans
to repay because they had to borrow money to finance their undergraduate
education. The major federal student loan programs, the National
Direct Student Loan Program and the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, do
not require repayments as long as a student is attending a higher educa-
',ion institution. This includes attendance at a graduate or profes-
sional school. Still, some government loan programs and private lenders
do not provide for such deferments. Graduate and undergraduate students
with non-deferred loans bear the immediate costs of repayment. Repay-
ment of loans for housing, cars, and other items also constitute current
costs.

o Opportunity Costs - Opportunity costs represent the loss in income that
a student incurs by not participating in the labor force. These cos'

seldom are considered significant for younger undergraduates who tradi-
tionally do not have strong earning power and who still are perceived as
maturing persons not yet ready for areers. Graduate and professional
students, by virtue of their undergraduate preparation, have earning
power and can compete in the labor force. Their opportunity costs are
substantial and constitute a major element in the decision to pursue
advanced study.

To be a successful financial investment, graduate and professional
education must yield additional income at least equal to income foregone
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during attendance plus the dir'ct educational costs, including loan

repayments. ;sing the salaries of persons with recent bachelor degrees

as a measure, opportunity costs might reasonably be about $20,000

annually.
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CHAPTER III. FINANCING OF SYSTEMS AND INSTITUTIONS IN MINNESOTA

General financing of systems and institutions refers to the provision of

unrestricted operating funds. These funds can be used for providing graduate

and professional instruction and other functions. An institution may allocate

these funds to whatever purpose it deems appropriate. Providers of general

revenue have little or no authority over the use of funds for specific programs.

In contrast, funds from an external body dedicated to a specific program or

activity are classifieC as restricted. Confusion in making such distinctions

may occur when some latitude exists in the use of dedicated funds or when

dedicated funds may in effect release resources from the dedicated activity to

other purposes.

This chapter describes the financing of Minnesota's post-secondary educi

tion systems and institutions that offer graduate and professional instruction.

Topics include the sources of institutional financing, the state's financing

policies for public post-secondary systems, the University of Minnesota's

systemwide allocation and tuition policies, the State University System's

allocation and tuition policies, and possible impacts of the state funding and

tuition policies on graduate and professional education in the future. The con-

cluding section identifies state funding and tuition policy options.

SOURCES OF OPERATING FUNDS

Higher education institutions obtain operating funds from a variety of

sources. Some funds are unrestricted while others are restricted to specific

purposes. Sources of funds include tuition and fees; federal, state and local

appropriations; federal, state and local grants and contracts; private gifts,
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grants, and contracts; endowment income; and sales of services and educational

activities.)

Patterns of funding for operations vary among institutions that offer

advanced instruction. As shown in Table 1, private institutions in Minnesota

rely primarily on tuition revenp-... for current operations. Private gifts,

grants, and contracts as a source of funds are a distant second. Public insti-

tutions, other than the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, rely on state

appropriations for slightly more than half their funds. Tuition and federal

funds are the other important sources of funds. The University of Minnesota has

more diverse sources of funds, reflecting its wider range of activities. State

appropriations, the largest source of funds, account for less than half the

University's operating funds.

STATE FINANCING POLICIES FOR PUBLIC POST-SECONDARY SYSTEMS

State financing policies for general operations of the public post-

secondary systems recognize two categories of expenditures: instructional and

noninstructional. Most support for instruction is derived by formula from an

average cost funding policy and a tuition policy. The remaining funding for

iustruction and funding for noninstructional activities are made through

adjustments in the budgetary base without the use of a formo-..a.

State appropriations, generated by the average cost funding policy and the

non-formula funding policy, tuition revenue, and other minor sources of revenue

are recognized as general funds in the state budget. General fund ins ructional

expenditures are those supported by general fund revenues. Significant levels

1. Revenues from auxiliary enterprises and independent operations have been

excluded because the nature and extent of such activities varies among insti-

tutions and because they are incidental to the provision of instruction.
Hospital revenue also is excluded because it existed in only one of the 25

Minnesota institutions examined.
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TABLE 1. PIACEVTAGE OF SELECTED CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES BY SOURCE
FOR PRIVATE AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS IN MINNESOTA THAT
OFFER GRADUATE AND yROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION,
FISCAL YEAR 1984-85

Source of Funds

Selected Current Funds Revenues

University of
Minnesota-
Twin Cities

Private
Institutions

Public
Institutions

3
Institutions

Tuition 14% 61% 28%

State Appropriations 41 0 54

Federal Grants and Contracts 18 5 12

State and Local Grants and Contracts 1 14 3

Private Gifts, Grants and Contracts 11 13 1

Endowment Income 3 5 *

Other Sources 12 12 3

TOTAL
4

100% 100% 100%

SOURCE: HEGIS, U.S. Department of Education.

1
Selected current funds by source for 13 of 16 pLivate institutions and eight

2
public institutions that offered graduate or professional instruction.
Excludes Mayo Graduate School of Medicine, Kozz Graduate School of Business,

Sand Walden University.
3
Excludes University of Minnesota-Twin Cities.

4
Totals may not add to 100 due to rounding error.
*Less than .5 percent.
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of instructional expenditures, however, are supported by non-state funds, which

a,e not reflected in the state budget. Reductions in these non-state funds

could result in system requests to the state for their replacement.

The state's financing policies generate considerable revenue for the public

post-secondary systems. Total general fund expenditures in the University of

Minnesota and the State University System were $625 million in Fiscal Year 1986.

State appropriations were $448 million, cr 72 percent of the total, while

t'iition brought $163 million, or 26 percent. The remaining 2 percent came from

other sources.

Financing of Instructional Expenditures

For state policy, instruction is defined as all courses offered for credit

that count toward the requirements of a degree or certificate.
2

Most funds for

instruction are provided through the average cost funding and tuition policies.

Average Cost Funding. Average cost funding relates state funds for

instruction to a system's enrollment and its cost of providing instruction. Tne

policy is used to suggest levels of state appropriations for instruction at

Minnesota's public post-secondary education systems.

A system's cost of providing instruction is based on average costs per

full-year equivalent (FYE) enrollment.
3 Average costs per FYE represent fully

allocated expenditures incurred in providing instruction divided by the number

of FYE generated by the instruction. Fully allocated expenditures include

direct expenditures, such as those for classroom instruction and indirect expen-

ditures attributable to instruction, such as those for library operations,

2. Minnesota Department of Finance, Average Cost Funding Task Force Report
(MDF, May 1984), p. 6.
3. Enrollment in collegiate systems is meas,:red in full-year equivalencies
(FYE), which gauge the volume of instruction provided in terms of student

credit hours. One undergraduate or first professional FYE equals 45 student
credit hours. One graduate FYE equals 30 student credit hours.
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counseling, administration, physical plant operations, and other support

services. Indirect expenditures also are attributed to research and public

service based proportionally on their use of support services.

The suggested state appropriation for instruction to each of the collegiate

systems is equal to 67 percent of total estimated instructional expenditures for

that system.
4 The state funding policies yielded an estimated instructional

expenditure level of $483 in fiscal Year 1986 for the University of

Minnesota and the State University System. The state provided $323 million in

appropriations to finance these instructional expenditures in the two systems

during Fiscal Year 1986.
5

The average cost funding policy buffers changes in funding from changes in

enrollments by basing funding to each system on its enrollments two years

earlier. Thus, the systems received funding for Fiscal Year 1987 based on

Fiscal Year 1985 enrollments. Lagged funding gives systems time to plan changes

in staffing and expenditures in response to changes in enrollment, and it avoids

the uncertainties of funding based on projected enrollments.

The average cost funding policy is used only to determine state appropria-

tions to systems. Governing boards have discretion ;a allocating funds to

individual colleges, campuses, and programs. The governing boards have the

authority to carry over any unexpended fund from one year to the next.

Further, the state does not take non-state fund. uch as gifts, grants,

bequests, or endowments into account in determining state appropriations for

each system.

4. Unlike the collegiate systems, the suggested state appropriation for instruc-

tion
estimated instructional expenditures.

5. These expenditure and appropriations figures are based on legislative intent.

tion to the area vocational-technical institutes is equal to 75 percent of
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Tuition Policy. State policy relates expected total tuition revenue to

total iastructional expenditures estimated through average cost funding. In the

collegiate systems, the intent of the policy is to have tuition revenue finance

the 33 percent of instructional expenditures not covered by state appropriations

in the instructional budget.
6 Ccllectively, all students within a collegiate

system are expected to finance one-third of the system's instructional expendi-

tures through t-ition. The policy yielded total estimated tuition revenue of

$159 million in Fiscal Year 1986 for the University of Minnesota and the State

University System.
7

The state tuition policy is applied in the aggregate at the system level.

The governing boards have discretion to set tuition rates that may vary by

program and level of instruction. Tuition rates, thus, may or may not equal 33

percent of the cost of instruction per student. Moreover, system governing

boards could raise more or less than the expected amount of tuition revenue.

Financing Noninstructional Expenditures and

Supplemental Instructional Expenditures

The state provides funding for noninstructional actiities, supplemk.ntal

funding for instructional activities, and state special appropriations for the

University of Minnesota without the use of formulas. Noninstructional

activities include separately budgeted research, public service, and a category

for miscellaneGus activities. Supplemental funds for instruction typically

result from system requests or from gubernatorial or legislative initiatives to

improve, expand, or start programs. Special appropriations to the University of

6. In the area vocational-technical institutes, the 25 percent of instructional

expenditures not funded by appropriations is intended to be funded by

tuition revenue.
7. The estimate is based on legislative intent.
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Minnesota support primarily research and public service. The use of state

special appropriations for the financing of programs is discussed in Chapter IV.

Starting with the previous year's funding level as a base, the state

determines levels of funding based on a proposal's anticipated benefits, its

relevance to perceived state needs, and the availability of state revenue.

Except for state special appropriations, allocation of funds within a system is

left to the governing boards. The incremental funding policy yielded an

estimated $163 millicn in noninstructional expenditures for the University of

Minnesota and the State University System in Fiscal Year 1986. State appropria-

tions supported most of this amount.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA FUNDING AND ALLOCATIONS

This section focuses on three topics. The first is a description of the

general fund resources made available to the University of Minnesota through

state financing policies. Next is a description of system allocation and

tuition policies used to deploy these resources. The expenditures and tuition

rates for graduate and professional instruction that result from the state and

system policiP- ' ?so are described.

System General Fund Resources

In Fiscal Year 1987, the University of Minnesota's estimated general fund

expenditures are $486,227,600, while estimated appropriations to the University

are $363,386,100. Although gene:al fund expenditures rose 110 percent in

current dollars between Fiscal Years 1977 and 1987, real growth during the

period was 5 percent. Constant dollar state appropriations rose by 9 percent

during the same period. The constant dollar growth in both spending and appro-

priations has occurred since Fiscal Year 1983, r rsing the constant dollar

declines in both categories between Fiscal Years 1977 and 1983 The earlier
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declines were due primarily to the state fiscal crisis in the early 1980s.

University of Minnesota general fund expenditures and revenues, including all

system funds that result from or are recognized by state funding policies, are

displayed in Table 2.

University of Minnesota spending for instruction was $327,205,900 in the

aggregate and $5,754 per student in 1987. Constant dollar state spending for

instruction in 1987 was slightly higher on a per student basis and virtually

unchanged in the aggregate, compared to 1977. General fund instructional

expenditures per student in constant dollars were 5 percent higher in 1987 than

in 1977. This increase was due to a 14 percent increase in constant dollar

spending per student since 1983 that reversed the earlier decline.

Expected tuition revenue at the University of Minnesota is $110,866,400 in

Fiscal Year 1987. Between 1977 and 1987, tuition revenue rose by 153 percent in

current dollars and by 27 percent in constant dollars. The increases in tuition

revenue per student, 164 percent in current dollars and 32 percent in constant

dollars, were larger. Tuition revenue as a percentage of instructional expendi-

tures rose from 26.9 percent in 1977 to 33.5 percent in 1987. Virtually all of

this increase occurred by Fiscal Year 1984, when the current tuition policy was

implemented.

Funds for Program Improvements Related
to Graduate and Professional Education

The 1985 Legislature made significant appropriations to the University of

Minnesota for program improvements. Table 3 displays the items related to

graduate and professional education. While most of these were supplemental

appropriations, portion-. chat are spent on instruction will become part of the

expenditure :,15e supported by average cost funding.
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One item relates directly to graduate and professional studies. The $2.5

million for graduate student tuition fellowships, matched by an equal amount

from 'Iniversity of Minnesota funds, was initiated in fall 1986. It provides

fellowships to students with teaching or research assistantships. Students with

appointments of 25 percent time or greater receive awards proportionally equal

to twice their appointment percentage. Thus, a student with a 50 percent

appointment receives a fellowship equal to 100 percent of tuition.
8

The

remaining items were directed at improving the University's competitive position

in attracting and retaining faculty and in improving support for certain

programs.

System Allocation Policy

The University of Minnesota allocates general funds to its academic and

service units using a process with two components. The first, undertaken

annually, establish incremental or decremental changes in spending levels by

unit. Allocations take into account changes in enrollments and prices, the

availability of funds for program enhancement, external mandates that affect

expenditures, and the overall availability of funds. The second component

involves planning and reallocation to redirect funds within and across units.

Redirection of funds reflects priorities based on assessments of quality,

service to other departments, integration of functions, de _nd for instruction

and research, cost effectiveness, uniqueness, and adequacy of funding compared

to programs at peer institutions.

Expenditures for Graduate and Professional Instruction

The University of Minnesota spent over $11 million, more than one-third of

its state-provided resources for instruction, on graduate and professional

8. Nonresident graduate assistants already had been paying resident tuition

rates.
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TABLE 2. GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES IN
CURRENT AND CONSTANT DOLLARS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA,
FISCAL YEARS 1977 AND 1983 THROUGH 1987

F.Y. 1977 F.Y. 1983 F.Y. 1984

Total General Fund
Expenditures

Current Dollars $231,831,600 $362,057,500 $398,161,60U
Constant Dollars 231,831,600 221,441,900 231,086,200

State Appropriations
Current Dollars 167,399,900 255,792,600 282,019,300
Constant Dollars 167,399,900 156,448,100 163,679,200

General Fund Instructional
Expenditures
Current Dollars 162,978,900 242,146,400 268,155,300
Constant Dollars 162,9:8,900 148,101,800 155,632,800

Instructional Expenditures
Per FYE
Current Dollars 2,748 4,120 4,701
Constant Dollars 2,748 2,520 2,728

Tuition Revenue
Current Dollars 43,798,100 83,392,000 91,185,700
Constant Dollars 43,798,100 51,004,000 52,922,600

Tuition Revenue Per FYE
Current Dollars 738 1,419 1,598
Constant Dollars 738 868 927

Tuition Revenue as a
Percentage of
Instructional Expenditures 26.9% 34.4% 34.0%

SOURCE: Minnesota Department of Finance and University of Minnesota.

1
Higher Education Price Index, with base year 1977, was used to deflate
expenditures and revenues. The F.Y. 1987 inflation rate was assumed to be
4.0%.

2
Information for F.Y. 1987 is estimated
Includes graduate and undergraduate.

CONTINUED
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TABLE 2. CONTINUED

Percent Percent
Change Change

F.Y. 1985 F.Y. 1986 F.Y. 1987
2

F.Y. 1983 F.Y. 1977
to F.Y. 1987 to F.Y. 1987

$428,955,500 $452,110,100 $486,227,600 34% 110%
233,381,700 235,596,700 243,601,000 10 5

307,743,400 329,545,500 363,386 ;10 42 117
167,433,800 171,727,700 182,0'/,_)00 16 9

293,449,400 307,553,200 327,205,900 35 101
159,656,900 160,267,401 163,930,800 11 1

5,251 5,480 5,754 40 109
2,857 2,856 2,883 14

99,852,600 106,848,400 110,866,400 33 153
54,326,800 56,721,400 55,544,300 9 27

1,787 1,940 1,950 37 164
972 1 011 977 13 32

34.0% 35.4% 33.9%
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TABLE 3. STATE APPROPRTATIONS TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA FOR PROGRAM
IMPROVEWTS RELATING TO GRADUATE OR PR'FESSICNAL INSTRUCTION,
1985-87 BIENNIUM

ILIEE9§!

Restoration of Faculty Purchasing Power

Faculty Special Market and Retention

Graduate Student Tuition Fellowships

Funding Rank Adjustment

Permanent University Fund Appropriation Offset
(for creation of endowed chairs)

TOTAL

SOURCE: University of Minnesota.

Amount

$ 9,571,100

4,224,200

2,500,000

8,000,000

2,500,000

$26,795,300
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instruction in Fiscal Year 1985. Expenditures for professional instruction

exceed those for graduate instruction, as shown in Table 4. The costs per FYE

of providing graduate and professional instruction were twice those of providing

undergraduate instruction at the University, as shown in Table 5.

Direct expenditures per FYE for graduate and professional instruction at

the University of Minnesota declined slightly in constant dollars between Fiscal

Years 1981 and 1985. Considerable variation, however, occurred oy unit. Direct

expenditures per FYE for graduate instruction declined by over 20 percent. In

contrast, increases occurred in every professional program except dentistry.

Within graduate and professional instruction, expenditures per FYE varied

significantly. Veterinary medicine had the highest expenditure per FYE, more

than triple the amount for graduate instruction. Most of the variation in

expenditures per FYE among components of graduate and profesr2lnal instruction

appears to be due to variation in direct expenditures.

Tuition and Instructional Costs

While the state tuition policy expects that system tuition revenue will

finance 33 percent of system instructional expenditures, governing boards need

not apply this policy to each unit or program. In fact, some units generate

tuition revenue in excess of 33 percent of their instructional expenditures

while other units generate less than 33. Units generating more than 33 percent

are, in effect, subsidizing units that generate less than 33 percent. A com-

parison of tuition revenue and instructional expenditures by enrollment unit is

useful in determining which units receiv..1 and which units provide subsidies.

The provision of graduate and professional instruction at the University of

Minnesota is subsidized by tuition revenue generated in undergraduate units. As

shown in Table 6, tuition revenue generated in graduate and professional units

constituted 22.6 percent of their instruc ional expenditures, while under-

ri 7
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TABLE 4. DIRECT, INDIRECT AND TOTAL GENERAL FUND INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES
BY TEACHING UNIT AND LEVEL OF INSTRUCTI2N,
FISCAL YEAR 1985 (DOLLARS 1 THOUSANDS)

Teaching Unit
Direct Indirect

Expenditures Expenditures
Total

Expenditures
Percent

of Toto?

Graduate -
All Units $ 32,072 $17,487 $ 49,559 17%

Professional - All Units2
Upper Division/Professional 44,549 17,073 61,622 21

Subtotal Graduate
and Professional $ 76,621 $34,560 $111,181 38%

Undergraduate -
All Units 117,249 64,788 1E1'1,037 62

TOTAL ALL UNITS
AND LEVELS $193,870 $99,360 $293,218 100%

SOURCE: University of Minnesota.

1
Teaching unit refers to the academic unit at the University of Minnesota that
provides the instruction. Graduate - All Units, for example, includes
instruction at the graduate level provided by the College of Liberal Arts, the
Institute of Technology and all other teaching units as well as graduate
instruction provided through summer session and continuing education and
extension. Expenditures for graduate instruction by teaching unit represents
the expenditures incurred to produce graduate instruction. Graduate instruc-
tion in professional fields (dentistry, law, medicine, nursing, pharmacy,

public health, and veterinary medicine) has been included in the graduate
category.

2
Includes dentistry, law, medicine, veterinary medicine nursing, pharmacy and
public health.
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TAMP. 5. MKT, 1NITRECE, AM TOTAL a/MAL RN) IMIRUCITENAL EXPENUMMI IM BY MI Citn-13 It rr A1.1) MEL OF INSERUCENN,
INIVERSETY OF MIIME93TA,

ELTAL YEARS 1981 AN) 19135

Current Dollars
Percent Change in

Direct EXpenditures

Per FYE F.Y. 1991

to " Y. 1985
F.Y.

Enenditures
reaching Unit

Fiscal Year 1935
1981

Direct Direct Indirect Total
Expenditures Expenditures Expenditures

Per FYE Per FYE Per RE Per FYE
Current

Dollars

Constant
1

Dollars

Graduate

All Units $ 3,852 3,983 $2,189 $ 6,172 3% -22%

Dentistry

Upper Division/Profes. 'lnal 11,637 11,896 4,015 15,911 2 .2r3

Law

Upper ilivision/Professional 3,573 4,898 2,598 7,486 37 3

Medicine

Upper Division/Professional 4,749 9,218 3,099 12,317 94 46

Veterinary Medicine

Upper Division/Professional 8,724 14,137 4,720 18,857 62 22

Other Professional2

Upper Division/Professional. 4,322 6,295 3,833 10,128 4b 10

Subtotal Vraduee and

Professional

ihdetradvate3

4,676 $ 5,968 $2,682 $ 8,650 28% -4%

All Units
1,965 2,757 1,720 4,277 40 6

TOTAL ALL was

AND LEVELS
$ 2,613 $ 3,469 $1,778 $ 5,247 33% 0%

SOURCE: Lhiversity of Minnesota,
Instructional Cost Study, 1980-81 (June

Minnesota, Management Planning and Information Services.

illigber Education Price Index was used to deflate expenditures.
The F.Y.iassumed to be 4.0%.

'IlIncudes Nursing, Pharmacy, and Public Health.
jInclvdes graduate instruction in Summer Session and Continuing Education

1992); University of

1937 inflation rate was

and Extension.
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TABLE 6. TUITION REVENUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES
BY LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION AND ENROLLMENT UNIT,
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, FISCAL TEAR 1984-

Enrollment Unit
Tuition
Revenue

Instructional
Expenditures

Tuition
Revenue as a
Percentage

Instructional
Expenditures

Graduate School $10,212,049 $ 41,554,000 24.a

School of Dentistry 1,967,743 9,545,830 20.6

Law School 1,585,100 6,736,387 23.5

Medical School 4,680,221 20,928,700 22.4

College of
Veterinary Medicine 1,139,645 6,683,932 17.1

Other Professional
2

1,308,639 7,199,652 18.2

Subtotal Professional $10,681,348 $ 51,094,501 20.9%

Subtotal Graduate
and Professional $20,893,397 $ 92,648,501 22.6%

Undergraduate 52,712,844 178,249,199 29.6

Total Regular Instruction $73,606,241 $270,897,700 27.2%

Summer Session,
Continuing Education ind
3xtension, All Levels 17,405,865 21,480,608 81.0

GRAND TOTAL $91,012,106 $292,378,308 31. '

SOURCE: University of Minnesota.

1
En1.111ment unit refers to the academic unit at the University of Minnesota in
which the student is enrolled. Graduate expenditures represent the expendi-
tures incurred by all teaching units to provide instruction to students
enrolled in the Graduate School.

2
Includes nursing, pharmacy, and publi. health.

3
Expenditures are understated because proportionate amounts of the costs
associated with scholarly effort in departments are not allocated tc Summer
Session and Continuing Education and Extension.
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graduate units generated tuition revenue equal to 29.6 percent. The system

average for regular instruction was 27.2 percent.

Graduate School Tuition Rates

A wide divergence exists in tuition rates for full-time graduate students

at the Univerr.ity of Minnesota. As shown in Table 7, the rate in Fiscal Year

1987 is $2,397 per year for residents and $4,795 per year for nonresidents.

Business students and medical fellow specialists, however, have higher rates.

Considerable variation also has occurred in trends in tuition rates between

Fiscal Years 1980 and 1987. Rates for graduate students in business programs

and for medical fellow specialists increased by a greater percentage in constant

dollars than rates for most other gradua studeats.
9 Dentists, physicians, and

veterinarians enrolled in clinical specialties, 3n contrast, experienced a

constant dollar decline in tuition.
10

Nonresident tuition rates for graduate

study either declined or rose modestly in constant dollars.

Reductions in posted tuition rates for graduate students are possible in

three ways. First, students who fulfill the residency requirement for a degree

may pay half the standard full-time or part-time tuition rate for all additional

credits. Residency here refers to progress toward a degree, not state of

residence. The residency requirement is fulfilled through registering as a

graduate student for a specified number of quarters.
11

Second, nonresident

9. This increase for medical fellow specialists, which occurred in Fiscal Years
1986 and 1987, was offset by fellowships provided to them.
10. The decline was due to a switch from charging these students tuition rates
similar to those in the professional programs to charging them graduate

school rates.
11. Doctoral students must register on a full-time basis for nine quarters to

qualify. Master's students must register on a full-time basis for four

quarters to qualify. Partial credit toward fulfillment of the residency

requirement is granted for part-time registration.
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TABLE 7. FULL -TIME ACADEMIC YRAR GRADUATE TUITION RATES IN CONSTANT DOMARS
FOR RESIDENTS ;ND NONRESIDENTS* UNIVERSITY OP MINNESOTA,
FISCAL YEARS 1980 THROUGH 19871

Constant
2

Dollar
Percent Percent
Change Change

F.Y. 1980 F.Y. 1987
1980

to 1987
1980

to 1987

Graduate - General
Resident $1,020 $2,397 135% 49X
Nonresident 2,805 4,795 71 8

Master of Business Administration
Resident 1,020 3,496 243 117
Nonresident 2,805 5,660 102 28

MBA - Evening ProgLam
Resident and Nonresident 1,200 3,496 191 84

MBA - Managers Program
Resident and Nonresident 7,000

Dentistry - Clinical Fields
Resident 2,217 2,397 8 -32
Nonresident 6,096 4,795 -21 -50

Medicine - Clinical Fields
Resident 2,217 2,97 8 -32
Nonresident 6,096 4,795 -21 -50

Medical Fellow Specialists
Post M.D. 441 3,194 624 358

Veterinary Medicine -

Clinical Fields
Resident 2,217 2,397 8 -32
Nonresident 6,096 4,795 -21 -50

SOURCE: University of Minnesota.

1
Graduate tuition rates based on 30 credit hours per year.

2Higher Education Price Index was used to deflate tuition rates. The F.Y. 1987
inflation rate was asumed to be 4.0Y.
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graduate students with 25 percent time or greater appointments as teaching

assistant, research assistant, or administrative 4-1lows pay resident tuition

rates.
12 Graduate students with appointments as graduate assistants at a level

of 25 percent time or greater also receive tuition fellowships, which in effect,

reduces tuition by twice the percentage of their appointments. Third, students

from states having tuition reciprocl'y agreements with Minnesota pay tuition at

lower than nonresident rates.

Professional School Tuition Rates

Tuition rates and trends for full-time students in professional programs at

the University of Minnesota vary widely, as shown in Table 8. In Fiscal Year

1987, the Law School has the lowest tuition. The highest tuition for residents

is in dentistry and for nonresidents in medicine.

Resident tuition rates for (..11-time students in professional programs rose

in constant dollars between Fiscal Years 1980 and 1987. These increases equaled

or exceeded the syst....m's overall 26 percent increase in revenue per FYE. In

contrast, nonresident rates remained stable or declined.

System Tuition Policy

The state estimates an aggregate level of annual tuition revenue for the

University of Minnesota. The system, however, has discretion regarding the

amount of tuition revenue it raises and the method it uses to establish tuition

rates. The University has chosen to raise at least the amount of tuition

revenue estimated by state policy, and it has chosen to use instructional cost

in differentiating tuition rates.

12. Nonresident graduate students who have held appointments of 25 percent time

or more for three academic quarters may contire to pay resident tuition

rates for a maximum of six additional quarters.
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TABLE 8. FULL-TIME ACADEMIC YEAR PROFESSIONAL TUITION RATES
FOR RESIDENTS AND NONRESIDgNTS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA,
FISCAL YEARS 1980 AND 19871

Constant
Dollar

Percent Percent
Change Change

2

F.Y. 1980 F.Y 1987
1980

to 1987
1980
to 1987

Dentistry
Resident $2,217 $5,029 127% 44%
Nonresident 6,096 7,543 24 -22

Law
Resident 1,311 2,938 124 42
Nonresident 3,606 5,878 63 3

Medicine
Resident 2,217 4,r3 98 26
Nonresident 6,096 8,796 44 -9

Veterinary Medicine
Resident 2,217 4,482 102 28
Nonresident 6,096 6,723 10 -30

SOURCE: University of Minnesota.

1
Professional and undergraduate tuition rates based on 45 credit hours per
year.

2
Higher Education Price Index was used to deflate tuition rates. The F.Y. 1987
inflation rate was assumed to be 4.0%.
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The University of Minnesota's internal tuition policy is based on five

principles that were recommended in 1979.13 The principles include:

o changes in tuition rates should move those rates toward the systemwide

level of tuition as a percentage of instructional cost;

o tuition rates should be differentiated by student level and unit of

enrollment;

o rates should not be differentiated simply on the basis of time of day or

year;

o undergraduate tuition should be charged on a per credit basis; and

o
professional nonresident tuition rates should be equal to 2.0 times the
comparable resident rates and undergraduate nonresident rates should be

equal to 2.5 times the comparable resident rate.

Implementation of the University of Minnesota Tuition Policy

Although the University's principles guide its decisions regarding tuition,

they are not strictly applied. In several instances, actual tuition levels have

diverged from levels sugg 3ted by the principles.

Tuition increases in 1985-86 illustrate exceptions to the University's

first principle. Changes in tuition rates, according to this principle, should

move closer to the systemwide level of tuition as a percentage of instructional

cost. In 1985-86, tuition revenue at the University increased by 5.2 percent.

Application of the principle suggests that tuition rates above the system

average, shown on the first page of Table 9, would have increased less than 5.2

percent. Conversely, it suggests that tuition rates below the system average,

shown on the second page of Table 9, should have increased by more than 5.2

percent. Actual increases differed from the anticipated patterns.

13. .,niversity of Minnesota, Recommendations and Rationale on Tuition Policy

(U of M, July 25, 1979).
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TAME 9. TUTS [(N MRS, FEMME aF INSMULTI(NAL ODST, Aid) PERCHEXE INCREASE,

INEYERSEIf OF KIMOTA,

EIS= YEARS 1986 AND 1967

1986 1967

Difference

From

Estimated System Variation

Percentage of Average Fran

Ration." Instructional Percentage Percentage Expected

Rate Cost Increase Increase Pattern

Continuing Education and Extension -

lower Division $ 38.50 57.4%2 3.90% -1.30%

Skimmer Session --Graduate 85.00 54.3
2

6.25 1.05

Summer Session - Lower Division 36.87 53.9
2

6.25 1.05 *

UM Education - Lower Division 42.21 51.4 2.00 -3.20

Ocntinuing Educatiam and Extension -

Graduate 89.75 47.5
2

5.29 .09 *

Management-All 47.10 47.1 5.20 0.00 *

Sumner Session -Divex Division
3

47.26 46.0
2

6.25 1.05 *

General College - Upper Division 39.44 42.6 2.C) -3.11

Duluth - Lower Division 38.90 42.0 3.04 -2.16

Twin Cities - Lower Division 38.90 40.9 3.04 -2.16

Continuing Education and Extension -

Duluth 42.16
2

40.7 5.20 0.00 *

Education - Upper Division 49.73 36.8 4.08 -1.12

Public Health - All 52.44 36.5 4.23 -.97

Institute of Technology - Upper Division 48.99 36.0 5.20 0.00 *

Law 1,396.85 35.8 5.20 0.00 *

College of Liberal Arts - Upper Division 40.54 35.0 4.87 -.33

iris - Lower Division 38.90 34.2 3.04 -2.16

Han' Eccmamics - Upper Division 51.64 34.0 5.32 .12
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THE 9. TU_ s PERMIDni CIF DISLIMMTAL OAST; MO MEN. 12103 INUE493,

Ltar2REZETY OF EMMA,
FISCAL TEARS 1986 Ni) 1987 MINED

1986 1987

Difference

From

Estimated System Variation

Percentage of Average From

TUiticni Instructional Percentage Percentage Expected

Rate Co-c Increase Increase Pattern

UMD Business and Economics - Upper Division $ 40.80 32.4% 6.09% .89%

Morris - Upper Division 44.46 31.7 6.48 1.28

Medicine - 16+ credits 1,828.43 30.9 ',.91 1.71

UMD Fine Arts - Upper Division 44.87 30.6 7.09 1.89

UND Liberal Arts - Upper Division 42.54 30.4 7.21 2.01

UMD Science and Evireering - Upper Division 42.54 30.4 7.21 2.01

Biological Sciences - /al 49.74 30.2 7.31 2.11

Graduate 759.60 27.5 *." 20 0.00 *

Mortuary Science - All 53.36 26.9 9.00 3.80

Crookston - All 38.90 26.8 3.04 -2.16 *

Vaseca - All 38.90 26.3 3.04 -2.16 *

MD- Medicine 1,828.43 25.4 6.91 1.71

Agriculture - Upper Division 50.96 24.9 9.00 3.80

Occupational and Physical lberapy - All 58.10 23.9 3.30 -1.90 *

Pharmacy - BS 55.61 23.6 2.00 -3.20 *

Pharmacy - Doctoral 55.61 23.6 9.00 3.80

Forestry - Upper Division 54.53 23.5 9.00 3.80

Medical Technology - All 58.10 22.3 3.30 -1.90 *

IIIDGraduate 759.60 20.1 5.20 0.00 *

Dentistry 1,537.86 19.7 9.00 3.80

Nursing - All 58.10 19.6 3.30 -1.90 *

Veterinary Medicine 1,370.68 15.9 9.00 3.80

Dental Hygiene - Upper Division 48.29 13.6 9.00 3.80

SOURCE: University of Minnesota.

1
Law is a semester rate. Graduate, medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine and health science

'fire

are quarterly rates. All other are per credit hour.

'The percentages are somewhat overstated because a proportionate amount of departmental

scholarly effort cost is noZ allocated to Sumer Session or Continuing Education and

Extension.

ted average.

*Denotes variation from expected pattern under University of Minnesota tuition policy.

NOTE: Bold print denotes graduate or professional instruction.
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Other instances in which the guidelines are not strictly applied include

the following:

o In response to market conditions for programs such as mc-agement, the
University has made exceptions in moving tuition toward the systemwide
level of tuition as a percentage of instructional costs.

o Lower division students have the same tuition rate regardless of enroll-
ment unit.

o Undergraduates registering for 14 to 18 credit hours per term pay
tuition at the rate of 14 hours, a departure from a straight per credit
hour rate.

o In a few iLstances, nonresident tuition rates are only 3 ' times or
equal to comparable resident rates.

The designation of instructional units has considerable impact on estima-

tion of instructional costs and tuition rates. Units vary in the number of

programs or disciplines available and in the number of students enrolled. At

one extreme, the Graduate School has instruction in dozens of departments and

enrolls thousands of students. At the other extreme are units such as the

School of Veterinary Medidne, which is comparable in size to a large academic

department and enrolls hundreds of students. The costs of providing instruction

in large units sucl, as the Graduate School vary widely by discipline while the

tuition rates do not. Consequently, the relationship of the tuition rate to the

cost of instruction also varies widely.

Comparisons of University of Minnesota Tuition Rates
With Those at Other Institutions

Comparisons of University of Minnesota tuition rates with those at institu-

tions 'Al other states are important because of competition for students. Two

distinct comparisons are made here. One is a comparison of the University of

Minnesota's tuition with institutions considered its peers.
14

Toe other is a

14. The peer programs were selected by Universit; of Minnesota staff.
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comparison with other institutions including all public Big Ten, Big Eight, and

selected other American Association of Universities institutions.

Resident graduate tuition and f es at the University of Minnesota ranked

fifth among the annual rates charged at peer institutions and at other institu-

tions in academic year 1985-86, as shown in Table 10. Five other institutions

were clustered below the University of Minnesota with differenCes ranging from

$180 to $319. In contrast, nonresident graduate tuition and fees at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota rar. A 14th amorg the rates charged at other insti itioas, as

shown it Table 11. The institutions with rates c,ove those of the University of

Minnesota had differences ranging from $4 to $3,186.

Resident tuition and fees in profe ional programs at the University of

Minnesota ranked high among peer prograk lnd in programs at other institutions

during academic year 1985-86. The University's position was third in veterinary

medicine, fourth in (antistry, and seventh in medicine, as shown in Table 12.

Because the number of terms of study within the same field varies among institu-

tions, the amounts shown irdl-:--e more clearly than tuition per term what a

student would pay over the duration of C[ke program.
15

Tuition rates for several

peer programs in medicine were significantly higher than University of Minnesota

rates with differences ranging up to $7,000. Tuition rates for dercistry and

veterinary medicine at other institutions were dell below those at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota. Nonresident tuitior and fees in professional programs ranked

lower than resident rates, as shown it Table 13. This indicates that the

University of Minnesota nationally was in a more competitive position fcr

st ients han other institutions. The figures shown here are f-- 1q85-86 and,

15. Tuition rates for program completion are displayed becaus the number of
terms of study required varies among institutions.
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TABLE 10. TWENTY HIGHEST RESIDENT GRADUATE TUITION AND
FEE RATES AND DIFFERENCE FROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, ACAnRmn YEAR 1nt5_86

Overall
Rank Institution

Tuition
and

Required
Fees

Difference
From

University
of Minnesota

1 ;ornell University $5,020 $2,468
2* University of Michigan 3,789 1,237
3 University of Pittsburgh 3,592 1,040
4* Pennsylvania State University 2,942 390
5 University of Minnesota 2,552 -
6 University of Illinois-Urbana 2,372 (180)
7 University of Washington 2,304 (248)
8 Michigan State University 2,271 (281)
9 Ohio State University 2,238 (314)

10 University of MaL,land 2,233 (319)
11 iversity of Oregon 2,168 (384)
12 University of Virginia 2,036 (516)
13 University of Wisconsin 1,946 (606)
14 Uriversity of Colorado 1,812 (740)
15 University of Indiana 1,730 (822)
16 Purdue University 1,629 (923)
17 Universit of Missouri-Kansas City 1,626 (926)
18 University of Missouri-Columbia 1,594 (958)
19 University of Iowa 1,546 (1,006)
19 Iowa State University 1,546 (1,006)

SOURCE: University of Mist ,Jri, "Annual, Academic Year Tuition and Required
Fees, Big Eight, Big Ten Public and Other AAU Public Universities,
1976-77 to 1985-86" (October 25, 1985).

*Denotes programs with higher tuition than the University of Minnesota
selected as peers by the University of Minnesota staff.
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TABLE 11. TWENTY HIGHEST NONRESIDENT GRADUATE Tt'ITION AND
FEE RATES AND OIFFERENCE FROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, ACADEMIC YEAR 1985-86

Overall
Rank Institution

Tuition
and

Required
Fees

Difference
From

University
of Minnesota

1 University of Michigan $8,017 $3,186
2 University of Pittsburgh 7,102 2,271
3 University of Illinois-Urban. 6,056 1,225
4 Pennsylvania State University 5,880 1,049
5 University of Wisconsin 5,795 964
6 University of Washington 5,760 929
7 University of Colorado 5,574 743
8 Ohio State University 5,388 557
9 University of California-Berkeley 5,223 392

10 University of California-Los Angeles 5,162 331
11 Cornell University 5,020 189
12 University of Virginia 4,886 55
13 Purdue University 4,835 4

14 University of Minnesota 4,831 -
15 University of Indiana 4,628 (203)
16 Michigan State University 4,611 (220)
17 University cf Missouri-Kansas City 4,218 (613)
18 University of Missouri-Columbia 4,1SO (645)
19 University of Iowa 3,996 (835)
19 Iowa State University 3,996 (835)

SOURCE: 'university of Missouri, "Annual, Academic Year Tuition and Required
Fees, Big Eight, Big Ten Public and Other AAU Public Universities,
1976-77 to 1985-86" (October 25, 1985).
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TABLE 12. TEN HIGHEST RESIDENT PROFESSIONAL TUITION AND FEE RATES
FOR DURATION OF PROGRAMS AND DIFFERENCE PROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, ACADEMIC YEAR 1985-86"

Overall
Rank Institution

1

2*

3*

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3*

4*

5

6*
7

8

9

10

1*

2*

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

SOURCE:

T.dition

and
Required

Fees

Difference
From

University
of Minnesota

DENTISTRY
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
University
Ohio State
University

of Pittsburg
of Michigan
of hissouri-Kansas City
of Minnesota
of Colorado-Denver
of Maryland-Baltimore
of Washington
of Indiana-Indianapolis
University
of Illinois-Chicago

MEDICINE
University of Pittsburg
Pennsylvania State University-Hershey
University of Missouri-Kansas City
University of Michigan
University of Colorado-Denver
University of Wisconsin
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri-Columbia
University of Maryland-Baltimore
Michigan State University

VETERINARY MEDICINE
University of Wisconsin
Cornell University
University of Minnesota
Michigan State University
University of Illinois-Urbana
Ohio State University
University of Missouri-Columbia
University of Florida
Purdue University
Iowa State University

$r,882 $17,868
25,419 4,405
22,189 1,175
21,014
19,932 (1,082)
19,228 (1,786)
14,952 (6.062)
14,840 (6,174)
14,424 (6,590)
14,400 (6,614)

$53,528 $28,764
38,840 14,076
31,764 7,000
31,742 6,978
28,460 3,696
26,844 2,080
24,764
2a,679 (1,085)
23,65( (1,114)
22,47: (2,292)

$23,840 $4,984
22,200 3,344
18,856
17,905 (951)
14,984 (3,872)
14,424 (4,432)
14,160 (4,69()
12,940 (5,916)
12,201 (6,655)
11,848 (7,008)

University of Missouri, "annual, Academic Year Tuiticn and Requited
Fees Big Eight, Big Ten Public and Other AAU Public Universities,
1976-77 to 1985-86" (September 1986).

1

The rates represent the amount of tuition and required fees that a student
would pay to complete the professional program based on 1985-86 tuition and
f.e rates.

*Lenotes programs with higher tuition than the University of Minnesota
selected as peers by the University of Minnesota staff.
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TABLE 13. TEN HIGHEST NONRESIDENT PROFESSIONAL TUITION AND FEE RATES
FOR DURATION OF PROGRAMS AND DIFFERENCE FROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, ACADEMIC YEAR 1985-861

Overall

Rank Institution

Tuition
and

Required
Fees

Difference
From

University
of Minnesota

DENTISTRY
1 University of Pittsburg $58,870 $18,020
2 University of Colorado-Denver 56,466 15,616

3 University of Michigan 47,665 6,815
4 Ohio State University 42,840 1,990

5 University of Maryland-Baltimore 41,8R4 1,034

6 University of Hinnesota 40,850
7 University of Washington 38,040 (2,810)

8 University of Illinois-Chicago 37,152 (3,698)

9 University of Missouri-Kansas City 34,898 (5,952)

10 University of Indiana- .ndianapolis 31,240 (9,610)

MEDICINE
1 University of Colorado-Denver $112,416 $64,067
2 University of Pittsburg 74,728 26,379
3 University of Michigan 60,i39 11,790

4 University of Illinois-Urbana 58,715 10,426
5 University of Illinois-Chicago 58,766 10,417
6 Pennsylvania State University-Hershey 54,42A 6,075
7 University of Missouri-Kansas City 49,901 1,559

8 Michigan State University 49,704 1,355

9 University of M!nnesota 48,349 -

10 University of Maryland-Baltimo:e 45,683 (2,666)

VETERINARY MEDICINE
1 Ohio State University $42,840 $ 6,303
2 University of Illinois-Urbana 40,712 4,175
3 Michigan State University 39,242 2,705
4 University of Minnesota 36,537 -

5 University of Wisconsin $34,592 (1,945)

6 Purdue Un!versity 30,345 (6,192)

7 University of Florida 29,976 (6,561)
8 Iowa State University 28,416 (8,121)
9 Cornell University 26,460 (10,077)

10 University of Missouri-Columbia 26,256 (10,281)

SOURCE: University cf Missouri, "Annual, Academic Year Tuition and Required
Fees, Big Eight, Big Ten Public and Other AAU Public Jni:ersities,
1976-77 to 1985-86" (September 1986).

1
The rates represent the amount of tuition and required fees that a student
would pay to complete the professional program based on 1985-86 tuition and
fee rates.
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therefore, do not reflect the 18 percent reduction in nonresident tuition for

dental students at the University in 1986-87,

STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM FUNDING AND ALLOCATIONS

The funding of graduate education in the State University System is the

subject of this section. The first topic is a description of the general fund

resources made available to the State University System through state financing

policies. Next is a description of system allocation and tuition policies used

to deploy these resources. The expenditures and tuition rates for graduate and

professional instruction that result from the state and system policies also an

described.

General Fund Resources

The State University System general fund expenditures were $184,060,400 and

state appropriations were $118,180,700 in Fiscal Year 1987, as shown in

Table 14. These figures include all system funds that result from or are

recognized by state funding policies. Although system total general fund expen-

ditures rose by 121 percent between Fisc.i Years 1977 and 1987, real growth,

after eliminating the effects of inflatici, was 11 percent. The growth in

constant dollar spending has occurred since Fiscal Year 1983. Constant dollar

state appropriations to the system declined by nine percent between Fiscal Years

1977 and 1987. This pattern is the result of significant declines in appropria-

tions during the state's fiscal crisis in the early 1980s and subsequent growth

in constant dollar appropriations since Fiscal Year 1983.

State University System spending for instruction was $174,764,400 in the

aggregate and $3,891 per student in Fiscal Year 1987. Since Fiscal Year 1977,

constant dollar instruct.mal spending in the system has risen in the aggregate

and declined and then returned to about the 197 level on a per student basis.
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General fund instructional expenditures in constant dollars declined and then

increased to a level in 1987 that is 13 percent above the 197, level. ; a

result of steady enrollment increases, cons int dollar spending per FYE declined

significantly and returned to about 1977 levels.

Tuition revenue in the State University System was $61,359,500 in 1987.

Between Fiscal Years 1977 and 1987, system tuition revenue rose by 255 percent

in current dollars and by 78 percent in constant dollars. Constan dollar

tuition revenue per FYE increased 54 percent, while the percentage of instruc-

tional expenditures financed by tuition revenue has risen from 22.3 percent in

1977 to 35.1 percent. This heavier 'eliance on tuiticn revenue is the result of

the earlier funding policies, appropriations reductions in the early 1980s, and

the state financing policies adoptea in 1983.

System Allocation Policy

The State University System uses a pro:ess that recognizes fixed and

variable costs in making its annual allocations of staff and fu,:ds to he seven

state universities. The institutions have broad latitude in allocating their

resources to departments and units. The objective of the system allocation

process is to distribute resources equitably in a manner consistent with the

intent of the appropriation and the priorities of the State University Board.

The allocation for fixed costs proviees resources sufficient to accommodate

1,200 FYE students. The allocation includes classified and unclassified staff

positions, funds for those positions, and funds for supplies, expenses and

equipment. Staffing for physical plant operations is based on the size of the

campus.

The allocation for variable costs recognizes economies of size in providing

resources to accommodate enrollments above 1,200 FYE. The allocation is based

on three enrollment ranges with fewer resources provided per student in the
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TABLE 14. GENERAL FUND EIGENDITHRES AND REVENUES IN
CURRENT AND CONSTANT DOLLARS, STATE UNI1ERSITY SYSTEM,
FISCAL YEARS 1977 _ND 1963 THROUGH 1987

F.Y. 1977 F.Y. 1983 F.Y. 1984

Total Genet 1 Fund
Expenditures

Current Dollars $83,340,300 V.34,111,100 $151,027,500
Constant Dollars 83,340,300 82,025,100 87,653,500

State Appropriations
Current Dollars 64,895,200 95,020,400 101,199,400
Constant Dollars 64,895,200 58,116,500 58,734,400

General Fund Instructional
Expenditures

Current Dollars 77,638,100 124,314,400 139,914,600
Constant Dollars 77,438,100 76,033,300 81,204,100

Instructional Expenditures
Per FYE
Current Dollars 1,993 2,953 3,346
Constant Dollard 1,993 1,806 1,942

Tuition Revenue
Current Dollars 17,290,500 35,389,600 45,471,900
Constant Dollars 17,290,500 21,645,000 26,391,100

Tuiti a Revenue Per HE 3

Current Dollars 445 841 1,088
Constant Dollars 445 514 631

Tuition Revenue as a
Percentage of
Instructional Expenditures 22.3% 28.5% 32.5%

SOURCE: Minnesota Department of Finance and State University System Office.

1
Higher Education Price Index, base year 1977 used to deflate expenditures

2
and revenues. The F.Y. 1987 inflation rate was assumed to be 4.0%.
Information for F.Y. 1987 is estimated.

3
Includes graduz.e and undergraduate.

CONTINUED
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TABLE 14. CONTINUED

Percent Percent
Change Change

F.Y. 1985 F.Y. 1986 F.Y. 1987
2

F.Y. 1983
to F.Y. 1987

F.Y. 1977

to F.Y. 1987

$161,401,200 $172,829,700 $184,060,000 37% 121%
87,813,500 90,067,600 92,214,600 12 11

109,401,500 118,392,200 118,180,700 24 82
59,522,000 61,694,700 59,208,800 2 -9

153,497,100 163,822,300 174.764,400 41 126
83,513,100 85,368,600 87,557,300 15 13

3,673 3,794 3,891 32 95
1,998 1,977 1,949 8 -2

51,653,600 54,061,400 61,359,500 73 255
28,103,200 28,171,700 30,741,200 42 78

1,236 1,252 1,366 62 207
673 652 684 33 54

33.7% 33.0% 35.1%
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higher ranges. Unclassified staffing is provided based on tnrollments two years

earlier. Classified staff and funds for supplies, expenses, and equipment are

provided based on projected enrollments in the year for which the all cation is

made.

Expenditures for Graduate Instruction

Expenditures for graduate instruction constituted seven percent of the

State University System's instructional expenditures in Fiscal Year 1985, as

shown in Table 15. State University System expenditures per FYE for graduate

instruction were similar to those for undergraduate instruction in 1985.

Graduate expenditures per FYE were $3,574 while undergraduate expenditures per

FYE were $3,680. The difference between graduate and undergraduate expenditures

per FYE as primarily due to a difference in indirect expenditures per FYE.

Tuition and Instructional Costs

C ..duate instruction in the State University System received a small

subsidy from tuition revenue generated by undergraduate instruction in Fiscal

Year 1985. Tuition revenue generated at the graduate level constituted 31

percent of graduate instructional expenditures, as shown in Table 16. Tuition

revenue generated at the undergraduate level constituted 34 percent of under-

graduate instrurtional expenditures. The undergraduate percentage was only

slightly over the systemwide figure of 33.5 percent.

Graduate Tuition Rates

Full-time resident tuition for graduate students in the State University

System is $1,226 in 1987, as shown in Table 17. On-campus resident graduat-

tuition rose by 77 percent in constant dollars between Fiscal Years 1980 and

1987, in c'ntrast to the 56 percent increase in system average tuition revenue

per FYE not shown here. Tuition rates 'or off-campus resident graduate students
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TABLE 15. DIRECT, INDIRECT, AND TOTAL GENERAL FUND INSTRUCTIONAL
EXPENDITURES IN THE AGGREGATE AND PER FYE,BY LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION,
STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM, FISCAL YEAR 19851

Level of
Instruction

Direct
Expenditures

Indirect
Expenditures

Total

Expenditures
Percent
of Total

Graduate $ 6,187,700 $ 4,223,000 $ 10,410,700 7%

Undergraduate 83,167,400 59,919,000 143,086,400 93

TOTAL $89,355,100 $64,142,000 $153,497,100 100%

Level of
Instruction

Direct Indirect
Expenditures Expenditures

Per FYE Per FYE

Total

Expenditures
Per FYE

Graduate $2,124 $1,450 $3,574

Undergraduate 2,139 1,541 3,680

TOTAL $2,138 $1,535 $3,673

SOURCE: State University System Office.

1
Trends in expenditures per FYE over time are not examined because comparable
data for an earlier year were not available. The earlier data were not
available because of changes in the categories of instruction funded by the
average cost policy and because of a change in the method used by system
staff to allocate expenditures to levels of instruction. System staff also
noted that the current method of allocating expenditures to levels of
instruction may need additional refinement.
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TABLE TUITION REVENUE, INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES, AND
TUITION REVENUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES
BY LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION, STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM,
FISCAL YEAR 1985

Tuition
Revenue as a
Percentage

Level of Tuition Instructional Instructional
Instruction Revenue Expenditures Expenditures

Graduate $ 3,190,000 $ 10,410,700 30.6%

Undergraduate 48,169,000 143,086,400 33.7

TOTAL $51,359,000 $153,497,100 33.5%

SOURCE: State University System Office.
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TABLE 17. FULL TIME ACADEMIC YEAR GRADUATE TUITION RATES FOR
RESIDENTS AND NONRESIDENTS, STE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM,
FISCAL YEARS 1980 THROUGH 1987

F.Y. 1980 F.Y. 1981 F.Y. 1982 F.Y. 1983 F.Y. 1984

Graduate On-Campus
Resident $ 438 $ 498 $ 546 $ 678 $ 897

Nonresident 879 971 1,097 1,364 1,794

Graduate Off-Campus
Resident 738 819 922 1,146 1,515

Nonresident 738 819 922 1,146 1,515

Constant
Dollar

Percent Percent

Change Change

2

F.Y. 1985 F.Y. 1986 F.Y. 1987
1980

to 1987

1980

to 1987

Graduate On-Campus
Resident $1,032 $1,177 $1,226 180% 77%

Nonresident 2,064 2,064 1,770 101 27

Graduate Off-Campus
Resident 1,350 1,177 1,226 66 5

Nonresident 1,350 2,064 1,770 140 52

SOURCE: State University System Office.

1

2
Graduate tuition rates based on 30 credit hours per year.
Higher Education Price Index was used to deflate tuition rates. The

F.Y. 1987 inflation rate was assumed to be 4.0%.
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rose by five percent in constant dollars during the same period.
16

The non-

resident graduate rate rose by 27 percent.
17

State universities offer reduced tuition rates to some graduate students

employed as graduate assistant-3, Nonresident graduate assistants at most state

universities are entitled to pay resident tuition rates while they are employed.

Mankato State University also offers all graduate assistants who register for 6

to 12 credits a stipend equal to half their tuition cost.

System Tuition Policy

The State University System has not formally adopted a policy for setting

tuition rates. The practice of the system in setting tuition rates has been

characterized by per-credit charges, proportional increases, and, recently, by a

reduction in the differences for residents and nonresidents. Tuition for all

categories of students in the State University System is set on a per-credit

basis regardless of the numbe of credits for which a student registers. With

few exceptions, tuition rates have been increased annually by the same per-

centage for all categories of students. This tendency has applied to graduate

and undergraduate rates and, until recently, to nonresidents as well as

residents. Prior to Fiscal Year 1986, nonresident tuition rates were set at

about two times the comparable resident rate. Nonresident rates were not

changed in 1986 and were reduced slightly in .1987. As a consequence, the

graduate nonresident rate is about 40 percent higher than the resident rate

compared to the undergraduate nonresident rate, wl ;ch is about 60 percent higher

than the resident rate.

16. This small increase in the rate for off-campus programs is because these
programs previously were self-supporting. Graduate tuition rates are uniform
now that off-campus and on-campus programs are funded in the same manner.
17. This smaller increase is due to the reduction in the tuition differences for
nonresidents.
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Tuition Rates in Comparable Institutions

Resident graduate tuition and fees in the State University System ranked in

the middlc. of the rates charged at comparable institutions in the Unite States

and in the north central region during academic year 1985-86. Full-time

graduate tuition and fees of $1,329 in Minnesota's State University System, as

shown in T2nle 18, ranked 20'.h among the :ates charged at comprehensive and

general baccalaureate institutions. The national t rage rate of $1,295 was

slightly less than the State University System rate. The nonre.;:iiient rate

ranked in the lower one-third. The Minnesota nonresidert rate of $2,216 ranked

33rd, or $726 below the national average.

POSSIBLE IMPACTS OF FUNDING AND TU1710N POLICES

Projected graduate and professional enrollment and estimated expenditures

between 1986 and 1991 illustrate the responsiveness of the state funding policy

to enrollments. Estimated instructional spending and resmu: levels for the

University of Minnesota and for the State University System are used to suggest

the impacts of _urrent policies and practices as they currently exist. They are

not inte.,ded to 'ce projections of future expenditure levels.
18

Financial

figures are expressed in constant dollars.

18. The expenditures i. each syster were estimated using Fis.:al Ye2r 1986 legis-
lative intent average costs and FYE enrollments in 1984 for 1986 expenditures
and FYE enrollments in 1989 for 1991 expendittires. Legislative intent
average costs are based on those included in the systems' biennial budget
requests but modified to reflect legislative fun'ing decisions. The costs
reflect 19e5 Legislativ. intent and have not bee. adiusted to reflect the
appropriations reductions and unallotments that occurred in 1986. SyF,tem

budget requests were based on the University of Minnesota's spending patterns
in 198, or the State University System'l spending patterns in 1983. Conse-
quently, expenditures and revenues for both years are expressed in terms of
Fiscal Year 1986 dollars. Actual 1984 enrollments were used to estimate 1986
expenditures. FYE enrollment projections for 189 by the University of
Minnescta's Management flanriing and information Services Division were used to
estimate University of Minnesota expenditures in 1991. FYE enrollment projec-
tions for 1989 by tne Higher Education Coordinating 3oard, were used to
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TABLE 18. WPM' AND trtnimmeir AVF1W TWITCH NV 11111ErM
HMS= STATE RUMMY SYSIFH OMPARARIE INTIM:KM 1N SEIB= STATES,
AND DIFFERFICE FRCH ACKEKIC YEAR 1985-86

Rank

1

5

10

12

13

14

15

17

20

State

Resident

Graduate Difference

Piition from

And Fees Minnesota

Ohio $2,273 $944

New Jersey 1,992 663

Michigan 1,677 348

Wisconsin 1,640 311

Ind!Ana 1,581 252

Illinois 1,5 173

Maryland 1,412 83
Iowa 1,386 57

Mlimesota 1,329

EationalAmerage 1,295 (34)

North Dakota 1,275 (54)

Kansas 1,247 (82)

South Orkota 1,223 (106)

Missouri 1,126 (203)

Arizona 990 (339)
Nevada J/0 (509)

Nebraska 757 072)
Oklahoma 470 (859)

Rank

10

12

14

15

17

20

State

'Nonresident

Graduate

Tuition

and Fees

Difference

from

Minnesota

Wisconsin $4,735 $2,519
Ohio 4,220 2,004

Illinois 3,744 1,528
Michigan 3,562 1,346
Indiana 3,465 1,249
Oregon 3,441 1,225

Iowa 3,308 1,092

Connecticut 3,119 903

National Average 2,942 726
Texas 2,795 579
Kansas 2,580 364
Utah 2,460 244
Minnesota 2,216

Missouri 2,169 (47)

North Dakota 2,163 (53)
South Dakota 2,023 (193)
Louisiana 1,913 (303)
Nebraska 1,186 (1,030)

SOURCE: Tuition and Fee Rates--A National Comparison. State of Washington Council for
Postsecondary Education.

lAverage tuition and requited fees at comprehensive and general bacvelaueate institutions.
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Estimated instructional expenditures and revenues in Mi. Iota public

systems that offer advanced instruction decline slightly between 1986 and 1991,

as shown in Table 19. Expenditures decline by five percent, while FYE enroll-

ments decline by less than six percent between 1984 and 1989. Enrollments from

1984 and 1989 determine expenditures for 1986 and 1991 under the average cost

funding policy. Estimated expenditures for graduate instruction rise by 33

percent between 1986 and 1991 while FYE enrollments increase by 23 percent.

Spending for professional instruction declines by 11 percent, slightly more than

the 9 percent decline in professional enrollments. 19

University of Minnesota

Estimated instructional enenditur-s for the University of Minnesota

decline slightly in the aggregate and increase slightly on a per FYE basis

between 1986 and 1991, as shown in Table 20. The 5.1 percent decline in

estimated instructional expenditures is the result of enrollment related

declines in spending at the professional and undergraduate levels that are

partially offset by enrollment related increases in spending at the graduate

level. The four percent increase in expenditures per FYE is a result of the

changes in graduate and professional expenditures per FYE and a shift in the mix

of University of Minnesota enrollments among levels of instruction.

estimate State University System expenditures in 191. Where these projec-
tions did not include detail sufficient to classify categories of enrollments
into funding cells, current propottio.s of enrollments in cells wele
used. System instructional revenues were estimated using the propertions
established in state funding policy. Appropriations or instruction were
set equal to 67 percent of instructional expenditntes. Tuition revenue was
set equal to the re,aining 33 percent of instructional expenditures.
19. The professional category includes expenditures for graduate instruction in
professional fields. An eailier table included these expenditures in the
graduate category. They are included in the professional category here to be
consistent with the state funding pollcy.
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TABLE 19. ESTIMATED INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITNRES Arl REVENUES
IN CONSTANT DOLLARS AND EYE RVALLMENTS,
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ANy STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM,
FISCAL YEARS 1986 AND 1991

F.Y. 1986 F.Y. 1991
Percent
Change

Estimated Instructional
Expenditures

Graduate $ 47,265,100 $ 62,616,078 33%
Professional 84,305,300 75,139,841 -11
Undergraduate 350,951,300 320,339,745 -9

'Lotal $482,521,700 $458,095,664 -5%

Estimated Instructional Revenues
State Appropriations $323,289,539 $306,924,095 -5%
Tuition Revenue 159,232,161 151,171,569 -5

Total $482,521,700 $458,095,664 -5%

F.Y. 1934 F.Y. 1989
Percent
Change

FYE Enroll...ent
2

Graduate 7,755 9,918 28%
Professional 7,343 6,665 -9
Undergraduate 83,764 76,662 -8
Total 98,862 93,245 -6%

SOURCE: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Bcard.

'Estimated expenditures and revenues a:e based on F.Y. 1986 legislative
intent average costs. They are not intended as projections of future

2expenditure levels.

F.Y. 1984 enrollments are actual and F.Y. 1989 enrollments are projected.
Enrollments from these two years are used to estimate funding for 1986 and
1991 respectively.
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TABU 20. ESTIMATED INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, FISCAL YEARS 1986 AND 19911

F.Y. 1986 F.Y. 1991
Percent

Change

Estimated Instructional
E;:pendi tures

Graduate $ 37,047.000 $ 50,870,300 37%
Professional 84,305,30084,305,300 75,139,841 -11
Undergraduate 197,347,100 176,377,770 -:1
Total $318,699,400 $302,387,911 -5%

Estimated Instructional
Expenditures Per FYE

Graduate $ 5,794 $ 7,422 28%
Professional' 11,857 11,517 -3
Undergraduate 4,679 4,705
Total $ 5,724 $ 5,945 4%

Estimated Instructional Revenues
State Appropriations $213,528,598 $202,599,90G -5%
Tuition Revenue 105,170,302 99,788,011 -5
Tuition Revenue Per FYE 1,889 1,962 4

SOURCE: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.

'Estimated expenditures and revenues are based on F.Y. 1986 legislative
intent average costs. They are not intended as projections of future

2
expenditure levels.

The professional category includes expenditures for graduate instruction
in professional fields.

*Less than 1 percent.
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Estimated instructional expenditures for graduate instruction at the

University of Minnesota rise by 37 percent, due primarily to the projected

enrollment increases of 35 percent, not shown here, between 1984 and 1989. The

rise of 28 percent in expenditures per FYE reflects two phenomena: lower expen-

ditu,.es in earlier years because of lagged funding and E. shift of graduate

enrollments toward nigher-cost programs in later ye-,rs.

Estimated aggregate -xpen&tures for professional instruction at the

University of Minnesota decline by 11 percent, due primarily to the decline in

professional enrollments. The slight decline in expenditures per FYE is due to

higher expenditures in earlier years Lecause of lagged funding and a sh't in

professional enrollments toward lower-cost programs. Projected enrollment

declines in several professional prc7rams between 1984 and 1989 suggest that

these programs also will experience reductions in expenditures. Professional

and graduate professional enrollments are projected to decline by 16 percent in

dentistry and veterinary medicine and by 11 percent in medicine.

State policies result in a five percent decrease in estimated total tuition

revenue between 1986 and 1991, but an increase in tuition revenue per FYE of

four percent adjusted for inflation. This suggests that a four percent increase

in tuition rates would be sufficient to generate the tuition revenue expected by

the state. The current University of Minnesota tuition polity suggests that

increases larger than four percent would occur in graduate and professional

tuition rates and increases smaller than foth- percent would occur in many under-

graduate tuition rates by 1991. These differing increases would result from the

prinr.iple that call. l'r changes in tuition rates to move ' se rates toward the

systemwide level of tuition as a percentage of instructional costs. Additional

declines in projected undergraduate enrollment after 1989, however, are Likely

to result in substantial increases in tuition rates.
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State University System

Estimated system expenditures decline IA the aggregate and increase on a

per FYE basis between 1986 and 1991, as shown in Table 21. The agg.iegate

decline of five percent is due to a decline in undergraduate enrollment System

trends are heavily influenced by undergraduate enrollments since undergraduates

constitute over 90 percent of system enrollments. The system increase on a per

student basis is the result of lagged funding. Estimated expenditures for

graduate instruction increase because of a rise in graduate enrollments.

State policies result in a slight decrease in estimated tuition revenue.

Tuition revenue, however, increases by six percent. The system tuition practice

of proportionate tuition increase sugL2sts that graduate and undergraduate

tuition rates would rise b' the system average of six percent.

ALTERNATIVES FOR STATE POLICY

If graduate and professional instruction at public institutions face

financial difficulty, alternatives Lo the current average cost pc_icy ar,i the

tuition policy are possible. Two alternatives are discussed here.

Separately Determined Funding_fot
Graduate and Professional instruction

While average cost funding c "uld continue to determine support for under-

graduate instruction, support for graduate and professional instruction could b

determined separately. Graduate and professional programs could be funded at

their current levels regardless of enrollment. The intent of this approach

would be to providL ;table support for advanced study. Finding for graduate and

professional instruction at the University of Minnesota, for example, could be

part of the system's unrestricted appropriation to be a2located by the Board of

Regents, or it could be restricted to graduate and proE:ssional instruction.

Unrestricted him's might not be used exclusively for advanced study. Restricted
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TABLE 21. ESTIMATED INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES,
STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM,
FISCAL YEAR 1986 AND 1991

F.Y. 1986 F.Y. 1991
Percent
Change

Estimated Instructional
Expenditures

Graauate $ 10,218,100 $ 11,745,778 15%
Undergraduate 153,604,200 143,461,975 -7
Total $163,822,300 $155,2 '17,753 -5%

Estimated Instructional
Expenditures f r EYE

Graduate $3,140 $3,549 13%
Undergraduate 3,847 4,063 6
Total $3,794 $4,019 6%

Estimated Instructional Revenues
State Appropriations $109,70,941 $104,324,195 -5%
Tuition Revenue 54,061,359 51,383,558 -5
Tuition Revenue Per FYE 1,252 1,326 6

SOURCE: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.

'Estimated expenditures and revenues are based on F.Y. 1986 legislative
intent average costs, They are not intended as projections of future
e.penditure levels.
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funding, however. would undermine C autonomy of governing boards. Further, it

would n&t recognize the interrelationships between levels of instruction that

exist in terms of faculty, curriculum, and administration.

Tuition Alternative: Higher Funding Percentage
for Graduate and Professional Instruction

Funding collegiate undergraduate instruction at 67 percent of instructional

expenditures could continue, but graduate and professional instruction could ~-

funded at a higher percentage, for example 75 percent. A higher state and lower

student funding percentage for graduate and professional instructicn would allow

the systems to stabilize or reduce tuition rates for graduate and professional

instruction. The University of Minnesota has proposed this for several profes-

sional programs.

A higher funding percentage for graduate and professional instruction,

howeler. would not insu'c stable or lower tuition rates for all graduate and

professional students. The University of Minnesota tuition policy calls for

changes in tuition rates ko move those rates toward lie systemwide level of

tuition as a percentage of instructional cost. Tuition rates for dentistry and

veterinary medicine are currently well below 25 percent of instructional cost.

Consegnently, the system policy would still call for additional real increases

in tuition rates for these professional programs. In contrast, graduate and

some professional tuii 41 rates would decline in real dollars under the Univer-

sity of Minnesota tuition policy if graduate and professional instrqction were

funded at 75 percent of instructional expenditures.
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CUAFTER IV. FINANCING OF PROGRAHS RELATED TO ADVANCED STUDY IN MINNCSOIA

Financing of programs involves the dedication of funds to speci it_ instruc-

tional or resea,:h programs. Funds may be in the form of special appropria-

tions, contracts, )r grants. Use of funds is restricted to the activity deter-

mined by the provider and iF indirectly, if at all, f-r the general operation of

an institution. Support for programs could occur regardless of student enroll-

ment cr participation if the sponsor simply wanted to sustain the program.

Support fo' programs through students occurs in the form of scholarships or

fellowships. Financing of students, however, is discussed in Clapter V of this

report. The focus here is on funds for advanced instructional programs or

research that are provided dire-tly to institutions, not to students.

Support for all university research programs is included here even though

research may or may not involve graduate students. Graduate instruction and

research are interrelated. A strong research program attracts good faculty and

graduate students. Research provides graduate students with employment through

research assistantOips, and it results in acquisition of equipment that can be

used fe- istruction. Finally, research contributes to faculty knowledge and

the quality of faculty Listruction.
1

This chapter describes current sources and methods of financing specific

graduate and professional programs _nd related activities in Minnesota. The

first part analyzes the sources of graduate program funding, Current state

policies for restricted program funding are described in the second part. The

last part is C. discussion of three program financing alternatives and how they

1. Joseph L. McCarthy and William D. Garrison, The Costs and Benefits of Grauate
Education: Estimation of Graduate Degree Piogram Costs, (Council of
Graduate Schools in the United States, 1979).
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might affect graduate and professional programs. Because so little special

financing for Graduate and professional education occurs in the state univer-

sities and private institutions, the focus is on the University of Iinnesota.

SOURCES

Special financing for graduate and professional instruction or research

comes to Minnesota institutions from the state government, the federal govern-

ment, industry, foundations, and a variety of non-profit organizations. The

int..rest of most external beneft,c,ors is the funding of research.
2

Support for

specific instructional programs generally is limited to dealing with shortP -..s

c'_ trained personnel or to proioting students' access to programs.

State Government

In addition to gereral legislative appropriatiolis for instruction end

depa-tmental research, the legislature directly provides special funds for

research programs at public institutions. Some research programs include

instructional components. State "specials" are discussed in the next section

under state policies for restricted finar-ting of graduate programs. State

runds--general appropriations and restricted funds -- accounted for approximately

60 percent -'f all research expenses at the University of Minnesota in Fiscal

Year 1984.
3 The state also sponsors research projects through state agencies

and provides seed money for research sponsored by others. Siz,lal state funds

in stpport of graduate programs go not only to public institutions in Minne_ta

but also to private and out-of-3tate institutions. Those policies are discussed

later.

2. Derek Bok, "Toward Education of Quality" Harvard Magazine, May/June 1986.

3. University of Minnesota, "Instructional Cost Study 1983-84" (July 17, 19' ',

p. 75.
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Federal Government

In Fiscal Year 1983, approximately $117,829,000 in restricted federal funds

came to Minnesota institutions, of which ?bout 63 percent, or $74,279,000, was

earmaed for research and development in science and engineering.
4

Ninety-nine

percent of those research and development funds, approximately $74,102,000, went

to the University of Minnesota. The remaining one percent vent to seen

institutions, most of which do not offer graduate programs. The University of

Minnesota ranked 13th nationally for total federal funding and 16th in research

and development funding among colleges, universities, and non-profit institu-

tions.
5 The majority of d federal funds for research and development came to

Minnesota from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, which

encompasses the National Institutes of Health, a prime sponsor of health

tesearch.
6 Among non-profit institutions, the Mayo Foundation, which operates

the Mayo Medical School and the Mayo Graduate School of Medicine, ranked eighth

nationally in restricted federal funning for Fiscal Years 1981-1983 when i!

received $26,737,000.
7

The remaining 37 percent of restricted federal funds that came to Minnesota

supported purposes that might or might not be related to graduate education.

Some federal funds are used as seed monty to encourage industry- university

partnerships or to stimulate research consortia with industry, university, and

government cooperation. Other purposes include Pell Grants for undergraduates,

training grants, and construction of fatalities.

4. National Science Foundation, Federal Support to Universities, Collevs, and

Selected Nonprofit Institutions, FY 1983 (NSF, August 1985), Table B-34.

5. Ibid., Tables B-13 and B-16.

6. Mid., Table B-35.

7. Ibid., Table B-52.
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Private Industry

Universities increasingly have t.rned to industry for support as federal

and state government funding for university research has dwindled over the last

10 to 15 years. Though small in relationship to overall research support,

corporate and other private financing have played an important role in research

at the University of Minnesota. Private funds also contribute heavily to

efforts supported by state specials in agricultural, biological, medical

engineering, and computer fields. The University of Minnesota ranked 11th in

average annual industry funding for research and development between 1976 and

1980.
8 In academic year 1980-81, about 48 percent of the total corporate

contribution to the University of Minnesota was earmarked for research. Private

industry, however, supported only four percent of the University's total

research effort.
9 This was close to industry's share of all research money to

universities nationally in 1983.
10

Other Minnesota colleges and universities receive support from private

industry for research and instruction. The Northwestern College of Chiro-

practic, for example, conducts applied research for various equipment firms.

Institutions in the St_te University System contract for research with Thinfilm,

Inc., American Crystal Sugar, Honeywell, and E.F. Johnson, among others.

Foundations and Other Nonprofit Institutions

Minnesota institutions receive foundation sur.,ct for specific instruc-

tional and research programs. Among these are the Hormel Foundation, which

8. Lois S. Peters and Herbert I. Fusfield, "Current U.S. University/Industry

Research Connections," in National Science Foundation, University-Industry

Research Relationships (NSF, 1983).
9. National Science Foundation, University-Industry Research Relationships:

moths, Realities, and Potentials (NSF, 1982), p. 12.
10. Linda S. Wilson, "The Role of University-Based Research in Generating Human

Capital for the Economy," Educational Record, vo:. 64 (Fall 1983), p. 43.
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provides approximately 25 to 30 percent of the annual budget for research at the

Hormel Institute operated by the University of Mlnnesota, and the Mayo Founda-

tion, which provides about half the funding for instructional costs at the Mayo

Medical School. In addition to providing general support, foundations also

distribute grant money for specific short-term research projects.

STATE POLICY AND PRACTICE

The state of Minnesota provides special funding for graduate and profes-

sional instruction and research in a variety of 'ways. These include contracting

for educational services, capitation subsidies, and special appropriations. The

section that fo'lows describes these activities.

State "Specials"

State "specials" are direct legislative appropriations for specific

programs at higher education instivtions. The funds are separate from the

biennial appropriations to public post-seconiary educational systems for their

regular operations and maintenance. Educational institutions receive this

funding to achieve specific research or service objectives or to fulfill sped-_

legislative interests. Special appropriations are used for the direct costs of

research or other activi.ties. General appropriations and maintenance funds are

used for indirect cos ; associated with the support of those activities.

Most specials are for research programs. Specials for hospitals, inter-

national business education, the Sea Grait program, summer session and

continuing education, however, do include instructional components, In i.iscal

Year 1985, the most recent year for which detailed data are available, the

University of Minnesota received ap oximately $19,253,000 in state special
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appropriations for research.
11

This was about a 16 percent increase over Fiscal

Year 1984 expenditures. These funds covered the direct costs of specials that

involve research. They also may have covered a limited amount of instruction

and public service. Projects included general agricultural research, medical

research, the Geological Survey, and funding of special research centers such as

the Supercomputer Institute, the Hydropower Research Facility, the Mineral

Resources Research Institute, the Biotechnology Center, and the Natural

Resources Research Center. Expenditures from special appropriations ranged up

to $11,048,300 for General Agricultural esearch.

Over the years there has been a tendency to reduce the number f special

appropriations by transferring some of the funds to operations and maintenance

appropriations and by merging others when there is no longer a compelling reason

for separate appropriations. In 1977, for example, several separate appropria-

tions were combined to form the General Research special. This includes the

Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, Businass and Economic Research at the

University of Minnesota-Duluth, and others. Many of the specials at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota campuses in Duluth, Crookston, and Waseca had been transferred

to the operations and maintenance budget by Fiscal Year 1981.

Mayo Medical School Subsidy

The Mayo Medical School and the Mayo Graduate School of Medicine are

operated by the Mayo Foundation, a non-profit organization. When the Mayo

Medical School was founded in 1971, the legislature agreed to provide

unrestricted capitation payments for 40 Minnesota students. This number was

adjusted to 20 students in 1984. These payments were recognized as a means to

respond to perceived shortages of physicians in Minnesota at a favorable cost to

11. Minnesota Department of Finance, "University/Minnesota State Special Research
Appropriations Direct Expenditures," April ' 1986.
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the state. Minnesota students at Mayo pay tuition comparable to students at the

University of Minnesota Medical School while students from other states pay

higher fees. Since 1978, similar arrangements have been made for four to six

students annually in the Family Medicine Residency Program of the Mayo Graduate

School of Medicine. In Fiscal Year 1987, the capitation cost was $8,690 per

student in the medical school and $14,758 for the graduate program.

This policy could be viewed as a student subsidy because state residents

pay a lower tuition rate than non-state residents. The immediate purpose,

however, is to support the institution and its program. Direct state appropria-

tions cover between 15 and 20 percent of instructional costs, according to Mayo

Medical School's biennial budget figures. The Mayo Foundation covers about 50

percent of the instructional costs, and the remainder is made up in tuition.

Most of the research programs at Mayo are supported by federal and private

funding.

Contracting

The state has two contract programs for professional education, one in

optometry, the other in osteopathy. No programs for optometry or osteopathy

professional education exist in Minnesota. The state, through the Higher Educa-

tion Coordinating Board, contracts with institutions located in other states for

student spaces for Minnesota residents. The legislature established the

programs in 1977 in response to projections of a diminishing supply of profes-

sionals in both health ...reas in Minnesota. Contracting is 3 flexible response

to a perceived educational need that could net be filled easily within the

state. Contract students must practice in Minnesota for at least three years

following graduation. The Osteopathy and Optometry Contract Programs have two

objectives: first, to provide Minnesota residents the opportunity tr pursue an
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education in these fields, and second, to ensure a stable supply of qualified

professionals in the state.

STATE ALTERNATIVES AND ISSUES FOR PROGRAM FINANCING

Special program financing accomplishes three objectives: to provide access

to programs for students, to assure a su ly of graduates with expertise in

needed fields, and to provide support for desired instructional programs and

researcl projects. If unrestrict funding of systems and institutions leaves

state objectives related to graduate and professional education unfulfilled, the

state could expand the use of program financing. This could be accomplished

through greater reliance on special appropriations and contracting.

Special Appropriations

Expanding the use of special appropriations could give the state more

control over allocations for graduate and professional programs than it

currently ha;, under general institutional financing. In effect, this alter-

native would resemble earlier forms of program budgeting. In contrast to

contracting, there would be little emphasis on predetermined outcomes.

Dedicated financing _old provide support for an instructional program with

enrollment below a level where the program can be self-sustaining. It would

assure the existence of a program with sufficient support to maintain an

expected degree of quality. Currently, the state does not provide funding for

this purpose.

Expanding the use of special appropriations for graduate and professional

programs would complicate the budget process. In recent years, an effort has

been made to simplify the budget by eliminating as many special appropriations

as possible. This policy would reverse that trend and also carry the adminis-

trative burden of budget review and allocation decisions.
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Special funding could make programs more vulnerable to short-term state

budget decisions. This could harm programs that need long-term support, which

institutions can provide through irit'rnal allocation of general funds.

Programs, moreover, would compete directly for state funds and, thus, would have

to justify their appropriations biennially.

Contracting

Expanded use of contractint, could give the state greater ability to pre-

determine the outcome to which funds are devoted. To some extent, Tennessee has

pursued this through allocation of some state appropriations for higher educa-

tion based on quality performance standards. Contracting also would give the

state flexibility in choosing providers from public and private, in-state and

out-of-state institutions.
12

Expanded use of contracting, however, likely would

result in an increased administrative burden that would include needs analysis

for recruiting minorities, contract monitoring, and biennial assessment for

renewal or discontinuation of contracts.

12. Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board, Contracting for Educational
Services With Coordinating Board Recommendations (MHECB, August 1986).
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CRAFTER V: FINANCING OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS IN MINNESOTA

The financing of students involves raising funds to pay the costs asso-

ciated with attending a higher education institution. Financing of students may

have two distinct purposes. One is to support particular students regardless of

their field of study. The other is to influence students' choices of field of

study or institution.

This chapter focuses on the financing of graduate and professional students

from all sources of funds, including traditional programs of financial aid.

Categories of financing sources and their relative importance nationally lead

the discussion, followed by discussion of costs of attendance and patterns of

student financing in Minnesota. The remaining material reviews the state's

current financial aid policies and discusses policy options. Because of its

extensive graduate and professional enrollments, the University of Minnesota-

Twin Cities is used as a benchmark for student financing, except where noted

otherwise. The data largely are derived from analysis of student financing

patterns in 1984-85.

CATEGORIES OF FINANCING SOURCES

Sources for the financing of students fall essentially into two categories:

income of students and funds from other sources.

Student Income

Student income is income earned by students and their immediate families.

Income exists in three forms--past, present, and future--described as follows:

o Past income - savings from past earnings
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o Present income - earnings from current employment

o Future income - loans to be repaid with anticipated income.

Grants

Grants come in a variety of forms. They include fellowships, traineeships,

tuition waivers, employer's tuition assistance, and veterans educational bene-

fits. Sources include government, private industry, foundations, employers,

and higher education institutions. A true grant involves no obligation for

repaymelt or employment.

Grants are a conspicuom, feature in student financing. They often are

important incentives to overcome uncertainties in the marketplace that might

deter individuals from pursuing education and acquiring expertise that benefits

society generally. Grants sometimes can cause problems in the marketplace by

inducing enrollment in areas wIlere little demand for expertise exists.

Importance of Financing Scurces

The patterns of student financing by source are not clear. Available data

nationally, displayed in Table 22, suggest loans constitute the greatest source

of funds for graduate and professional students. The list of sources, however,

is incomplete. It does not include current income earned from employment other

than assistantships and work-study programs. It also does not include savings.

Data on Minnesota students suggest that current income is the greatest source of

support for students pursuing advanced study.

COSTS OF ATTENDANCE

A student's cost of attendance has several components, as discussed in

Chapter II. Some are recognized in financial aid programs, which largely nave

been oriented to undergraduates. Other costs to graduate and professional

students have been unrecognized in financial assistance programs. Neither
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TABLE 22. SOURCES OP FINANCING OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN PROGRAMS
FOR ADVANCED DEGREES, 1984

Amounts

(in millions)
Student Sources
Past Income (savings) not listed
Current Income

Federal College-Work Study $ 65

Federal Research Assistantships 460

Institutional Research and Teaching Assistantships 1,100
Other Employment not listed

Future Income (loans)
Federal 2,500
State 100

Institutional 80

Private 70

Grants
Federal
Fellowships and Traineeships 140

Grants and Service Payback Obligation
1

180

Veterans Educational Benefits 100

State Grants 30

Institutional Fellowships and Tuition Waivers 300
Private

Fellowships
Employer Assistance

SOURCE: Arthur M. Hauptman, Students in Graduate and Professional Education:
What We Know and What We Need to Know (American Asseciation of
Universities, 1986), pp. 70-71.

1
May be considered a loan because failure to fulfill service obligation may
result in monetary rt-layment.

60
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category acknowledges the instructional costs already covered by state subsidies

through appropriations to institutions for support of instruction.

Traditionally Recognized Costs of Attendance

In 1984-85, mean costs of attendance, in traditional terms, for graduate

students were about $22,600. Mean costs for professional students were about

$19,600, as shown in Table 23.
1 The cost of attendance for graduate and profes-

sional students is considerably higher than for undergraduates. The largest

part of this nifference is living costs. For graduate students, these amounted

to more than $20,000 and for professional students, over $15,000. In contrast,

during the same year, undergraduate State Scholarship and Grant Program appli-

cants in a single-member household had median living expenses of $4,324.
2

The

major difference is the living expenses component, attributable to the large

number of graduate students who are married and have dependents.

Tuition and Fees. Tuition and fees are a small part of the cost of

attendance, especially at public institutions.
3 Among graduate and professional

students, the average annual tuition and fees paid by students enrolled in the

gldeJate school were $2,126, or 9 percent of the average costs of attendance;

for students enrolled in the law school, $1,,656, or 19 percent of the average;

and for professional students enrolled in health science schools, $4,470, or 22

percent of the average. The large differences between reported tuition In the

1. For a report of gradate and professional students' expenses, see Melissa

Anderson, "A Survey of the Finances of Students Enrolled in University of

Minnesota Graduate and Professional Programs" (University of Minnesota,

September, 1986).
2. For a report of undergraduate students' expenses, see Minnesota Higher

Education Coordinating Board, The Cost of Attendance in the State Scholarship

and Grant Program With Coordinating Board Recommendations

(MHECB, December 1985).
3. It is expected that tuition charges would be three times greater at private

institutions that did not have an outside source of support.

4- 04
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1131, AND !FAME SCIENCE STUEENTS

1984415
TAME 23. MEAN MEWS R1 CRADILATE,

eft 'DE iiirinsGiri Cierniiia,

Category

Graduate School Law School

Health Sciences

Schools

Mean Percent
1

Mean Percent
1

Mean Percent
1

Educational Expenses

Ibition and Fees $ 2,126 9% $ 3,656 19% $ 4,470 22%

Supplies, Other Fees 269 1 423 2 394 2

Subtotal: Educational Expenses $ 2,395 li% $ 4,079 21% $ 4,864 24%

Living &Tenses $20,252 89% $15,681 79% $15,011 76%

TOTAL MENSES $22,647 100% 519,760 1006; $19,875 100%

SOURCE: Melissa Anderson, "A Survey of the Finances of Students Enrolled in University of

Minnesota Graduate and Professional Programs" (University of Minnesota, September 1986).

1
Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.

11) 5
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graduate school compared to the professional schools is partly attributable to

the mix of part-time and full-time students enrolled in each. A larger propor-

tion of graduate students than professional students register part-time.4

Other Direct Educational Expenses. In addition to facing the charges

levied by the institution, graduate and professional students must pay other

direct educational costs. Among these are books and supplies. Graduate

students reported that these costs averaged $269, law students, $423, and

professional students enrolled in one of the health science schools, $394.

Living and Miscellaneous Expenses. Graduate students incurred mean living

expenses of $20,252; law students, $15,681; and professional students in i

health science program, $15,011. Amounts of living expenses varied widely. For

students in the graduate and law schools, 20 percent spent less Clan $9,262, and

20 percent spent $26,200 or more during the year on living expenses, as shown in

Table 24. Variations in family situations and available resources explain much

of the difference. The same pattern was noted for students enrolled in the

health science schools. Of these students, 20 percent spent less than $8,505

and 20 percent spent more than $20,061 on living expenses for the year.

Costs Outside Traditionally Defined
Costs of Attendance

Traditionally defined costs of attendance were used to place costs of

graduate and professional students in the context of current financial aid

p"licies. These students, however, face other expenses that should be noted in

state policy for financing graduate and professional education. Other expenses,

discussed in Chapter II, include research and professional activities, servicing

prior loans, and opportunity costs.

4. This occurs even though the Graduate School defines a full-time student at
fewer credits than do the professional schools.
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TABLE 24. PERCERTILE DISTRIBUTION OF LIVING
EXPENSES FOR GRADUATE, LAW, AND HEALTH
SCIENCE STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, 1984-85

Percentile
Graduate
and Law

Health
Science

10 $ 7,776 $ 6,170
20 9,692 8,505
30 11,264 9,591
40 12,755 11,112
50 14,494 14,208
60 17,741 15,270
70 21,174 17,175
80 26,200 20,C61
90 35,276 24,303

SOURCE: Melissa Anderson, "A Survey of the
Finances of Students Enrolled in Univer-
sity of Minnesota Graduate and Profes-
sional Programs" (University of
Minnesota, September 1986).

i

ln'7
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RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO COVER COSTS

A student can use income--past, current, and future--to cover the cost of

attendance. Gift and grant aid from family, government, post-secondary institu-

tions, and private sources can be used to supplement the resources that students

invest in graduate or professional education. Graduate, law, and health science

students at the University of Minnesota, on average, had between $19,000 and

$27,000 available to cover the cost of attendance. These and other data on

available resources for students appear in Table 25.

Student Income

Income to cover the costs or attendance can be in the form of savings,

earnings from current employment, and loans to be repaid from future earnings.

Past Income. Students generally had limited resources from past income to

finance the cost of attendance. Among graduate students, an average of $314, or

one percent of their resources, came from savings. An additional $567, or two

percent, came from interest income. Students enrolled in the law and health

science schools relied more on savings and interest income than those enrolled

in graduate school. The average amount of savings used by la school students

was $1,786, about nine percent of their resources, while the average amount of

interest income used during the year was $214. Professional students enrolled

in the health science schools used an average of $1,067 of savings and $2:)2 of

interest income, which, combined, amounted to seven percent of the cost of

attendance. The survey did not distinguish between the student's prior earnings

and gifts received in a prior year.

Current Income. Current income is the major source of financing for

graduate students. Current income includes both the earnings of the student

and, if married, the spouse. On the average, 47 percent of the resources avail-
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TAME 25. MRAN LEM OP P.14119 BY SOIPC8 AWN; GRAMM, LAW, BEAM Sall= STLEENIS

AT I% ktilVERSEIT OP KIM1ESOTA, 1984-85

Category

Health Sciences

Graduate School Law School Schools

Students Students Students

Mean Percent
1

Men Percent
1

Mean Percent
1

Pm-% Income

Interest Income

Savings

Total Fast Income

Current Incxsie

Own Earnings

Spouse Support

Total CUrrint Income

Future v 'TRI2

EducatlJnEa Loans

Other Loans

Total Future Income

Gifts and Grants

Grants

Other Support

Total Gifts and Grants

Family Support

TULAL

$ 567

314

1

2% $ 214 1% $ 202 1%

1 1,786 9 1,067 6

3% $ 2,000 10t $ 1,269 7%

$ 8,062 30% $ 3,310 17% $ 1,813 10%

12,493 47 6,334 32 6,689 35

$20,545 77% $ 9,644 48% $ 8,502 45%

$ 1,341 5% $ 3,593 18% $ 5,823 31%

200 1 1,214 6 853 4

$ 1,541 6% S 4,807 24% $ 6,676 35%

2,141 8% $ 143 1% $ 1,226 6%

1,028 4 309 2 323 2

3,169 12% $ 452 2% $ 1,549 8%

$ 650 2% $ 3,036 15% $ 1,029 5%

$26,786 100% $19,939 100% $19,025 100%

SOURM: Melissa Anderson, "A Survey of the Finances of Students Enrolled in LhIversity of

Minnesota. Graduee and Professional Programs" (University of Minnesota, September 1986).

1
Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.

Other support is not necessarily limited to gifts and grants. It wl.s a miscellaneous category

in the survey.
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able to graduate students was spousk._ income.
5 Students' earnings accounted

for an additional 30 percent. Thus, an average of 77 percent of the resources

invested by graduate students came from current income.

Professional students derived about half of total resources from their own

and spouses' income. During 1984-85, spouses income constituted, on the

average, 32 percent of the resources available to students enrolled in law

school. Students' earnings accounted for an additional 17 percent. Spouses'

inccme comprised an average of 35 percent of the resources available to the

typical professional student enrolled in health science schools, while students'

earnings accounted for an additional 10 percent.

Many graduate students attend part-time, especially those enrolled in

graduate professthnal programs. The University of Minnesota-Twin Cities and the

College of St. Thomas offer MBA programs that presume students will be employed

full-time during the day and attend classes during the evening. This enables

students to use current income to cover the cost of attendance and reduces the

opportunity cost associated with attending a post-secondary institution. A

study of MBA programs showed that the rate of financial return to students

pursuing a program part-time while employed was higher than for students

attending fulltime.6 The difference was due to the lower opportunity cost for

part-time students who are building upon an existing salary base.

Graduate programs increi_ngly are beir7 created or adapted to serve the

needs of employed persons. These programs are designed to assist students in

their current work environment. Graduate programs in education have long been

5. This category could include other sources of spouse support besides current

income. For the typical (stereotypical) graduate or professional students,

spouse support is entirely current earnings.

6. Richard J. Agnello and JsIeph W. Hunt, Jr., "The Impact of a Part-Time

Graduate Degree and Early-Career Earnings on Late-Career Earnings," Journal of

Human Resources, vol. 11 (1976), pp. 209-13.
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designed for completion of the degree requirements while teachers are employed

full-time.

Future Income. Graduate students, on the average, made loan commitments of

$1,541 per year, as shown in Table 25. This is self-reported borrowing by

students from all sources. Of this amount, $1,341, or 87 percent, was in the

form of educational loans. Law students, on the average, reported borrowing

$4,807 during the year. Of this, $3,593, or 75 percent, was in the form of

educational loans. Professional students enrolled in a health science school

reported mean borrowing of $6,676 during the year. Of this, $5,823, or 87

percent, was in the form of educational loans. If professional students in

health science schools borrowed $6,676 for four years, the total debt burden at

graduation would exceed $26,704 because of interest. This amount does not

include previously incurred debt such as loans for undergraduate education.

While the data reported for students at the University of Minnesota could

underestimate debt levels, they are consistent with the results found by the

Coordinating Board in its survey of financial aid offices at the University.

That study dotzumented the borrowing of students in selected health science

schools.
7 The average indebtedness of 1986 graduates who borrowed from one or

more of nine government or institutional programs was as follows:

Dental School: $31,947

Medical Schools: $32,968

Veterinary Medical School: $25,354

Pharmacy School: $14,270

7. Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board, Design for the Proposed Income

Contingent Loan Repayment Program (MHECB,August 1986). The schools included

were the dentistry, medical, pharmacy, and veterinary medicine schools at the

University of Minnesota and the Mayo Medical School.
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Gifts and Grants

Graduate and professional students at the University of Minnesota did not

receive much support through reported grants and gifts, as shown in Table 25.

Graduate students received an average of $2,141 in grants and $1,028 in other

support.
8 This $3.169 was 12 percent of total resources reported for the year.

Law school students received an average of $143 in grants and $309 in other

support, a total of $452, or 2 percent of resources reported for the year.

Health sciences students received an average of $1,226 in grants and $323 in

other support, a total of $1,549, or 8 percent of resources reported for the

year. A form of grants that often goes unreported is reimbursement of some

attendance costs from employers who encourage employees to attend school.

Family Support

Professional students relied more extensively on family support than did

graduate students. Family in this context refers to the extended family beyond

the student's spouse and dependents. As shown in Table 25, law school students

received from family members an average of $3,036, or 15 percent; professional

students enrolled in a health science school, $1,029, or 5 percent; and graduate

students, $650, or 2 percent of the resources reported.

FACTORS AFFECTING PATTERNS OF FINANCING

The personal situations of students, the requirements of the educational

programs, and the availability of funds interact to determine patterns of

financing. Students pursuing first professional degrees were likely to attend

8. Other support includes items such as alimony and public assistance. While

these might not he considered gifts or grants, they are not classified

separately because they are not a major source of financing for graduate and

professional students.
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full-time, rely more extensively on loans, and receive more support from

extended family members. Graduate students relied more extensively on their own

and spouses' inco,ne and received more grants and gifts.

Married students had greater expenses than single students. Married

students with dependents had greater expenses than married students without

dependents. Married students, however, had significantly more resources avail-

able than did single students. Whether married students had additional

resources because a second earner was available or because their family situa-

tion required more resources is not known.

Part-time students had higher total expenses, lower educational expenses,

and more resources available than full-time students. A part-time student,

everything else being equal, has more time available to produce income. The

option of attending part-time, however, depends on the requirements of the

program. Part-time students also had more resources available from spouses'

earnings than did full-time students.

Patterns of financing reflect program requirements and expectations as well

as students' preferences., In some programs, part-time enrollment is either not

permi- ib]e or not conventional. None of the medical, dental, veterinary

medicine, and law students in the University of Minnesota survey were registered

on a part-time basis.

Students enrolled in the health science schools used loans more extensively

than students enrolled in the law school who used them more than students in the

graduate school. The reverse pattern occurred in use of current earnings.

CURRENT FINANCIAL AID POLICY AND PROGRAMS

This section reviews financial aid currently available for graduate and

professional students in Minnesota from three sources--the federal government,
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state government, and educational institutions. Types of aid include grants,

employment opportunities, and loans.

Federal Policies and Frograms

Grants -- Fellowships and Traineeships. The federal government awarded

fellowships, traineeships, and grants through more than a dozen federal agencies

in Fiscal Year 1984. The size of awards -anged from less than $1,000 to more

than $12,000 per student per year.
9 Students in Minnesota are eligible for most

awards. Among the agencies providing grants to graduate and professional

students are:

o U.S. Department of Agriculture

o U.S. Department of Defense (Air Force, Army, and Navy)

o U.S. Department of Education iCouncil on Legal Education, Education for
the Public Service Program, Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellow-
ship, Fulbright-Hays Doctoral, and Graduate and Professional Opportun-

ities Program)

o U.S. Department of Energy

o U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (National Institutes of
Health; Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and N2ntal Health; Health Resources and
Sei vices Administration--Nurse Traineeship Program)

o U.S. Information Agency

o National Aeronautics and Space Administration

o National Institute of Justice

o Smithsonian Institution.

Assistantships. An estimated 5 to 10 percent of federal research and

development grant money is used to employ graduate research assistants.
10

The

University of Minnesota spent about $83 million in federal research and develop-

9. Atthur M. Hauptman, Students in Graduate and Professional Education: What We

Know and What We Need to Know (Association of American Universities, 1986),

pp. 58, 102-103.
10. lbid., p. 58.
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ment money in Fiscal Year 1985. In addition, the University spent about $2

million in state and local sponsored research funds and about $24 million in

private research funds.
11

The total of $110 million would have generated

between $5 and $11 million of graduate research salaries, if the national ratios

held for the University of Minnesota.

Service Contingent Grants. Some federal programs allow graduate and pro-

fessional students to trade future work for financial assistance. Usually, this

requires the student to work in a specific locality, such as medically under-

serviced areas, or for a specific employer, such as the U.S. Army. The finan-

cial assistance can be in the form of a service contingent grant or loan for-

giveness. The federal government has used both.

Loan Programs. The federal government has created several loan programs

for post-secondary students. The Guaranteed Student Loan Program is the largest

federal loan program for graduate and professional students. Students enrolled

for graduate or professional degrees can borrow up to $7,500 per year. They can

borrow up to a total of $54,750, including any Guaranteed Student Loans obtained

as an undergraduate. Graduate and professional students also are eligible for

National Direct Student Loans, a program administered by institutions. Students

are eligible to borrow up to a cumulative limit of $18,000. Graduate and pro-

fessional students can borrow up to $4,000 per year up to a total of $20,000

through the Supplemental Loans for Students Program.

The federal government administers the Health Education Assistance Loan

Program that provides loans to students in the health professions. Private

lenders provide the capital while the federal government guarantees the loans

ll. University of. Minnesota,Officc of Research and Technology Transfer Adminis-
tration, Levels and Trends in Sponsored Programs at the University of
Minnesota (U of M, May 1986), p. 40.
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against loss. The maximum amount that a student can borrow is $20,000 per year

and $80,000 cumulatively. The interest rate floats with Treasury Bill rates.

Borrowers are responsible for interest payments while in school, though interest

can be deferred and capitalized.

The Health Professions Student Loan Program permits institutions to lend

federal funds to students in the health professions. The maximum loan for this

program is tuition plus $2,500. The federal government has not provided new

capital funds for this program in several years, although these loans continue

to be made from repayments of previous loans.

Work-Study. Through the College Work Study Program, the federal government

subsidizes employment opportunities for college students. Post-secondary insti-

tutions generally choose to direct these funds to support jobs for under-

graduates. Graduate and professional students constituted five percent of

recipients in recent years.
12

State Policies and Programs

Grants. Graduate and professional students are not eligible for any state

scholarship and grant programs. The state, however, does provide about $50,000

per year as a special appropriation to the University of Minnesota for

fellowships for minority and disadvantaged graduate students, particularly in

the sciences, mathematics, and engineering.

Service Contingent Loans. The Medical and Osteopathy Loan Program operated

by the Coordinating Board is a loan forgiveness program for students who agree

to practice in designated locations. This program, however, is being phased-

out. No new loans have been made since 1981.

12. Hauptman, Students in Graduate and Professional Education, p. 62.
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Loans. The Coordinating Board operates two loan programs for which

graduate and professional students are eligible. Both are funded through the

sale of revenue bonds. Through the federal Guaranteed Student Loan Program, the

Coordinating Board provides loan capital as a lender of last resort. The

Board's Supplemental Educational Loan Fund provides floating interest loans to

graduate and professional students.

The Coordinating Board also has established an income contingent loan

repayment program for graduates of medical, dental, veterinary medical, and

pharmacy schools in the state. This program enables graduates to consolidate

their education loans and to repay them at a rate based on income. The Coordi-

nating Board collects a single monthly payment from each participant and makes

monthly payments for the participant. The participant is expected to make

payments equal to 10 percent of gross salary.
13

If these payments do not cover

the graduate's debt service, the Coordinating Board will pay the difference. As

a participant's income increases, the Coordinating Board will eventually collect

enough to cover the graduate's original loans and the advances made by the

Coordinating Board.

Work-Study. Graduate and professional students are eligible to participate

in the State Work Study Program, but they receive few of the supported jobs.

Participating institutions direct most of these funds to support jobs for under-

graduates.
14

13. The Coordinating Board will establish a monthly payment plan based on average
salaries for each professional group at the time of graduatation. This saves
the student and the Coordinating Board administrative expenses.
14. According to data from the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board,
graduate and professional students accounted for two percent of the recipients
at the University of Minnesota and one percent in the State University System.
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Institutional Policies and Practices

Employment. Institutions provide employment opportunities for g'aduate and

professional students. The number and type of jobs vary by field of study.

Fields that have active research programs provide employment opportunities as

research assistants. Fields that attract large numbers of undergraduates

typically provide teaching assistantships. Fields that provide extensive

service to the public generate job opportunities.

Grants. Grants are more than a means of assisting students. They are used

to accomplish other institutional objectives. By estab.Lishinz a grant program,

an institution can establish a sliding tuition scale without jeopardizing the

integrity of the published price list. Grants sometimes are made to members of

particular groups.

Loans. To assist students affected by limits of government supported loan

programs, institutions offer loans. Typically, these loans are small or short-

term. In aggregate, the institutional loan programs at the University' of

Minnesota-Twin Cities and Mayo Medical School provided five percent of the total

loan capital used by the 1986 graduates 3f five health science schools, as shown

in Table 26.

OPTIONS FOR STATE POLICY

If additional financing of graduate and professional students were desir-

able, the state could extend support in several ways. It could reduce tuition,

provide merit-based grants, provide need-based grants, or provide adequate loan

capital. These options are discussed below.

Reduced Tuition

The state could explicitly reduce tuition in graduate and professional

programs. This would reduce the cost of attendance for graduate and profes-

1 18



TABLE 26. EOM= RR EDUCATIONAL PERP3SIZ BY SADENTS IN THE CLASS CF 19)6 AT HEALTH sr2 SBUS DI MDMOTA

Loan Program

Dental

Graduates

Medical

Graduates

Pharmacy

Graduates

Veterinary

Medicine

Graduates Total

Percent of

Total

Guaranteed Student Loan Program $1,321,134 $3,755,311 $410,663 $1,084,314 $6,571,422 68%

Naticmal Direct Student Loan Program 41,370 420,580 29,620 33,155 524,725 5

Health Professicms Student Loan Program 229,794 360,814 134,595 123,815 849,018 9

Health Education Assistance Loans 87,033 427,532 0 12,000 526,565 5

Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students 125,273 542,090 2,767 25,028 695,158 7

adversity of MinnemptaTrust FUnd Loans 114,633 102,586 7,439 8,750 233,406 2

Minnesota Medical Foundation Loans 0 106 550 0 0 106,550 1

Student Education Loan FUnd (SELF) 0 0 0 6,000 6,000 0

Mayo Foundation Loans 0 156,560 0 0 156,540 2

TOTAL LOANS $1,919,237 $5,872,003 $585,084 $1,293,062 $9,669,386 103%

Total Institutional Loans $114,633 $365,676 $7,439 $8,750 $496,498

Institutional Loans as

Percent of Total 6% 6% a 1% 5%

SOD ER: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.
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sional students, and it might make institutions in Minnesota more competitive

with those in other states. Lower nonresident tuition, however, would raise

questions about increased state subsidies to all nonresidents.

The effect of reduced tuition might be limited. Tuition is but one portion

of the cost of attendance for graduate and professional students. A decrease In

tuition, thus, might not greatly affect a student's cost of attendance and

decision to attend school. If the state were concerned about students' costs,

it could look beyond tuition and consider all costs of attendance, including

those not normally recognized.

State policy of lower tuition for graduate and professional students would

create a dilemma. If the state explicitly required lower tuition for one

category of students, then the state would be adopting a separate financing

policy for them. If the state lowered tuition for everyone, it would have to

increase appropriations in order to make up for lost tuition revenue.

Provide Merit-Based Grants

The state could provide substantial, merit-based grants for persons

pursuing advanced stud, at an institution in Minnesota. Such grants could

enLance recruitment by making attendance financially attractive. By doing so,

the grants would provide an advantage in the competition for talented indi-

viduals that exists not only among educational institutions, but also between

school and the labor force. The presence of highly qualified students would

improve the stature of institutions. This, in turn, would be an attraction to

other students, to faculty, and to sponsors and consumers of research generated

through advanced study.

Establishment of merit-based grants by the state would require resolution

of some issues. Magnitude, number of awards, and administrative responsibility
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for them would be major items. A sensitive issue would be the awarding of state

funds to persons from outside Minnesota in order to attract the best persons

possible.

Provide Need-Based Grants

Through need-based grants, the state could provide direct financial assis-

tance for students and their families whose income would not cover costs of

attendance. Responsibility for financial access to graduate and professional

education would, thus, rest with the state. Gliarantee of access to under-

graduate education is the premise of the federal Pell Grant Program and

Minnesota's State Scholarship and Grant Program.

Decisions on a number of issues would be necessary in the establishment of

need-based grants. These include calculation of costs of attendance, expected

contributions, residency requirements, mechanisms for need analysis, length of

eligibility, registration criteria, and registration process. They are dis-

cussed below.

Costs of Attendance. A need-based grant program for graduate and profes-

sional students may require redefinition of costs of attendance. Grant programs

for undergraduates recognize tuition and fees, books and supplies, and living

expenses as costs of attendance. Graduate and professional students, however,

have other real costs including research and professional obligations, servicing

of previously incurred debts, and substantial opportunity costs. Graduate and

professional students, moreover, are likely to have to provide for spowles and

children.

Recognition of these costs could result in high amounts of support per

student regardless of area of study. In fields with already tight labor

markets, preparation of additional individuals could exacerbate a difficult

situation. Substantial need-based grants for advanced study could induce
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enrollments of lower ability students whose opportunities and, therefore, oppor-

tunity costs are limited.

Expe-ted Contributions by Students and Families. Minnesota's current

financial aid policy for undergraduates provides for a sharin3 of responsi-

bility. It epaets that students will cover half their costs of attendance

through savings, current income, and loans. The state also expects parents to

provide financial support to cover students' costs.

Application of these provisions to graduate and professional students may

be questionable, especially if traditional definitions of costs are used. An

expectation that graduate students cover half the costs of attendance may be

unreasonably low. Through undergraduate education, graduate students are

expected to have developed the human capital to obtain well-paying jobs. In

fact, many graduate students and some professional students work full-time as

they pursue advanced education. As for parental contributions, current state

acrd federal laws set upper limits on the age of dependency whts,; students are

still requited to include parental contributions in their financing package.

Since most advanced students remain in school beyond those ages, expectation of

parental contribution either would not apply or age of dependency on parents

would have to be extended.

Residency Requirements. Pressure likely would exist to limit eligibility

to Minnesota r_Adents for a state program of direct, need-based grants.

Determining who is a state resident, however, is frequently controversial.

Because potential graduate and professional students are a mobile population,

several questions would need to be answered:

o Would an undergraduate degree from a Minnesota instittolion define
residence?

o Would the student h& to maintain a continuous residence in the state
since h igh school graduation in order for the student to be eligible?
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o Woj]d the student's parents have to be residents of the state? Would
residency in the past be sufficient?

o Would the assistance be restricted to tho,,e attending Minnesota institu-
tions? It is often recommended that graduate students should not attend
the same institution for graduate study that they attended for under-
graduate work. If this is good education policy, should not financial
aid policy reinforce this policy?

Need Amalysis. A system of need-based grants would require the selection

or development of a need analysis model. This is complex because many technical

and political issues would emerge. What financial resources should be con-

sidered? How much should be considered available for financing the cost o:

attendance?

The state has three evident options. It could select a national model,

such as the Graduate and ProfesJional School Financial Aid Service, but univer-

sal acceptance is doubtful. It could take the institution's budget, but campus

officials might be biased in favor of enrollees. It could create a state

formula, but this would require difficult decisions on definitions of cost,

income, and other matters.

Length of Eligibility. Most graduate programs do not have a prescribed

course of study and time limit. Rather, graduate students progress at their own

pace. This might be good for the preparation of knowledge producers, but it

raises questions about limitations on the duration of eligibility for a govern-

ment program.

Registration Status. About half the graduate and professional students

attending Minnesota institutions register for less than a half-time load. This

raises the question of eligibilit_ of part-time students for a graduate and

professional student grant. It also requires a definition of full-time enroll-

ment, which may differ by field.

Selection Criteria. Limitations exist on admission to 17aduate and pro-

fessional sc!ools. Each school has some admission requirements. Further, the
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state may limit class size ac public institutions based on its estimate of

needed practitioners. These limitations simply mean that eligibility for grants

depends on admission, which is a merit-based process.

Selection Process. The state could assign responsibility for selection at

one of four different levels. The state itself could select the recipients.

The State Scholarship and Grant Program is an example of this. The student

supplies a state agency with all the required financial data plus the name of

the program or school he or she will attend. The award is from the state to the

student without the participation of the institution or program attended.

The state ccild adopt the federal model by delegating the responsibility to

operating agencies promoting specific interests. Each agency would have a

specified number of grants, fellowships, or traineeships that it could award in

fields consistent with the agency's operating mission. This would enable the

state to make decisions about the fields of study it wishes to support while

leaving tie administrative responsibility to those familiar with the selected

fields.

The selection could be delegated entirely to the institutions. This would

be a campus-based financial aid program similar to the program for fellowships

for minority and disadvantaged students at the University of Minnesota supported

by a special appropriation. The state's role would be to specify -le selection

criteria and other rules that the institutions must follow. The only state

level decision would be the allocation of funds to the various institutions with

graduate and professional programs.

The selection could be made by the departments and schools providing

graduate and professional eduction. This option is similar to the previous

cne except the problem of allocating grant funds to each department would be
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more complex. Not even the institution would be able to redirect funds among

fields in response to changing demand.

Provide Adequate Loan Capital

Government intervention is necessary to ensure the general availability of

loans for graduate and professional students. A major policy issue is how much

students should be able to borrow. The answer depends on the types of costs

recognized as costs of attendance and the willingness of the state to place

limits on accumulated debt.

Recognized Costs of Attendance. Expanding the recognized costs of

attendance to include research an0 professional obligations, debt service

obligations, care of spouse and children, and opportunity costs would likely

increase the permissible size of loans. This increase in resources would make

attendance at a graduate or professional school more attractive to potential

students. As with need-based grants, however, greater availability of money

might induce enrollments when other market conditions and student ability might

not warrant them.

Limits on Accumulated Debt. Increased size of loans can result in

greater accumulation of debt by graduate and professional students. Size of

debt could become quite large if students were able to borrow money to cover

opportunity costs and to live in a style similar to persons working and not

attending school. Without the restraint of good sense by students or of regula-

tion by the state, accumulated debt could exceed amounts students would be able

to repay based on expected earnings in their fields, assuming jobs were avail-

able.
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CHAPTER VI. STATUS OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION IN MINNESOTA

Background on several topics provides perspective on the financing of

graduate and professional education in Minnesota. Following an historical

sketch of graduate and professional education in Minnesota, several of the

state's major interests in advanced study are discussed. Subsequent sections

survey institutions that provide advanced instruction, the range of advanced

degree programs they offer, and recent trends in enrollment and degrees con-

ferred.

HISTORY

Graduate and professional education in Minnesota date back to at least

1880. The University of Minnesota has been dominant in these endeavors and

until the 1950s, was virtually the state's sole provider of advanced education.

Over the past 30 years other institutions, public and private, have joined in

providing advanced instruction. The following material briefly traces the

history of advanced study at the University of Minnesota, the State University

System, and private institutions.

University of Minnesota

Although the University was founded in 1851 during Minnesota's territorial

era, it did not enroll students on a continuous basis until 1869.
1

Four years

later it conferred its first undergraduate degrees. In 1880, with a total

enrollment of 304, the University conferred its first earned master's degree.

1. For a history of the University, see James Gray, The University of Minnesota
1851-1951 (The University of Minnesota Press, 1951).
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Eight years later, in 1888, it entered the ranks of doctoral institutions when

it conferred its first earned Ph.D.

The emergence of the University of Minnesota as a major graduate and

research institution was gradual. The Graduate School was established formally

in 1905 as a financially self-sustaining unit. In 1912, it enrolled 159

students.

The appointment of Guy Stanton Ford as dean of the Graduate School in 1913

was a major turning point. During his 25 years in that position, Ford increased

enrollment, improved the quality and diversity of students, and turned the

Graduate School into an instrument for improving the University's scholarly

reputation. Graduate enrollment grew to 464 by 1917, to 2,164 by 1928, and to

3,299 by 1938, The University of Minnesota emerged as a major graduate insti-

tution and preparer of Ph.D.s.

Ford also made research by faculty a high priority. Whereas research had

been spotty among departments and individual faculty members, Ford used the

Graduate School to stimulate and organize it in all fields. He obtained funds

from the University for the Graduate School and invested those and other funds

in research. By 1940, the University had established itself both as a national

center for basic research and as a state center for applied research.

Professional programs took firm root as well. In 1888, the same year that

it conferred its first Ph.D., the University of Minnesota established a law

school and a medical school. Dentistry, which was part of the medical curric-

ulum, was organized as a separate school within the University in 1891. A

school of veterinary medicine did not appear as a distinct entity until 1947.

Creation of the medical school resulted from the assimilation of four private

medical colleges in the Twin Cities into the University. This left the Univer-

sity as the sole provider of formal medical education in the state unt
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In the early 1900s, the programs in dentistry, medicine, and law partici-

pated in the nationwide movement toward standards of professional education. In

the pursuit of quality, professional organizations successfully imposed higher

academic standards and limited the size of classes. Over the decades, these

programs changed from undergraduate programs, requiring a high school diploma

for admission, to first professional programs, requiring prior undergraduate

preparation.

State Universities

In the early 1950s, the then state teachers colleges also began offering

graduate instruction. After unsuccessful attempts in 1945 and 1951 to gain

legislative approval to confer master's degrees, the institutions received this

authority in 1953. Shortly thereafter, the colleges began offering programs

leading to the Master of Science in Education.
2

In 1957, the legislature changed state teachers colleges into state

colleges as the nature of the institutions expanded from teacher preparation to

more comprehensive education. The transformation soon affected graduate educa-

tion. By the early 1960s, the state colleges were offering Master of Arts and

Master of Science degrees in the liberal arts, sciences, and business. 3

Minnesota's state colleges participated in the national expansion of higher

education during the 1960s. As rising undergraduate enrollments brought

increased demand for Ph.D.s and other doctorates, the colleges wished to respond

to these needs by becoming universities preparing Ph.D.s. In 1964, Mankato

2. Edwin H. Cates, A Centennial History of St. Cloud State College (Dillon
Press, 1968), pp. 221-22.
3. G. Theodore Mitau, Minnesota's Colleges of Opportunity. From Normal School
to Teachers College and State University System A Ce:itury of Academic Change
in Minnesota (Alumni Association of the State University System, 1977), p. 39.
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State College officials and local civic leaders started a campaign to change the

college into a doctoral granting institution.
4

The campaign led in 1967 to statutory authorization for the State College

Board to establish doctoral programs and to a legislative mandate for a study of

their establishment.
5 The study, completed in 1968, expressed reservation about

the immediate feasibility of doctoral programs, though it recommended prepara-

tion for program development.
6 Lack of sufficient libraries, general absence of

a research orientation among the faculties, and a weak in-state market for

Ph.D.s were the reasons for the reservation. The study, however, did note that

demand might exist for professional doctorates such as the Doctor of Education

and Doctor of Psychology. In 1969, the system's chancellor halted development

in that direction.
7 The state colleges, however, were officially renamed state

universities in 1975. The issue of doctoral programs in the State University

System, dormant since the early 1970s, re-emerged in 1984 in connection with the

System's long-range plan.
8 The matter is currently a topic of discussion within

Minnesota's post-secondary education community.

Private Institutions

Graduate programs at Minnesota's private colleges generally are of recent

origin. As of 1949, Hamline University was the only private institution

offering a master's degree.
9 Since then, the number of private colleges

4. Ibid., pp. 50-51.
5. Minnesota Statutes, 1967, Chapter 668, Section 1.

6. Minnesota State College Board, Report to the Minnesota Legislature on the

investigation of the Development of Doctoral Programs in the Minnesota State

College System (MSCB, December 16, 1968).

7. Mitau, Minnesota's Colleges of Opportunity, p. 60.

8. Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board, Review and Comment on System

Plansfor 1984 (MHE(B, January 17, 1985), p. 50.

9. Edgar M. Carlson and Mother Antonius, "Problems Facing Minnesota's Private

Colleges," in Minnesota Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education in

Minnesota (University of Minnesota Press, 1950), pp. 192-93.
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offering graduate programs and the number of programs offered have increased.

Much of this growth occurred during the 1970s. Two private institutions, Mayo

Graduate School of Medicine and Walden University, offer the Ph.D. Walden also

offers the Ed.D. Several seminaries offer doctorates in divinity and

theological fields. Recently, the College of St. Thomas formally proposed

establishment of an Ed.D. program.

Private professional education has long existed in Minnesota. Seminaries

have been preparing clergy since the 1800s. Private medical schools disbanded

in the late 1880s to form the Medical School at the University of Minnesota.

Private medical education re-emerged in 1971 with the founding of the Mayo

Medical S:Aool. The Northwestern College of Chiropractic has been operating

since 1941. Private law schools have been in operation since at least 1900.

Mergers over the years led to creation of the William Mitchell College of Law in

1956.
10 The Hamline School of Law opened in 1972.

STATE INTERESTS

State government has a variety c,t interests in graduate and professional

education. Three are discussed here. They include stimulation of economic

development through the cultivation of expertise and knowledge, encouragement of

the production and availability of expertise to meet in-state demand, and provi-

sion of educational opportunity and access for state residents.

Economic Development

Rescarch, which graduate study often supports, contributes directly to

Minnesota's economic vitality. While interest in this topic has become more

evident in recent years, the importance of research for Minnesota goes back

10. William Mitchell College of Law Bulletin/Catalog, 1985-87, p. 5.
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decades. One of the many examples of research contributing to economic develop-

ment is the development of taconite.

During the 1920s, faculty members in the University of Minnesota's School

of Mines developed a process for extracting iron from taconite, a low-grade iron

ore. Because of this, Minnesota's iron mining industry was able to operate long

after the easily accessible deposits of high-grade iron ore had been depleted.

One historian has called it "the most remarkable, practical benefit yet con-

ferred on a state by engineering research."
11 Today, the University's Mineral

Resources Research Center continues research into the uses and development of

the state's mineral resources.

Expertise

Residents, businesses, and governments of Minnesota rely on the expertise

of many persons with advanced education. They are attorneys, dentists, physi-

cians, veterinarian,, college professors, elementary and secondary school

teachers, business managers, computer scientists, engineers, psychologists, and

chers. Through support for graduate and professional education in Minnesota,

state government :ielps satisfy this demand.

Programs within Minnesota supply a large part of the in-state demand for

expertise. A study of dentists published in 1979 showed that 64 percent of the

graduates from the School of Dentistry at the University of Minnesota remained

in the state. It further revealed chat 88 percent of Minnesota's active practi-

tioners were graduates of the University's dental school.
12

In medicine, over

half the medical school graduates from the University take residencies in the

11. Allan Nevins, The State Universities and Democracy, (University of Illinois

Press, 1962), pp. 123-24.
12. D.W. Johnson and others, "Dental School Graduation in Relation to Dentist

Location," Journal of Dentist Education, vol. 43 (February 1979), pp. 70-84.
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state.
13 For elementary and secondary education, the location of graduate

programs in education at state universities and University of Minnesota campuses

enables teachers throughout the state to obtain advanced preparation.

In some areas, the state government makes a special effort to assure that

Minnesota has an adequate number of e;:perts. During the late 1960s and early

1970s, the state perceived a need for more physicians. In response, the state

increased the number of physicians prepared within its borders. Through

increased funding for the University of Minnesota, it expanded the capacity of

the medical school. The state also encouraged the founding of the Mayo Medical

School and contributed to its support through capitation grants for each

Minnesota resident enrolled at the institution.

Educational Opportunity and Access

As a service to its residents, the state provides educational opportun-

ities. It enhances geographic access through support of public institutions

that offer a wide variety of graduate and professional programs. The state also

has expanded opportunities beyond its borders for its residents through tuition

reciprocity with neighboring states and contracting for out-of-state programs in

certain professions.

Tuition reciprocity agreements with neighboring states enable Minnesota

residents to attend institutions in Wisconsin, North Dakota, and South Dakota

while paying tuition at rates comparable to resident rates at Minnesota public

institutions. Reciprocity expands access to programs at institutions close to

Minnesota's borders, including the Univeisity of Wisconsin-LaCrosse, University

of WisconsinRiver Falls, North Dakota State University at Fargo, the University

of North Dakota at Grand Forks, South Dakota State University at Brookings, and

13. School of Medicine, University of Minnesota.
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the University of South Dakota at Vermillion. Advanced programs at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin campuses at Madison and Milwaukee also are available to

Minnesota residents through reciprocity.

As described in Chapter IV, Minnesota has contracting programs with out-of-

state institutions for instruction in osteopathic medicine and optometry.

Instruction in these fields is not available in the state. Contracting helps

Minnesota residents gain access to professional education in osteopathy and

optometry. In return, participants in the contracting programs are obligated to

practice in Minnesota following graduation.

INSTITUTIONS

Minnesota has 25 institutions that provide graduate and professional

instruction Leading to degrees. As shown in Table 27, these include 6 state

universities, 2 campuses of the University of Minnesota, 10 private colleges,

and 7 private professional schools. St. Mary's College offers graduate instruc-

tion through extension only.

The nature of these institutions and their programs vary considerably. The

University of Minnesota-Twin Cities offers programs in a wide range of disci-

plines. The state universities also offer a variety of programs, but concen-

trate in education and business. Private colleges have more limited offerings,

often fewer than five degree programs at an institution. Private professional

schools focus on a single program such as divinity, law, or medicine.

Institutional ties frequently exist between undergraduate education and

graduate and professional education. All the public institutions and 7 of the

10 private collegiate institutions in Table 27 offer baccalaureate instruction.

Viewed from another perspective, 8 of the 10 public baccalaureate degree insti-

tutions in Minnesota offer graduate or professional programs. Of the 24 private

baccalaureate institutions, 7 offer advanced instruction.

1.'44
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TABLE 27. INSTITUTIONS IN MINNESOTA OFFERING
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS

Graduate
1

First
Institutions Master's Doctoral Professional

Public

State University System
Bemidji X

Mankato X

Metropolitan X

Moorhead X

St. Cloud X

Winona X

University of Minnesota
2

Duluth X X
Twin Cities X X X

Private

Colleges
Augsburg College X

College of St. Catherine X

College of St. Scholastica X

College of St. Thomas X

Hamline University X X
Kotz Graduate School of Business X

Mayo Graduate School of Medicine X X
St. John's University X X
St. Mary's College X

Walden University X

Professional Schools
Bethel Seminary X X X
Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary X X X
Mayo Medical School X
Northwestern School of Chiropractic X
St. Paul Seminary X X
United Theological Seminary X X X
William Mitchell College of Law X

3

SOURCE: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.

1
Includes graduate professional study and graduate study beyond first
professional degrees.

2
The University of Minnesota-Morris has offered graduate level courses through
Continuing Education and Extension.

3
First two years only of medical program leading to M.D. degree.4First

programs offered through extension only.
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ADVANCED DEGREE PROGRAMS

Minnesota's universities and colleges offer 607 advanced degree programs.

Numbers of programs in the state by institution and level of degree appear in

Table 28. No attempt is made to identify and describe non-degree programs for

continuing education. Graduate programs in first professional fields are

included with graduate programs. A listing of programs by institution appears

in the Appendix.

Master's Dree Programs

In Minnesota, 21 institutions offer master's degree programs. They include

2 campuses of the University of Minnesota, 6 state universities, and 13 private

institutions.

University of Minnesota. The widest range of master's programs in the

state is available at the University of Minnesota at its Twin Cities and Duluth

campuses. The Twin Cities campus offers 217 programs, 83 leading to the M.S. in

scientific and technical fields, 67 leading to the M.A. in education and liberal

arts fields, and 67 leading to professional master's degrees. At the Duluth

campus, 14 master's degree programs are available; 5 leading to the M.S., 5

leading to the M.A., and 4 leading to professional degrees.

State Universities. The state universities offer 130 master's degree

programs. Most lead to the M.A., M.S., or M.B.A. degree. Many programs are in

teaching or other fields related to elementary and secondary education. The

most extensive arrays of programs are at Mankato and St. Cloud. Mankato State

University offers 58 programs, of which 32 lead to the M.S., 19 to the M.A., and

7 to professional and other master's degrees. St. Cloud State University's 30

programs include 24 leading to the M.S., 5 to the M.A., and 1 to a professional

master's.
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TABU. 28. GRADUATE #11) PROFESSIONAL DECREE FROGRAKS BY 113113, AT MIMOTA DI3ITIIRIORS1

Institution Master's Specialist Doctoral

First

Professional Total

State University System

Bemidji 16 - - - 16

Mankato 58 4 - - 62

Metropolitan (M) 1 - - - 1

Moorhead 14 1 - - 15

St. Cloud 30 5 .. 35

Winona 11 1 - - 12

System Total, 130 11 - - 141

University of Minnesota

Duluth 14 -
_2

14

Win Citi -3 (M) 217 10 126 5 358

System Total 231 10 126 5 372

Private Colleges and Universities

Aurburg College (M) I - - - 1

College of St. Catherine (M) 2 - - - 2

College of St. Scholastica 3 - - - 3

College of St. Themes (M) 20 5 - - 25

Hamline ;hiversity (M) 2 - - 1 3

Kotz Graduate School of Business (M) 1 - - 1

Mayo Graduate School of Medicine 14 - 5 - 19

St. John's University 3 - - 1 4

St. Mary's College 8 - - - 8

Walden University (M) - - 5 - 5

System Total 54 5 10 2 71

Private Professional Schools

Bethel S.... Lary (M) 3 - 1 1 5

Luther Noithwestern Theological Seninary (M) 7 - 1 1 9

Mayo Medical School - - - 1 1

Northwestern School of Chi' ractic (M) - 1 1

St. Paul Szsdnary (M) 1 - - 1 2

United Theological Seminary (M) 1 - 1 1 3

William Mitchell Collctre of Law (M) 1 - - 1 2

..,stem Total 13 - 3 7 23

STATE TOTAL 428 26 139 16 607

SOWCE: Minnesota Higher Mucati-n Coordinating Board.

1Prelrams leading to the haster of Divinity are inclnded with first professi(oal degree programs.

Programs leaning to advanced degre 3 in first professional fields, such as the Doctor of Divinity and

master's and doctorates in medical specialties, are included with master's and doctoral degree

2programs.

First tic, years only of medical program leading to M.D. degree.

(M) Indicaces location in the metropolitan area of Minneapolis-St. Paul.
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Pri7ate Institutions. Thirteen private institutions la Minnesota offer

master's degree programs. The majority of programs lead to the M.A. in a

variety of fields, including religious studies at institutions with a sectarian

affiliation. Two institutions, Mayo Graduate School of Medicine and St. Mary's

College, offer programs leading to the M.S. Many private institutions offer

programs leading to professional or interdisciplinary master's degrees in fields

such as business, education, and religion.

Geographic Distribution. Most of the master's degree program, in Minnesota

are offered through 11 public and private institutions in the Minneapolis-

St. Paul metropolitan area. State universities elsewhere in the state also

offer graduate courses through extension in the Twin Cities area. The Univer-

sity of Minnesota-Twin Cities campus dominates the metropolitan area as it does

the entire state in the variety of programs and fields.

Ten institutions outside the metropolitan area offer master's degrees. Of

these, five are state universities locatea in Bemidji, Mankato, Moorhead,

St. Cloud, and Winona. Their graduate programs are largel'r in education and

business. In Duluth, the University of Minnesota-Duluth and the College of

St. Scholastica award master's degrees in a variety of fields. St. John's

University in Collegeville, St. Mary's College in Winona, and the Mayo Graduate

S .-)ol o. Medicine in Rochester also offer a limited variety of master's degree

programs.

Doctoral Degree Programs

Six institutions in Minnesota award doctoral degrees, one public and five

private institutions.

University of Minnesota. The University of Minnesota-Twin Cities offers by

far the largest n. ..ier of doctoral programs in the state. Most of the doctorate

program_ lead to the Ph.D. degrees. The Ph.D. is available in 115 fields,
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ranging from the liberal arts and sciences to agriculture, medicine, and

engineering. Since most doctoral research is highly specialized, the 115 areas

of study are a limited measure of the variety of research subjects pursued at

the doctoral level.

The University of Minnesota awards other doctoral degrees. It confers the

Doctor of Education in educational administration, industrial education, and

vocational education. It also confers the Doctor of Musical Arts. The other

five doctoral degrees are Ph.D.s in medical specialties.

Private Institutions. Five private institutions offer doctoral degrees in

Minnesota. Mayo Graduate School of Medicine offers the Ph.D. in five medical

fields. Walden University, which is based in Florida but also operates in

Minnesota, awards the Ph.D. in administration/management, education, human

services, and health services. It also offers the Ed.D. Bethel Theological

Seminary, Luther Northwestern Seminary, and United Theological Seminary confer

the Doctor of Ministry.

Geographic Distribution. Nearly all The doctoral programs in Minnesota are

in the Twin Cities area. The University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, Bethel

Theological Seminary, Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary, and United

Theological Seminary are located there, as is Walden University's Minnesota

office. Only the Mayo Graduate School of Medicine in Rochester is outside the

Twin Cities area.

First Professional Degree Programs

Degrees in seven first professional fields are available in Minnesota

including chiropractic, dentistry, divinity, law, medicine, pharmacy, and

veterinary medicine. First professional programs are available at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota-Duluth and the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities and at

1 :49
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nine private institutions. The state universities do not offer first profes-

sional programs.

Universit_of Minnesota. The first professional degrees offered at the

University of Minnesota are Doctor of Dental Surgery (D.D.S.), Doctor of

Medicine (M.D.), Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm.D.), Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

(D.V.M.), and Juris Doctor (J.D.). The University of Minnesota is the only

institution in the state that offers first professional degrees in dentistry,

pharmacy, and veterinary medicine.

Private Institutions. Private institutions in Minnesota offer first pro-

fessional degrees in chiropractic, divinity, law, and medicine. The Mayo

Medical School awards the M.D. Northwestern College of Chhopractic awards the

Doctor of Chiropractic. Hamline University and William Mitchell Collr'ge of Law

offer the J.D. Programs leadinj to the Master of Uivinity (M.Div.) degree are

available at 3eOel Theological Seminary, Luther Northwestern Theo ogical

Seminary, St. John's vaiversity St. Paul Seminary, and United Theological

Seminary

Geo c Llistribution. Eight nL the 10 institutions in Minnesota that

offer first professional programs are located in the Twin Cities metropolitan

area. First professional degrees in chiropractic, dentistry, law, pharmacy, and

veterinary medicine are obtainable only in the Twin Cities area. Complete first

professional programs outside the metropolitan region are the M.D. program at

Mayo Medical School in Rochester and the M.Div. program at St. John's University

in Collegeville. Tne medical program at the University of Minnesota-Duluth is

not free standing but feeds int:, the program at the Twin Cities campus.
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Specialist Pr2fframs

Specialist programs are intermediate to master's and doctoral programs.

They require work beyond the master's level but do not involve research of the

kind done for doctoral degrees. Specialist degree programs are generally found

in education fields.

University of Minnesota. The Certificate of Specialist in Education is

offered in 10 fields at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities. They include

administration, counseling, mathematics education, and special education. The

University also offers the Certificate of Specialist in Library Science.

State Uni-ersities. Specialist Degrees in Education are available at

Mankato State University, Moorhead State University, St. Cloud State University,

and Winona State University. Specialist programs are offered in curriculum and

instruction, administration, and library media at Mankato State University; in

school psychology at Moorhead State University; in administration and i..forma-

tion media at St. Cloud State University; and in administration at Winona State

University.

Private Institutions. Among private institutions, only the College of

St. Thomas offers specialist degrees. These are in administration and community

education.

Geographic Distribution. In the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area,

specialist programs are available at the University of Minnesota and at tt.

College of St. Thomas. Outside the metropolitan area, specialist programs are

offered at the state universities in Mankato, Moorhead, St. C!oud, and Winona.

ENROLLMENT

This section examines three aspects of graduate and professional enroll-

ments in Minnesota: magnitude and trends in recent years, enrollment of
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advanced students differentiated by level of instruction, and residency of

students by system and level of instruction.

Institutional Patterns and Trends

In fall 1985, Minnesota's institutions of higher education enrolled 24,558

graduate and first professional students, as shown in Table 29. Enrollment at

public Institutions was more than double that of private institutions, about

16,900 to 7,700. By system, the University of Minnesota ranked first with about

12,800, followed by the private colleges with 4,800, the State University System

with 4,100, and private professional schools with 2,900.

The University of Minnesota-T4in Cities accounted for about half the

graduate and professional students. The College of St. Thomas had the next

largest enrollment, followed by Mankato State University, William Mitchell

College of Law, and St. Cloud State University. Each of the remaining institu-

tions had fewer than 1,000 students.

Advanced study acco'ints for a significant portion of Minnesota's post-

secondary enrollments. As shown in Table 30, graduate and professional enroll-

ments constituted nine percent of The state's total in fall 1985. Among

collegiate and professional institutions, this increased to 12 percent. Com-

position varied widely by institution, ranging from the entire enrollment at

some private graduate and professional schools to a small fraction of enrollment

at other institutions.

By about a three to one margin, graduate and professional students in

Minnesota are enrolled at institutions located in the Minneapolis-St. Paul

metropolitan area. Institutions in the metropolitan area enrolled 18,347

students while institutions elsewhere in the state enrolled 6,211. These

figures, derived from Table 29, actually might understate metrop9.1iton area
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TABLE 29. GRADUATE AND PROPESSIONIL HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT AT INSTITUTIONS

IN MINNESOTA, PALL 1985

Institutions Graduate

First

Professional Total

Public

State University System
Bemidji 278 - 278

Mankato 2,103 - 2,103

Metropolitan (M) 100 - 100

Moorhead 99 - 99

St. Cloud 1,021 - 1,021

Winona 519 - 519

System Total 4,120 - 4,120

University of Minnesota
2

Duluth 439 97 536

Twin Cities
3

(M) 9,678 2,555 12,233

System Total 10,117 2,652 12,769

Public Total 14,237 2,652 16,889

Private

Colleges and Universities
College of St. Catherine (M) 148 - 148

College of St. Scholastica 65 - 65

College of St. Thomas (M) 2,445 - 2,445

Hamline University (M) 216 469 685

Kotz Graduate School of Business (M) - - -

Mayo Graduate School of Medicine 987 987

St. John's University 100 -
4

100

St. Mary's College 349 - 349

Walden University (M) 39 - 39

Collegiate Total 4,349 469 4,818

Professional Schools
Bethel Seminary (M) 130 362 492

Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary (M) 110 354 264

Mayo Medical School 154 154

Northwestern School of Chiropract : (M) - 557 557

St. Paul Seminary (M) 77
4

- 77

United Theological Seminary (M) 106 97 203

William Mitchell College of Law (M) 1,104 1,104

Professional Total 423 2,428 2,851

Private Total 4,772 2,897 7,669

GRAND TOTAL 19,009 5,549 24,558

SOURCE: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.

1Augsburg College not included because graduate program not yet in operation.
2The University of Minnesota-Morris has offered graduate instruction through

Continuing Education and Extension in earlier years.3Continuing
Continuing,Education and Extension enrollments which are not reported

with tenth day fail enrollments to the Coordinating Board.4with
separately reported professional enrollments.

(M) Indicates location in the metropolitan area of Minneapolis-St. Paul.
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TABLE 33. MarafirlP OF GRADUATE AM PROFF'SSTONAL WADCOUNT Ermotase
Ta TUFAL wirotor ER10111E41' AT IHSITIUMNS IN KINMOTA,
FAIL 1965

Institution

Graduate

and First

Professional

Total

All Levels

Percent

Graduate

and First

Professional

Public

State university System

aenidji 278 4,277 6%

Mankato 2,103 14,225 15

Metropolitan 100 3,892 3

Moorhead 99 6,048 2

St. Cloud 1,021 12,279 8

Winona 519 5,326 10

Other 0 2,458 0

System - All. Campuses 4,120 48,505 9%

University of Minnesota)

Duluth 536 12,288 4

Twin Cities 12,233 63,150 19

other 0 4,041 0

System - All Campuses 12,769 79,479 16%

Ccemunity College System - Total 0 39,264 0%

Public Collegiate Total - All Institutions 16,889 167,248 10%

Private

Colleges and Universities

College of St. Catherine 148 2,481 6%

College of St. Scholastica 65 1,449 4

College of St. Thomas 2,445 6,774 36

Hamlin University 685 1,863 37

Kotz Graduate School of Business - -

Mayo Graduate School of Medicine 987 987 100

St. John's University 100 1,934 5

St. Mary's College 349 1,550 23

Walden University 39 39 100

Other 0 29,420 0

Colleges and Universities - All Institutions 4,818 39,497 12Z
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TABLE 30. RFIATIONSITTP OF atArtiATE AM) FROFERSTONAL HFAIIMUNT FNROILMEtif

TO TOTAL NA WW1' fitwilliNT AT liciffitinaZ mourA,
FAIL 1965 011111.1.1ED

Institution

Graduate

and First

Professional

Total

All Levels

Percent

Graduate

and First

Professional

Professional Schools

Bethel Seminary 492 497 99%

Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary 264 666 40

Mayo Medical School 154 154 100

Northwestern School of Chiropractic 557 557 100

St. Paul Seminary 77 87 89

United Theological Seminary 203 203 100

William Mitchell College of Law 1,104 1,104 100

Professional School Total 2,851 3,268 87%

Two -Year Colleges Total - Total 0 956 0%

Private Collegiate and Professional Total 7,669 43,721 18%

State Collegiate and Professional Total 24,558 210,969 12%

Public and Private Vocational. Schools - Total 0 50,299 0%

STATE POST-SEGIVARY IUTAL 24,558 261,268 9%

SCUM Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.

1
Includes enrollments in Continuing Education and Extension.
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enrollments because some state universities offer off-campus classes at sites in

and around the Twin Cities.

Between fall 1973 and fall 1985, graduate and professional enrollments had

increased by six percent, as shown in Table 31. Almost all this increase is

attributable to first professional enrollment, which increased by 32 percent.

Graduate enrollment was almost unchanged.

Although overall graduate enrollment remained virtually constant, dramatic

changes occurred within systems. The number of graduate students in the State

University System declined by nearly half, while the number in private institu-

tions grew more than seven fold. As a consequence, the private sector's share

of graduate enrollment increased from 3 to 25 percent, while the public sector's

share declined from 97 to 75 percent. Much of this shift likely was attribut-

able to declining enrollments in education programs, which state universities

had emphasized, and growing enrollments in business programs, which the College

of St. Thomas, in particular, has cultivated. Increased enrollment at private

professional institutions also shifted the majority of first professional

enrollments from the public to the private sector.

Level of Instruction

Graduate programs at the master's level account for well over half the

graduate and professional enrollments in Minnesota. The remaining enrollment

appears to be equally divided between graduate programs at the doctoral level

and first professional programs. Distortion may arise because some students

enrolled in master's programs are working toward a doctorate. Furthermore, some

master's level students are first professionals pursuing other advanced degrees.

Of the approximately 24,500 advanced students in Minnesota in fall 1985,

shown in Table 30, 19,000 were graduate students and 5,500 were first profes-

sional students. Among the graduate students, all 4,100 at the state univer-
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TABLE 31. GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT IN MINNESOTA
BY SYSTEM, FALL 1973 AND FALL 1985

Fall 1973 Fall 1985

Percent
Change

Number Percent
Enrolled

1
of Total

Number
Enrolled

Percent

of Total

Graduate Enrollment

Public Sector
State University System 7,675 41% 4,1202 22% -46%

University of Minnesota 10,645 56 10,117 53 -5

Total Public 18,320 97% 14,237 75% -22%

Private Sector 654 3% 4,772 25% 630%

Total Graduate 18,974 100% 19,009 100% 0%

First Professional Enrollment

Public Sector
State University System - - - -

University of Minnesota 2,453 53' 2,652 48% 8%

Total Public 2,453 58% 2,652 48% 8%

Private Sector 1,741 42% 2,897 52% 66%

Total First Professional 4,194 100% 5,549 100% 32%

GRAN TOTAL 23,168 24,558 6%

SOURCE: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.

1
Mayo Graduate School of Medicine included with University of Minnesota.

2
Includes Continuing Education and Extension.
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sities and as many as 3,900 of the 4,800 at private institutions were enrolled

in master's level programs.
14 Perhaps 6,200 of the 10,100 graduate students at

the University of Minnesota were engaged in master's level work.
15

Master's

level enrollment, thus, may have amounted to over 14,G00.

Residency

Except for doctoral students in graduate programs, most advanced students

in Minnesota are state residents. In 1985, at 'fast 66 percent of graduate and

professional students were residents. By system, state residents constituted at

least 79 percent of the advanced students at the state universities, at least 71

percent at private colleges and professional schools, and at least 58 percent at

the University of Minnesota. Data on residency appear in Table 32. These

figures do not include Continuing Education and Extension students at the

University of Minnesota, most of whom likely are state residents.

Further analysis of graduate enrollment at the University of Minnesota

reveals differences in residency patterns by level of instruction. Table 33

contains residency data for students enrolled in master's and doctoral degree

programs during the 1985-86 academic year. At the raster's level, 72 percent of

students were state residents, which is comparable to other systems in the

state. The percentage of residents at the master's level would be even higher

for the University of Minnesota if graduate enrollments in Continuing Education

and Extension were included.

14. Nearly all students in the Mayo Graduate School of Medicine are in Ph.D.

programs or non-degree post-medical training.

15. Table 33 below indicates that 55 percent of the students enrolled in the

Graduate School at the University of Minnesota are pursuing master's degrees.

Fifty-five percent of the official reported enrollment of 8,659 in fall 1985

amounts to 4,762. Adding 1,458 Continuing Education and Extension students,

'rho almost certainly are at the master's level, would result in a total of

6,220 master's level students.
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TABLE 32. RESIDENCY OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS AT
MINNESOTA INSTITUTIONS, FALL 1985

Residents
of

Minnesota

Nonresidents
of

Minnesota
Data

Unavailable Total

Graduate Students

Private Institutios2 3,553 1,106 113 4,772

State Universities 3,260 529 331 4,120
4

University of Minnesota 4,675 3,391 593 8,659

Total 11,488 5,026 1,037 17,551

Professional Students
Private Institutions 1,888 825 184 2,897

State University - - -

University of Minnesota 1,912 475 265 2,652

Total 3,800 1,300 449 5,549

TOTAL GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS 15,288 6,326 1,486 23,100

SOURCE: Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.

1
Permanent residence of students as reported by institutions to the Higher
Education Coordinating Board.

2
Nonresidents outnumbered residents at Mayo Graduate School of Medicine 803 to
184, at St. John's University 54 to 46, and at Walden University 35 to 4.

3
Nonresidents outnumbered residents at Moorhead State University 70 to 29.

4
Does not include Continuing Education and Extension
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TABLE 33. RESIDENCY OF GRADUATE STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
BY COLLEGE AND LEVEL OF DEGREE PURSUED; ACADEMIC YEAR 1985-19861

College

Master's Students Doctoral Students

TotalResident
2

Non-

resident ResidentResident
2

Non-
resident

Agriculture 117 117 80 245 559
Biological Sciences 34 25 33 54 146
Business 1,457 266 64 85 1,872
Dentistry 15 41 1 4 61
Education 491 86 691 251 1,519
Forestry 13 30 16 26 85
Home Economics 60 5 46 19 130
Institute of Technology 534 461 270 725 1,990
Liberal Arts 865 381 589 600 1,435
Medicine 54 36 120 111 321
Nursing 187 31 9 5 232
Pharmacy 8 14 32 48 102
Public Health 65 12 42 27 146
Veterinary Medicine 10 39 16 54 119
Unclassified 89 46 92 100 327

TOTAL 3,999 1,590 2,101 2,354 10,044

SOURCE: University of Minnesota Graduate School.

1
Includes Duluth and Twin Cities campuses; excludes Continuing Education and
Extension.

2
Includes Minnesota residents who are not U.S. citizens as well as those who
are

3
Inclndes U.S. citizens and non-citizens who are not residents of Minnesota.
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The majority of doctoral students at the University of Minnesota, in

contrast, came from outside the state. Of 4,455 doctoral students, 2,354, or 53

percent, were nonresidents. Notable :xcep'ions to this pattern exirceo in the

fields of education, home economics, nursing, and public health, where substan-

tial majorities were Minnesota residents.

GRADUATE AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREES CONFERRED

The data on graduate and first professional degrees conferred appear in

three sections. The first summarizer data on advanced degrees awarded from 1972

to 1985 by ; ivate institutions, state universities, and the b..iversity of

Minnesota. The second examinrr cne distribution of advanced degrees across

fields of study. The third section considers graduate and first professional

degrees awarded in Minnesota in rel,,ion to the nationwide number and distribu-

tion of advanced degrees. Highlights include:

o The total number of graduate and first professional degrees conferred in
Minnesota increased 35 percent between 1972-73 and 1984-85. The number

oL advanced degrees awarded tripled at private institutions but declined

in the State University System.

c The majority of master's degrees awarded in Minnesota have been in

business and education. The greatest growth in master's degrees awarded

was in business.

o Education and life sciences accounted for the greatest percentage of
doctor-1 degrees awarded in Minnesota.

o Nearly half of all first professional degrees conferred in Minnesota
were in law.

o Between 1972-73 and 1982-83, Minnesota experienced a larger percentage
increase than the nation as a whole in maste:'s and .-st plotessional

degrees conferred. However, Minnesota also experir t a greater

percentage decrease in doctoral degrees conferred.

o Compared to the nation as a whol,, the percentage of advanced degrees
conferred in Minnesota was lower than the state's percentage cf the

population.
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Total Number of Advanced Degrees Conferred

In 1984-85, 5,634 graduate and first professional degrees were at.arded in

Milnesota, as shown in Table 34. Of these, 3,933, or about 70 percent, were

conferred at public institutions; 3,298, or 59 percent, at the University of

Minnesota; and 635, or 11 percent, at state universities. Private institutions

accounted for the remaining 1,701, or 30 percent.

Bet-ieen 1972-73 and 1984-85, the number of advanced degrees awarded in

Minnesota rose by 35 percent. In the public sector, the number of advanced

degrees granted Increased by nine percent. Within the public sector, however,

there were distinctly different trends for the University of Minnesota and the

State Univcrsity System. At the University of Minnesota, the number of advanced

degrees rose by 27 percent, while at the state universities, the number of

advanced degrees awarded fell by 37 percent. Since the state universities do

not award first professional or doctoral degrees, master's degrees accounted for

the entire decline. The number of advanced degrees granted by private institu-

tions increased by 206 percent.

The increase at private institutions, combined with the decline in advanced

degrees granted at state universities, caused a shift in the ist-ibution of

degrees across systems. Between 1972-73 and 1984-85, the private sector's share

of advanced degrees granted increased from 13 percent to 30 percent, while the

public sector's share decreased from 87 percent to 70 percent. The state

universities' share declined from 24 to 11 percent.

Graduate Degrees. In 1984-85, 4,022 graduate degrees were awarded in

Minnesota, as shown in Table 35. Of those, 3,190, or 79 percent, were awarded

by public institutions. The University of Minnesota accounted 20,J, or 64

percent, while the state universities accounted for 635, or 16 percent. Private

institutions awarded the remaining 832, or 21 percent.
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TABLE 34. GRADUATE AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREES CONFERRED IN MINNESOTA

BY SECTOR, 1972-73 AND 1984-85

Number Number

Conferrel Conferred
1972-73 1984-85

(Percent (Percent Fercent

of Total) of Total) Change

Public Sector

University of Minnesota 2,603 3,298 27%

(63%) (59%)

State Universities 1,004 635 -37%

(24%) (11%)

Public Sector Total 3,607 3,933 9%

(87%) (70%)

Private Sector Total 556 1,701 206%

(13%) (30%)

TOTAL GRADUATE AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL
DEGREES CONFERRED 4,163 5,634 35%

(100%) (100%)

SOURCE: HEGIS.

1 Northwestern School of Chiropractic not included; Mayo Graduate School of
Medicine included with the University of Minnesota.
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TABLE 35. GRADUATE DEGREES CONFERRED IN MINNESOTA BY SECTOR,
1972-73 AND 1984-85

Number Number
Conferred Conferred
1972-73 1984-85
(Percent (Percent Percent
of Total) of Total) Change

Public Sector

University of Minnesota 2,009 2,555 27%

(61%) (64%)

State Universities 1,004 635 -37%
(31%) (16%)

Public Sector Total 3,013 3,190 6%

(92%) (79%)

Private Sectir Total 271 832 207%

(8%) ('1 %)

TOTAL GRADUATE DEGREES CONFERRED 3,284 4,022 22%
(100%) (100%)

SOURCE: HEGIS.

1
Includes Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm.D.) degrees; Mayo Graduate School of

2
Medicine included with the University of Minnesota.
Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.

1 5 4
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Between 1972-73 and 1984-85, the number,of graduate degrees granted

increased by 22 percent. The number of graduate degrees conferred by public

institition. grew by six percent, although changes experienced by the University

of Minnesota and the state universities differed. At private institutions, the

number of graduate degrees conferred rose by 207 percent.

As a result of these changes, the private sector's shar- of graduate

degrees awarded rose from 8 percent to 21 percent. The corresponding decline in

the public sector's share of graduate degrees granted was from 92 to 79 percent.

The state universities )- re most of this decline as their share dropped from 31

to 16 percent. The University of Minnesota's share rose slightly.

Master's Degrees. The total number of master's degrees confr,rred in

Minnesota in 1984-85 was 3,493, as shown in Table 36. Public institutions

accounted for 2,675, or 77 percent of the total. The University of Minnesota

awarded 58 percent while the state universities awarded 18 percent. Private

institutions conferred the remaining 23 percent.

From 1972-73 to 1984-85, the number of master's degrees granted in

Minnesota rose by 28 percent. Increases at t..e University of Minnesota and at

private institutions accounted for this growtn. The University of Minnesota

conferred 40 percent more degrees, while the private institutions conferred 202

percent more. State universities granted 37 percent fewer degrees.

As a result of these changes, the private sector's share increased from 10

to 23 percent. In contrast, the state universities' share dropped from 37

percent to 18 percent. During this period, the University of Minnesota's share

,

of master's degrees conferred rose slightly, from 53 to 58 percen'

Doctoral Degrees. In 1984-85, 529 doctorates were conferred in Minnesota,

as shown in Table 37. Nearly all these degrees, 515, or 97 percent, were

awarded by the University of Minnesota. Of the 14 remaining doctoral degrees,
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TABLE 36. MASTER'S DEGREES CONFERRED IN MINNESOTA BY SECTOR,
1972-73 AND 1984-85

Number Number
Conferrq Conferred
1972-73 1984-85

(Percent (Percent Percent

of Total) of Total) Change

Public Sector

University of Minnesota 1,452 2,040 40%

(53%) (58%)

State Universities 1,004 635 -37%

(37%) (18%)

Public Sector Total 2,456 2,675

(90%) (77%)

Private Sector Total 271 818 202%

(10%) (23%)

TOTAL MASTER'S DEGREES CONFERRED 2,727 3,493 28%

(100%) (100%)

SOURCE: HEGIS.

1
Mayo graduate School of Medicine included with the University of Minnesota.
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TABLE 37. DOCTORAL. DEGREES CONFERRED IN MINNESOTA BY SECTOR,
1972-73 AND 34-85

Number Number
Conferred Conferred
1972-73 1984-85

(Percent (Percent Percent

of Total) of Total) Change

Public Sector

University of Minnesota 557 515 -8%

(100%) (97%)

State Universities 0 0

(0%) (0%)

Public Sector Total 557 515 -8%

(100%) (91%)

Private Sector Total A

(0%) (3%)

TOTAL DOCTORAL DEGREES CONFERRED 557 529 -5%
(100%) (100%)

SOURCE: HEGIS.

1
Includes Pharm.D. degrees; Mayo Graduate School of Medicine included with the
University of Minnesota.
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11 were professional Doctor of Ministry degrees awarder by seminaries, and three

were doctorates in health and life sciences conferred by the Mayc (3.7aduate

School of Medicine.

Between 1972-73 and 1984-85, the total number of doctorates conferred in

the state declined five percent. In 1972-73, the University of Minnesota was

the only institution in the state that awarded doctoral degrees. Its total

declined eight percent by 1984-85. As other schools have irsstituted do,ztoral

programs, the number of doctorates awarded by them rose from zero to 14.

First Professional Degrees. Minnesota institutions awarded 1,612 first

professional degrees in 1984-85, as shown in Table 38. The University of

Minnesota awarded 46 percent of the state's first professional degrees, while

private institutions awarded 54 percent. The state universities do not confer

first professional agrees.

Between 1972-73 and 1984-85, the total number of first professional degrees

awarded in Minnesota increased by 83 percent. The number of first professional

degrees awarded by private institutions increased by 205 percent, while the

increase at the University of Minnesota was 25 percent. This resulted in a

reversal of position as the University's share shrank from 68 percent to 46

percent, and the private sector's share expanded from 32 percent to 54 percent.

Distribution of Advanced Degrees Across Fields of Study

This section presents data on graduate and first professional degrees

conferred by field of study. It reports 1984-85 data ane. trends from 1972-73 to

1984-85. Sixteen broad areas of study are used to classify graduate degrees.
16

16. With some exceptions, these 16 categories are aggregates of the classifica-

tions used in the HECIS survey of degrees conferred. Not every field

within each category is mentioned in the following: agriculture and

forestry, including agricultural sciences and renewable natural resources,

but not agricultural economics; business, including management and related

fields, but lot office management or specialized marketing; education,
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TABLE 38. FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREES CONFERRED IN MINNESOTA BY SECTOR,

1972-73 AND 1984-85

Number Number

Conferrel Conferred
1972-73 1984-85

(Percent (Percent Percent

of Total) of Total) Change

Public Sector

University of Minnesota 594 '43 25%

(68%) (4%)

State Universities 0 0

(0%) (0%)

Public Sector Total 594 743 25%

(68%) (461)

Private Sector Total 285 869 205%

(32%) (54%)

TOTAL FIRST nROFESSIONAL
DEGREES CONL(RED 879 1,612 83%

(100%) (100%)

SOURCE: HEGIS

1Pharm.D. degrees not included; Northwestern College of Chiropractic not

included.
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Master's Degrees by Field. Programs in education and business together

accounted for half the master'r degrees conferred statewide in 1984-85, as shown

in Table 39. Of the total, 28 percent were in education while 22 percent were

in business. Health sciences accounted for the third largest number. Varia-

tions in magnitude and rank by field existed within systems.

Substantial shifts occurred in master's degrees conferred by field between

1972-73 and 1984-85. Considerable increases occurred statewide in business,

psychology, and public affairs, while decreases occurred in social sciences and

library science. Notable variations are evident within systems. At the Univer-

sity of Minnesota, degrees conferred in agriculture and forestry increased

significantly. In the state universities, the decline in education degrees was

the opposite of the trend experienced by the other systems. The private insti-

tutions conferred an increasing number of degrees in the humanities, in contrast

to decreases elsewhere.

Doctoral Degrees by Field. Doctoral degrees conferred in Minnesota are

dispersed across a variety of fields. In 1984-85, education accounted for the

largest concentration of degrees with 17 percent of the total, as shown in

Table 40. Life sciences ranked second with about 15 percent. These figures

including all levels of education, special education, and administration;
engineering, including engineering specialties and technologies; health
sciences, including academic programs in health sciences and allied health
fields but excludes first professional programs; humanities, including
literat' ire, foreign languages, speech, philosophy, and religion; library
science, including library and archival sciences; life science, including
biology and related fields; mathematics and computer science, including
mathematics, statistics, nd computer science; physical sciences, including
chemistry, physics, and vology; psychology, including clinical and
counseling psychology and related fields; public affairs, including policy
studies and social work; social sciences, including economics, agricultural
economics, history, political science, sociology, and related fields; visual
and performing arts, including dramatic arts, film, art history, and music;
other, including architecture, area and ethnic studies, communications,
home economics, liberal studies, interdisciplinary studies, parks and
recreation management, and protective services.
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TA= 39. MASTER'S EIEREES ammo m meterrA BY FED, 1972-73 Ell)

University of Minnesota State Universities Private Institutions Total

Percent

Change
Percent

Arcas of Study 1972-7311984-85 Change 1972-73 1964 -85

Percent

Change 1972-73

Percent

1964 -85 Change 1972-73 1984-85

Agriculture and Forestry 40 74 85% 0 2 -% 0 0
,

-, 40 76 90%

Business 148 362 145 57 95 67 1 319 * 206 776 227

Education 312 430 38 592 291 -51 209 254 22 1,113 975 -12

Engineering 103 174 69 0 0 - 0 0 - 103 174 69

Health Sciences 216 319 48 71 41 -42 0 61 - 287 421 47

Humanities 86 47 -45 44 15 -66 61 112 84 191 174 -9

Library Science 86 90 5 61 9 -85 0 0 - 147 99 -,,11

Life Sciences 48 67 40 41 7 -83 0 1 - 89 75 -16

Mathematics and Computer Science 42 43 2 23 29 26 0 0 - 65 72 11

Physical Sciences 30 47 57 6 5 -17 0 0 - 36 52 44

PSychology 18 11 -39 15 20 33 0 53 - 33 84 155

Public Affairs 64 129 102 3 26 767 0 1 - 67 156 133

Social Sciences 112 75 -33 74 33 -55 0 0 - 186 108 -42

Visual and Performing Arts 58 69 19 16 23 44 0 0 - 74 92 24

Other 89 103 16 1 39 * 0 17 - 90 159 77

TOTAL 1,452 2,040 40%. 1,004 635 -37% 271 818 202% 2,727 3,493 28%

SOURCE: BEGIS.

1Mayo Graduate School of Medicine included with the University of Minnesota.

*Percentage increase too large to be meaningful because of new programs.
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TANS 40. DOCTCRAL ERREFS CCREHRED IN KINESOTA BY FIND, 1972-73 AN) 198445

University of Minnesota State Universities Private Institutions Total

Percent

Change
Percent

Areas of Study 1972-7311984-85 Change

Percent

1972-73 1984-85 Change

Percent

1972-73 1984-85 Change 1972-73 1984-85

Agricu:ture and Forestry 19 45 137% 0 0 -% 0 0 19 45 137%

Easiness 24 18 -25 0 0 0 0 24 18 -25

Education 91 89 -2 0 0 0 0 91 89 -2

Enginwrim 43 59 37 0 0 0 0 43 59 37

Health Sciences 23 29 26 0 0 0 1 23 30 30

Humanities 40 30 -25 0 0 0 0 40 30 -25

Library Science 2 0 -100 0 0 0 0 2 0 -100

Life Sciences 65 77 18 0 0 0 2 65 79 22

Mathematics and Computer Sciences 16 13 -19 0 0 0 0 16 13 -19

Physical Sciences 47 38 -19 0 0 0 0 47 38 -19

PsYcholoRY 52 27 -48 0 0 0 0 52 27 -48

Public Affairs 4 3 -25 0 0 0 0 4 3 -25

Social Sciences 85 53 -38 0 0 0 0 85 53 -38

Visual and Performing Arts 14 16 14 0 0 0 0 14 16 14

Doctor of Ministry 0 0 - 0 v - 0 11 0 11 --

Other 32 18 -44 0 0 0 0 32 18 -44

557 515 -8% 0 0 -% 0 14 -% 557 529 -5%

SOIRCE: HBILS.

lIncludes Phanm.D. degrees; Mayo Graduate School of Medicine included with the Univeristy of Minnesota.
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largely reflect activity at the University of Minnesota. The largest number of

doctorates conferk.ld by private institutions was in divinity.

Between :971-73 and 19n-85, changes occurred in the distribution of

doctoral degrees conferred. The greatest increases in the number of doctorates

awarded occurred in ag .culture and forestry, engineering, and health sciences.

The greatest percentage decreases occurred in library science, psychology, other

fields, and social sciences. These figures primarily reflect changes in

doctorates g .nted at the University of Minnesota.

First Professional Degrees by Fled In 1984-85, Minnesota institutions

awarded 1,612 first professional degrees, as shown in Table 41. Of these, 42

percent were in law. Medicine ....counted for 19 percent, divinity for 18 per-

cent, dentistry accounted for '. .rcent, veterinary me1icine for 5 percent, and

other fields for 8 percent.

Betweer 1912-73 and 1984-85, the number of first professional degrees

conferred in Minnesota rose by over 80 percent. Growth statewide occurred in

every field. The grP--issl. increase was in law, where the number of degrees

awarded annually more than doublad. A dramatic rise in law degrees conferred by

private schools more than offset a decline ac the University of Minnesota.

Comparison of Minnesota to the Na .ion in Degrees Conferred

Minnesota and the nation a:, a whole have experienced increases in advanced

negrees conferred. The growth rate in Minnesota, however, was more than double

the national rate between 1972-73 and 1982-83, the last year for which national

data are available. Degrees conferred in the state increased 34 percent, from

4,152 to 5,584, in contrast to a 14 percent national i. t Ise from 348,156 to

396,145. As a result, Minnesota's sty, . of the United .states total rose from

1.2 percent to 1.4 percent. These data are derived from Tablr3 42, 43, and 44.
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TAME 41. FIRST PBCFESSECNAL EECREES =WAD IN KERESGTA BY Elkin. 1972-73 Al) 1964 -85

Areas of Study

University of Minnesota State Universities Private Institutions Total

Percent

C hang

Percent

1972-73 1984-85 Change

Percent

1972-73 1984-65 Change 1972-73 P e1984-85 Change 1984-85

Der ;try 98 141 44% -% - -4 96 141 44%

Divihity 292 36 214 292 36

Law 257 228 -11 71 441 521 328 669 104

Medicine 178 267 50 39 178 306 72

Veterinary Medicine 61 76 25 61 76 25

Other 31 - 97 123

TOTAL 594 743 25% - - -% 285 869 205% 879 1,612 83%

SOURCE: BEM.

1lData on other first professional degrees granted in 1972-73 are not available.
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TABLE 42. MASIW'S LIEREES =Ea:RED IN MINES= AND NATECtinE, 1972-73 AND 1982-83

1972-73 1982-83

Number

Conferred

in

Minnesota

Perctntage

of

State's
1

Degrees

Number

Conferred

in

Nation

Percentage

of

Nation's

Degrees

rainier Percentage

Conferred of

in State's
1

Minnesota Degre. es

timber

Caiferred

in
1

Nation

Percentage

of

Nation's

Degrees

Agriculture and Forestry 40 2% 2,376 I/. 87 3% 3,662 190

Business 206 8 31,007 12 794 23 65,319 23

Education 1,113 41 105,565 40 1,043 30 84,853 29

Engineering 103 4 16,619 6 153 4 19,350 7

Health Sciences 287 11 7,879 3 390 11 17,06s 6

Humanities 191 7 19,093 7 159 5 13,399 5

Library Sciences 147 5 7,696 3 73 2 3,979 1

Life Sciences 89 3 6,263 2 103 3 5,696 2

Mathematics and Computer Science 65 2 7,141 3 60 2 8,158 3

Physical Sciences 36 1 5,257 2 46 1 5,290 2

Psychology 33 1 5,831 2 90 3 8,378 3

Public Affairs b7 2 10,899 4 137 4 16,243 6

Social Sciences 186 7 17,719 7 90 3 11,710 4

Visual and Performing Arts 74 3 7,254 3 103 3 8,742 3

Other 90 3 12,772 5 154 4 18,074 6

TOTAL 2,727 100% L63,37" 3,482 100% 289,921 100%

SOURCE: HELIS.

1Percentages may not add to 100 due to nyxdixg.

1
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TAME 43. DOCTGRAL EHIREES OCNFERRED IN KINESOTA AN) NATENIZITY., 1972-73 MD 1982-83

1972-73 1982-83

Nunber

conferred

in

Minnesota l

Percentage

of

State's
2

Degrees

limber

:Inferred

in

Nation

Percentage

of

Nation's
2

Degrees

Walter Percentage

Confeixed of

2
in State's

Minnesota Degrees

Number

Conferred

in

Nation

Percentage

of

Nation's
2

Degrees

Agriculture and Forestry 19 3% 869 2% 33 7% 986 3%

Business 24 4 923 3 9 2 809 2

Education 91 16 7,318 21 115 24 7,500 23

Engineering 43 8 3,499 10 37 8 2,822 9

Health Sciinces 23 4 643 2 2., 5 1,155 3

Humanities 40 7 4,407 13 35 7 3,338 10

Library Sciences 2 - 102 - 1 - 52 -

Life Science 65 12 3,636 10 58 12 3,341 10

Kathanatics and Computer Science 16 3 1,264 4 17 3 948 3

Physical Sciences 47 8 4,006 12 27 6 3,269 10

Psycholccy 52 9 2,089 6 32 7 3,129 9

Public Affairs 4 1 214 1 2 - 347 1

Social Sciences 85 15 4,420 13 51 10 3,C84 9

Visual and Performing Arts 14 3 616 2 20 4 670 2

Other 32 6 778 2 26 5 1,638 5

TOIAL 557 100% 34,777 100% 487 100% 33,088 100%

9OLRCE: HDaS.

!Includes Pharm.D. degrees.

Includes Doctor of Ministry degrees in Minnesota.

'Percentage; may not add to 100 due to rounding.
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TABLE 44. FIRST ERCFMSICNAL DEGREES CORARED IN KIMIESINA ADD NA 1(1 1972-73 MID 19132-83

1972-73 1982-83

Rubel
Conferred

in

taMinMinnesota

Percentage

of

State's
1

Degrees

Muter
Conferred

in

Nation

Percentage

of

Nation's

agrees

Number

Conferred

in in

Minnesota

Percentage

of

F ate's
1

Legrees

NUmber

Conferred

in

Nation

Percentat,e

of

Nation's

Degrees

Dentistry 98 11% 4,047 8% 124 IR% 5,565 89;

Divinity 203 23 5,286 11 278 17 6,494 9

Law 328 38 27,205 54 674 42 36,853 50

Medicine 178 21 10,307 21 317 20 15,484 21

Veterinary Medicine 61 7 1,299 3 80 5 2,068 3

Other - - 1,874 4 122 8 6,672 9

TOTAL 868 100% 50,018 1009 1,595 100% 73,136 100%

SOUXE: EIDSIS.

kto on other first professional degraasgxanted in 1972-73 are not available

centages may not add to 100 due to rounding.

112 1'7 (.1
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The following material compares Minnesota to the ration by level of advanced

degree.

Master's Degrees. Between 1972-73 and 1982-83, the number of master's

degrees conferred in Minnesota increased by 28 percent. This was almost triple

the 10 percent increase nationally, leading to a growth in Minnesota's share

from 1.0 percent to 1.2 percent. Generally, the distribution of degrees among

field! was similar at the state and national levels. Data on master's degrees

conferred appear in Table 42.

Doctoral Degrees. Comparative trends in doctoral degrees were the reverse

of trends in master's degrees between 1972-73 and 1982-83. Not only did the

number of degrees conferred decline in Minnesota and the United States, but the

state's position relative to the nation also declined. While the number of new

..octorates decreased by almost 5 percent nationally, the decrease in Minnesota

approached 13 percent. Variations in trends occpr_ by fie.d. Data on

doctoral degrees conferred appear in Table 43.

First Professional Degrees. Between 1972-73 and 1982-83, Minnesota out-

paced the nation in growth in first professional degrees conferred. The state's

increase amounted to 84 percent, in contrast to a national increase of 46

percent. Whereas Minnesota conrerred 1.8 percent of the degrees at the

beginning of the period, its share rose to 2.2 percent at the end. The most

noticeable difference in distribution of degrees is the higher percentage of

divinity degrees in Minnesota. Data on first professional degrees conferred

appear in Table 44.

Co lgarison of Degrees Conferred to Population. A disparity exists between

Minnesota's shale of advanced degrees conferred nationally and its share of

the nation's population. Alth ugh Minnesota's institutions conferred 1.4

1 74
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percent of the nation's graduate and professional degrees in 1982-83, the state

had 1.8 percent of the population.
17

17. U.S. Bureau of the Census, State Population Estimates by Age and Components

of Change (U.S. Government PrinZing Office, June 1985).
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CHAPTER VII. IMPORTANCE OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

IN THE UNITED STATES

Graduate and professional education have important roles in national

zifairs. This chapter traces the history of advanced study in the United

States, discusses its contemporary role, and describes general roles and respon-

sibilities of different parties for its financing.

THE EMERGENCE OF GRADUATE AND PROFESSIO1AL EDUCATION

Graduate and professional education in America predate the founding of the

Republic. The form and substance of advanced study then were much different

from today. It involved little formal instruction, was broadly inter-

disciplinary, and was inconsistent as to rigor. Graduate and professional

education as known today are of more recent origin.

Graduate Education

Modern graduate education with i s combination of advanced disciplinary

study and research emerged during the middle of the 19th century. Its origins

lay in three sources. One was the English undergraduate college, which provided

the institutional base fo advanced study. A second source was the Germ-in

research institute, which promoted unrestrained research by individual

scientists and scholars. The third source ..:as the American concept of knowledge

and research as a public investment embodied in the land grant uni .2rsity. Most

contemporary graduate institutions snare the chatacteristics of an undergraduate

base, a high expectation of scholarship and research by fat.alty members, and an

underlying belief in research as a public benefit.

Harvard, followed by other colonial institutions, began awarding master's

degrees in the 1600s. Study was generally independent in nature and not focused
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along disciplinary lines. The preparation and defense of a thesis were not

consistent requir ments. Institutions often awarded master's degrees to persons

who did nothing more than remain in residence for three years following receipt

of a baccalaureate degree.1

The transition toward advanced education emphasizing research and scholar-

ship started at the University of Virginia. During the 1820s the University,

until then an undergraduate institution, established an earned Master of Arts

degree for specific fields of inquiry. Requirements for the degree followed the

German model of advanced, specialized study.
2

German universities became the intellectual beacon for thousands of

American scholars and scientists who studied at them during the 19th century.

These institutions supported the work of eminent researchers who pa....sed their

expertise to students through seminars, directed study, and supervised research.

These efforts culminated in the awarding of the Doctor of Philosophy degree.

As Americans returned home, they sought to transplant the German form of

advanced study. Numerous attempts to establish ir-titutes of advanced study

between 1830 and 1860 ended in failure, however. In 1860, Yale established the

Ph.D. degree, and in 1861, it conferred the first Ph.D. in the United States.
3

Several institutions followed Yale's example during the ensuing decade. In

1876, Johns Hopkins University established the first formal graduate school with

1. John S. Brubacher. and Willis Rudy, Higher Education in Transition. An

American History:_ 1636-1956 (Harper & Mothers, 1958), pp. 21-22; and
Richard J. Starr, The Beginnings of Graduate Education in America (The Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 1953), ch. 1.
2. Brubacher and Rudy, Higher Education in Transition, pp. 98-99; Storr, The
Beginnings of Graduate Education in America, pp. 9-14.
3. Richard J. Storr, The Beginning of the Future: A Historic Approach to

Graduate Educatiot, in the Arts and Sciences (McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973),

chs. 2-3; Storr, The Beginning of Graduate Education in America.
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an organization and mission devoted to advanced study. Many other institutions

emulated this, but without severing ties to undergraduate education.
4

Land grant universities became a major force in the expansion of graduate

education. Entrepreneurial leaders developed graduate education at those insti-

tutions as a means of rapidly raising their stature to rival well-established

private institutions. To cultivate public support and State iunds for their

enterprises, leaders of land grant institutions wedded the concepts of advanced

study and public service. Public universities undertook many service oriented

responsibilities, including practical research in areas such as agriculture, in

order to provide a base for more esoteric and academically prestigious studies.
5

By the early 1900s, he current structure of graduate education was in

place. It featured a high degree of decentralization and rivalry among numerous

institutions, public and private, across the country. It housed and sustained a

growing research apnaratus. Graduate education also maintained firm links to

undergraduate education.

Preparation of Ph.D.s to fill faculty and research positions was the focus

of graduate education in the first half of this century. While the master's

degree often was viewed as a stepping stone for those who continued their

pursuit of the Ph.D., graduate study expanded to include subjects of a more

practical nature with less of a scientific or scholarly base.
6

Institutions

began offering graduate degrees such as the Master of Business Administration

4. Brubacher and Rudy, Higher Education in Transition, pp. 179-84; and Storr,
The Beginning of t'-?. Future, pp. 37-44.

5. Joseph Ben-David, American Higher Education: Directions Old and New (McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1972), pp. 445-45; H. C. Knohlauch and others, State
Agriculture Experiment Stations: A History of Research Policy and Procedures
(U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1962); Nevins, The State Universities and
Democracy, pp. 100-01; and Lawrence R. Vesey, The Emergence of the American
University (University of Chicago Press, 1965), pp. 107-08, 330.
6. Brubacher and Rudy, Higher Education in Transition, pp. 188-90.
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and the Doctor of Education which were oriented toward pra;_tice rather d.an

research in a iield.
7

Since 1950, graduate education in the United States has changed

dramatically. Following two decades of growth, retrenchment occu red. in

response, graduate education shifted to new areas of service. From MO to

about 1970, graduate education experienced tremendous expansion to satisfy

demand for persons with the Ph D. an other advanced deg_ees. Demand for

college faculty grew, first in response to en..ollment of World War II and Korean

War veterans under the G.I. Bill. later in response to the post-war batj boom.

Demand for scientists, technician =, and experts in many fields also grew with

America s involvement in the Cold War and Space Race. Many universities, some

of which had only recently been small, four-ye,a colleges or teachers coAeges,

started graduate schools.

Rapid expansion in graduate ed,-cation subsided around 1970. Enrollment

from the baby boom generation began to stabiliz. an' government spending on

research decline,' with the easing of the Cold War, the end of the Vietnam War,

and a period of economic difficulty. Diminished demand for persons with Ph.D.s

in many fields led to stable or declining enrollments in numerous gra .uate

programs.

Graduate enrollments overall, P fever, ccntinut_J to grow, as seen in

Table 45. Enrollment shifted to other programs, especially professional

programs at the master's or doctoral level. Pursuit of study in fields such as

bsiness and public affairs wi'l bette amployment opportunities accounted for

part of the change. Increased participation by women, minorities, and foreign

students also contributed to the overall growth in enrollment. In addition,

7. Ibid., p. 190; Abraham Flexner, Universities. American, English, German

(Oxford University Press, 1930).
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Ammommommommommmi _m

DEGREES, SELECTED ACAr
TABLE 45. ESTIMATES OF STUDENTS ENROLLED FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL

:MIC YEARS 1970-1982

Type of
Program 1970

Graduate 816,000

Professional 170,000

TOTAL 986,000

1975 1980 1982

1,054,000 1,106,000 1,090,000

234,000 280,000 278,000

1,288,000 1,386,000 1,368,000

SOURCE: Art-tr M. Hauptman, Students in Graduate and Professional Educa-

tion: What We Know and What We Need to Know (Association of
American Universities, 1986), p. 4.
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institutions consciously attracted new clienteles for graduate education among

persons seeking to change careers, to enhance careers through continuing educa-

tion, or to prepare for careers after being homemakers.
8

Professional Education

Until the early 20th century, preparation of attorneys, dentists, physi-

cians, and other professionals in the United States frequently occurred without

formal university o' college based study.
9 Entry into these profess OhS during

much of the 19th century was possible through individual apprenticeships as well

as through formal study at profe-sional schools. Mr-t profe:sional schools were

independent establishments with inconsistent admission and performance

standards.

Significant changes began to occur during the last half of the 19th century

as professional schools began affiliating with universities in order th expand

the curriculum, improve academic preparation, and establish standards. This

development coincided with the expansion of graduate studies and research, which

made universities centers for the creation as well as accumulation of knowledge

It also agreed with the land grant university's mission to provide practical

education.

The movement for standards in the preparation of medical profess.onals

culminated in 1910 with the Flexner Report on r dical education, which argued

for several reforms. Graduation from an aLcredited medical school as a require-

ment for licensure and high academic standards for medical schools were among

the proposals that were adopted ideiy. As a result, medical schools became the

8. Mational Board on Graduate Education, Outlook and Opportunities for Graduate

Education (NBGE, 1975), p. 4'; and David W. Breneman, Graduate Schcol Adjust-

ments to the New Deptessiin in Higher Education (National Board on Graduate
....t.

Education, 1975), pp. 56-75.
9. Brubacher and Rudy, Higher Education in Transition, Ch. 10.
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gateways into the profession, and medical school faculties became the gate-

keepers. Wide adoption of the Flexner Report's recommendations soon followea.

Over the next few decades, other professions moved in a similar direction toward

licensure and preparation. Many universities established schools of medicine,

dentistry, law, and veterinary medicine ether through merger with existing

schools or by opening their own.

First professional programs were not necessarily at the post-baccalaureate

level. Initially, schools in some professions required no previous under-

graduate study. Even with increased professional standards, two or three years

of college often were sufficient car admission. An undergraduate degree became

commonly accepted preparation, if not an miswritten requirement, for admission to

professional schools only after Worla War II.

Graduate Professional Education

The movement for formal professional preparation expanded to many fields

the early 1900s. As a consequence, universities established schools or colleges

if business administrajon, education, enginee inv. journalism, nursing lnd

other fields during the early decades of this century. The process continue:,

todty. Initial programs in these fields remained at the undergraduate level.

Over the years, advanced preparation leading to graduate degrees evolved.

Changing conditions in various occupations made an advanced degree desirable for

promotion or expansion of career opportunities. Some fields emerged as areas

foz scholarly study, leading to establishment of doctoral programs.

CONTEMPORARY ROLE OF ADVANCED STUDY

Graduate and professional education serve many constituencies. Students,

eduational institutions, industry, government, and society as a whole benefit

from advanced study. Advantages include personal career opportunities and
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income, technological change and economic development, and physical, social, and

cultural well-being of society. The interests of various parties in advanced

study are described in this section.

Students

Students are the primary beneficiaries of graduate and professional educa-

tion. Advanced study enables individualq to pursue intellectual interests ; I

prepare for careers. In doing so, it yields monetary, professional, and other

rewards.

MonetnaRewards. Financial re,urn is foremost among the benefits that

students rece've from graduate and professional education.
10

Persons with

advanced education reap the premium that society usually pays for scholarsl_p,

professional service, and olaer productive endeavors. Formal education at a

professional school is often a requirement to ente,... practice. For practicing

professionals, continuing education sustains or enhances their earning power

through relicensure and acquisition of additional expertise that may lead to

more lucrative wok environments.

Skills acq.dred in specific graduate and professional programs are often

transferable to other fields. This suggests that a graduate or professional

education is a worthwhile investment whether or not employment in the specific

field of preparation is obtainable. Justitying advanced education as an invest-

ment in general skills alone, however, is questioned by some. Reasons arc

advan- d programs, particularly for knowledge producers and first professionals,

can be quite lengthy and costly, with most attention given to development of

10. Gary S. Becker, Human Capital (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1975);
and Richard B. Freeman, The Market for College-Trained Manpower (Harvard
PoiversiLy Press, 1971).
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skills specific to the field. Acquisition of more g9neral :kills can likely

occur in shorter programs or in other settings.

Nonmonetary Rewards. Nonmonetary rewards also accrue from graduate and

professional education. PossPssion of an advanced degree confers a certain

social distinction independent of income. In addition, advanced study in a

field may have intrinsic value to an indiidual, providing a sense e' satis-

faction regardl.:ss of other circumstances.

Educational Institutions

Institutions tha: provide graduate and professional education receive

benefits in retur-. Graduate and professional students are a source of

dedicated, low-cost labor. They also ace a source of intellectual stimulation

to faculty and undergraduate students.

Source of Labor. Many institutions of higher education employ graduate and

professional students as instructors, researchers, and providers of services.

Graduate students frequently serve as teaching assistants in undergradua

courses and research assistants on research projects. Universities that operate

teaching hospitals in association with mdical schools use M.D.s enrolled in

graduate medical progrars to treat patients as part of meaical training. In

contrast to regular faculty and staff, individuals in these capacities make

lower financial demands on the institution in wages and fringe benefits. With-

out this source o4 labor, institutions would have to decrease the scope and
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volume of their activities or reallocate the mix of faculty and staff among

various activities.
11

Leadership and Morale. Institutions also benefit in nontiaancial ways from

graduate and profe.sioaal education. 'r' sate education and research Increase

knowledge and improve undergraduate education in many disciplines. Graduate

students pursuing work also can provide intellecttal stimulation for both

faculty and undergraduate students.
12

Business and Industry

American business depends heavily on graouate and professional education to

meet numeroLs challenges. Availability of resources, environmental concerns,

and social conditions art amoi; the problems that firms continually face amidst

competition with domestic and foreign rivals. Advance study provides the

knowledge and expertise for new technologies, products, and organizational

practices that enable industry to thrive in both the long and short term. These

benefits have led industry to support and work with educa'ional institutions.

Human Capital. Gradua and professional education benefit business and

industry most directly as a source of human capital
13

Industries employ

specialists in many fields from the physical sciences and engineering to the

social sciences and law.

11. David W. Breneman, "Effects of Recent Trends in Graduate Education 'n

University Research Capability in Physics, Chemistry, And Mathematics," in Bruce
L. R. Smith and Joseph J. Karlesky, e2c., The State of Academic Science.
Background Papers (Change Magazine Press, 19/8, pp. 153-56; Breneman,
Giaduate School Adjustments, pp. 58-60; Stephen P. Presch, An Economic
PerspPctive on the Evolution of Graduate Education ( National Board on
Graduate E cation, 1974), pp. 28-35; W. Lee Hansen and Burton A. Uei5LLod,
Benefits, Costs, and Firance of Public Higher Education (Markhan Publishing
Company, 1969), np. A-36; and Smith and Karlesky, The State of Academic
Science. The UnIversitiPs in the National Research Effort (Change Magazine
Press, 1977), p. 40.
12. Peter M. Blau, The Organization of Academic Work (John Wiley & Sons, 1973),

p. 223.
13. Wilson, "The Role of University-Eased Research," pp. 40-45.
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Knowledge. Knowledge is the basis for technological change that improves

products and productivity. Basic research at universities, much of it involving

graduate students, is vital for developing theories and principles that can be

applied to practical problems.
14

Several industries directly nurture university

research for the benefits that it produces. Since the early 1900s, for example,

the American chemical industry and universities have maintained mutually

advantageous relationships in producing and siiarirg research findings.
15

More

recent examples of industry relationships with universities have occurred in

fields such as biomedical research, computer science, and electroniLs.16

Applied research is another benefit that industry derives from gradna,e and

professional education. Businesses often sponsor or retain faculty members from

graduate and professional schools to undertake research into matters of

practical and immediate benefit.
17

Retention vf faculty members on a project

basis reduces the need for businesses to maintain large in-house research

staffs. Such activities range from sophisti,ated projects involving teams of

researchers to brief consultations with a single faculty member. The results

14. Ibid.; Robert E. Rvenson and others, "Economic Benefits from Research: An

Example from Agriculture," Science, vol. 205 (September 14, 1979), pp. 1101-07;
Neal H. Brodsky and others, University/Industry Cooperation: A Preliminary
Anzlysis of Existing Mechanisms and Their Relationship to the Innovative
Process (New York University, 1980); and Waltclr S. Baer, University Relation-
ships and Other R & D Perfirmers (The Rand Corporation, 1977).
15. Arnold Thackery, "University-Industry Connections and Chemical Research: An

Historical Perspective," in National Science Foundation, University- Industry
Research Relationships, pp. 210-33.
16. Marilyn L. Bach and Ray Thornton, "4cademic-Industrial Partnerships in Bio-
melical Research: Inevitability and Desirabili"y," Educational Record, vol. 64
(Spring 1983), pp. 26-32; Elizabeth Useem. "Education and High Technology
Industry: The Case of 6:11con Valley. Summary of Research Findings" (North-
eastern University, Boston, 1981); Elizabeth Useem, "Education in a High

Technology Wor14: The case of Route 128" (Northeastern University, Boston,
1982).
17. Businesses also hire faculty from undergraduate institution.: who may have
desired expertise.
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inexpensive source of labor for faculty members engaging in such projects.
18

Problems can arise in relationships between business and faculty members.

Businesses, because they are competitive, place emphasis on useful results,

exclusivity, and confidentiality. Academic work by nature and tradition relies

on flexibility of inquiry and sharing of findings. Dealing s-ccessfully with

these cLatradictions and other issues requires understanding and effort by all

parties.
19

Federal Government

The federal government's interest in graduate and professional education to

an extent is similar to the interest of business. Government employs experts,

and it seeks solutions of practical problems through a, lied research. Govern-

ment's interest in advanced education, however, extends beyond these matters

;Tito knowledge -ie_tion, student access, and redress of market failures in

certain areas

Experts. As a provider of services, the f-deral government employs persons

with advanced education to undertake research projects for production and appli-

cation of knowledge and to dispense expertise. Examples of such activity are

agricultural research, wildlife management, pollution control, analysis of

18. Herbert I. usfield, "Overview of University- Industry Research Interaction-,"

in Thomas W. L, gfitt and others, eds., Partners in the Research Enterprise:
University- Corporate Relations in Science and Technology (University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1983), p. 15.

19. Derek Bok, "Nsiness and the Academy," Harvard MagaLine (May /June 1981),
pp. 23-33; A. Bartlett Giamatti, "Free Market and Fe Inquiry: The Iiver-
sity, Industry, and Cooperative Research," in Langfitt and others, eds.,
Partnerships _in _Research; H. W. Rahn and E. P. Segner, Jr., "Technical

Research: Pathways for Improving interaction Between Academia and Imustry,"
Engineering Education, vol. 66 (May 1976), pp. 794-95, 853; Roy Rustum,
"University industrial Interaction Patterns," Science, vol. 178 !December
1972), pp. 955-59; and David S. Tate] and R. Claire Guthrie, "The Legal Ins
and Outs of University-Industry Collaboration," Educational Record, vol. 64
Spring 1983), pp. 19-25.
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international affairs, litigation in the courts, and health services in ,ae

armed forces.

Knowl,,ige. To fulfill its functions, the federal government, like

business, turns to research universities for research into practical problems.

Much of this effort is concentrated in the physical sciences, engineering, and

the biolo'ical and health sciences. The federal government also supports

thejretical and other research in the sciences and humanities whose practical

consequences are not immediate. The assumption is that the results of such

research will add to bodies of knowledge and, ultimately, lead to practical

benefit or government, business, and society. Since World War II, the federal

government's policy has been to foster such basic research at universities

rather than in the industries that might ultimately benefit.
20

Access. The federal Loverment has assumed responsibility for seeing that

individuals have access to educational opportunities. Pursuit of education to

the extent of an individual's interest and ability benefits not only the indi-

vidual but also society through additions to the pool of human capital. The

federal government, therefore, has pursued policies to overcome financial dis-

advantage:: experienced by individuals who are willing and able to undertake

raduate and professional education. These federal policies include providing

direct financial aid to disadvantaged persons and increasing access of students

to capital markers for loans.

Redress of Market Fagure. The federal government intervenes in graduate

and professional education when ieguiar markets fail to produce generally

desired results. Government has acted to alleviate perceived shortages of

expe tise when no other remedies apparently would work in an acceptable time.

In recent decades, for example, federal programs have increased the supply and

20. Wilson, "The Role of University-Based lesearch," p. 40.
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distribution of health professionals and language specialists through financial

support of students and institutions. Similarly, much federal sponsorship of

theoretical research occurs because immediate demand alone is insufficient to

support creation of new knowledge. Goverment also acts to create strategic

labor force reserves across a broad spectrum of expertise.

State Governments

To a considerable degree, the interests of state governments in graduate

and professional education parallel those of the federal government. States

employ experts, and they seek to satisfy constituents' demAnds fo- Knowledge,

expertise, and financial access to education for students. Beyond these, state

governments provide geographic act :ess to Aucational programs and encourage

development of the state through support of education.

Ciesiglaeic Access. States provide geographic access to insti:Ilction for

their residents by operating or supporting educational institutions. This

enables residents to obtain a gr;:emate or profe-sional education without having

to leave the state. In some fields of study, programs are availrble at several

institutions, thereby expanding access to the regional or local level. Persons

in occupations such as teaching, where graduate education is encouraged, are

Aims able to undertake advanced work relatively close to home.

Economic Development. Within the past 10 yeah, state governments

increasingly have been using graduate education and related research capabil-

ities as tools for Economic development. An early example of this is the

Research Triangle in North Carolina. During the 1950s, state government leaders

encouraged establishment of a research park located on a site roughly in the

middle of a triangle formed by Duke University, North Carolina State Universl,y,

ana the University of North Carolina. This park became a center where graduate

1 R9
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students and faculty from the three universities could be employed on practical

projects to help private industry and the state"- economy. 21

Research universities have become an important component in econcaic

development of states and regions. Universities not only provide a research

base for industry, but they also make localities attractive ro employees by

providing advanced educational opportunities, according to a Congressional

report.
22

To promote economic development, state and university officials

around the cc..mtry have sought greater investment in research centers and parks

affiliated with universities.23

Prestige and ultural Development. States benefit in other ways from

graduate and professional education. Graduate and professional schools add

prestige to states and localities. They enhance the quality of life by serving

as educational and cultural centers. They also attract highly educated persons

who want the opportunIty to be near others of similar backgrounds.

Society

The benefits of graduate and professional education to society appear in

many ways. Individuals receive e'rect benefit from the services of attorneys,

dentists, physicians, psycholc sts, teachers, and persons in other occupations

for which advanced education may be necessary or useful. Indirect benefits are

21. Luther J. Carter, "Research Triangle Park Succeeds Beyond It:3 Promoters'
Expectations," Science, vol. 200 (June 1978), pp. 1469-70; and W. B. Hamilton,
"The Research Triangle of North Carolina: A Study in Leadership for the
Common Weal," South Atlantic Oturterlv, %,ol. 65 (Spring 1966), pp. 254 -7g.
22. Location of High_ Technology Firms and Regional Economic Develo_pment, Staff
Report, Subcommittee cn Moneary and Fiscal Policy, Joint Economic Committee,
U.S. Congress (1982).

23. See, for example, remarks by Pennsylvania Governor Dick Thornburgh in Langfitt
and others, eds., Partners in the Research Enterprise, p. xix; Utah State
University, Liaison With the Future: Utah State University Research and
Technolo Park (n.d.); Utah State University, Utah State University Research
Park Status Report July 1, 1985 (July 1985); West Virginia Board of Regents,
"Economic Development Initiatives: Narrative for Finance and Administration
Budget Documant," Draft, October 10, 1985.
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in the form of new products and services from business and services and policies

from government that may have resulted from the expertise and knowledge produced

in graduate and professional schools.

CURRENT FINANCING ROLES AND RESPONSIBT'dTIES

Roles and responsibilities in financing graduate and professional education

have varied considerably.
24

Sources of finance include students, the federal

government, state and local governments, businesses, and p:ivate non-profit

organizations. Usually the nature of support reflects the interests of the

party providing it., This soction discusses the nature of support by various

parties.

Students

Because of enhanced earning power and job satisfaction, students have a

strong incentive to invest in advanced education. Students may use savings from

past income, current income, and loans based on future income for support. For

younger students pith a short work history, savings appear to be less important

than the other two sources.

Availability of current income depends on employment opportunities. Many

graduate students have the flexibility to work. They also have opportunities

provided by institutions in the form of teaching and research assistantships.

Others find part-time employment in unrelLted jobs on- or off - campus. First

professional students generally do not have these advantages. Most professional

24. For discussion of roles and responsibilities in the financing of graduate and

professional education see Education Commission of the States, The State and

Graduate Education. Report on the Task Force on Graduate Education (ECS,
1915); Hauptman, Students in Graduate and Professional Education; National
Board on Graduate Education, Outlook and Opportunities for Graduate Education

(NBGE, 1975); Robert L. Snyder, Federal Policy and Graduate Education
(Federal Interagency Committee on Graduate Education, 1975).
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programs are structured in a way to favor concentrated study on a full-time

basis with little provisioi for employment.
25

The de.:ision to use loans ertails taking a risk that future income will

cover at least the cost of the loan and other costs of attendance. If the risk

of insufficient future income appears too great, loans become unattractive

financing options. Loans also depend on availability of funds and willingness

of lenders to take a risk on a student's education.

Federal Government

Most federal activity involves financing of students and programs to

deve]'p human capital and knowledge. Little federal money goes toward

unrestricted support of institutions.

Program financing by the federal government has supported both instruction

and research. During the 1960s and 1970s, federal funds supported professional

programs by such means as capitation grants to medical schools. Funding for

research occurs in two forms: contracts with faculty or institutions for

applied research and grants or both applied and theoretical research. Many

federally financed projects generate research assistantships for emLoyment of

graduate stuaents.

Since World War II, the federal government has been the primary source of

support for university research. Sixty-six percent of all university research

in Fiscal Year 1983 was sponsored by the federal government.
26

Ninety-five

percent of federal funds to academic institutions were for science or

engineering activities including instru,:tion, research, se,:vice fellowships, and

training. Fifteen federal agencies accounted for about 95 percent of the total

25. Carh:gie Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education: Who Pays? Who

Benefits? Who Should Pal? (McGraw Hill, 1973).
26. Wilson, "The Role of University-Based Research", p. 42.
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federal funding to academic institutions and almost all the federal research

funding for science and engineering. The leading agencies are the U.S. Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, the Department of Defense, the National

Science Foundation, the Department of Energy, the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture, and the National AeronauZics and Space Agency. 27

Direct support of students consists of loans and grant;. Loan programs

increase access to capital markets for students intent on using future income to

pay for their education. Federal loans for graduate and professional students

are available through the National Dir..IL Student Loan Program (NDSL),

Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSL), and Auxiliary Loans to Assist students

(ALAS). Loan programs specifically for students in the health professions are

the Health Education Assistance Program (HEAL) and Health Professions Student

Loan Program (HPSL). Grants, mostly in the form of fellowships and traineeships

in scientific, technical, and health fields, provide direct subsidies to help

defray costs of attendance. Operating agencies interested in particular disci-

plines relevant to their missions award mos federal g:ants. Veteran's educa-

tional benefits also constitute federal grants.

State Government

Financing of institutions traditionally has been the major method of state

support for graduate and professional education. Through leeslative appropria-

tions, mostly to public institutions, states provide the resources for instruc-

tion and other general operations. While states allay take an interest in t.e

initiation and status of individual programs, most public institutions have

considerable flexibility in their use of resources from appropriations.

27. National Science Foundation, Federal Support to Universities, Colleges, and
Selected Nonproiit Institutions, FY 1983, Ta'le B-17.
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In addition to providing general operating funds, state governments make

special appropriations for specific programs or purposes. Often these addi-

tional funds are incorporated into the regular operating budget. Program

funding has supported various instructional and research efforts. Within the

past few years, at least 20 states have taken initiatives that may benefit

graduate education.
28 Promotioa of economic development has been a major

impetus. One type of initiative involves enhancing educational quality through

establishment of "centers of excellence." Another is the creation of centers

for applied research and other activities to work with private industries. Some

states also have allocated funds to attract outstanding scholars through the

creation of endowed chairs and provisions for salary supplements.

States finance students as well as institutions and programs. The greatest

support actually occurs indirectly through the financing of institutions, which

reduces the tuition that institutions need to collect. Some states also operate

loan programs that are open to or specifically established for graduate and

professional students. Finally, several states have recently established grants

in the form of fellowships and graduate scholarships in specific fields.
29

Educational Institutions

,;olleges and universities play an important role in the financing of

students. Using funds received for research and undergraduate instruction,

institutions provide currot income to many graduate students through research

and teaching assistantsh*ps. Institutions and their auxiliary enterprises also

employ students in various technical, administrative, clerical, and maintenance

capacities. Some institutions have funds for loans in addition to federally and

28. James R. Mingle and Catherine Walker, State Incentive Programs .r Graduate

Education: A Survey of States (State Higher Education Executive Office*:s,

December 1985).
29. Ibid., pp. 6-11.
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state supported loan programs. Finally, many graduate and professional schools

have endowments for fellowships aad scholarships to provide direct subsidies to

students.

Private Business

Private businesses, seeking specifi knowledge and expertise, direct their

financial support for graduate education accordingly. They devote resources

largely to the financing of research projects and students rather than providing

institutional support. Most support goes to activities with potential for

yielding direct returns to the firm, such as research at universities to develop

near products, procedures, and applications of techniques for commercial pur-

poses. Less frequently, businesses provide funds for theoretical research.

Businesses also provide support for students more directly in several ways.

Many firms pay all or part of the expenses of employees who attend gradua.,

school in the expectation of greater productivity.
30 Firms also provide employ-

ment opportunities for graduate students enrolled in certain fields at nearby

institutions.
31 Finally, businesses establish fellowships to attract students

to a discipline. Frequently such fellowships are located at institutions or

departments whose work fits the needs of the sponsoring firm.32

Private Foundations

Foundations often direct their funds to areas of study that market forces

alone would not support and that appear neglected by other sources. They

30. See, for example, Jerrier A. Haddiid, "Support of Graduate Students by
Industry," in Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, Research and
Graduate Education, Proceedings of the Nineteenth Annual Meeting (CGSUS,

1979), pp. 27 - -32.

31. W.R. Hencke and others, "A Program for Student Involvement in Industrial
R & f)," Research Management, vol. 19 (May 1976), pp. 32-34.

32. Lois S. Peters and Herbert I. Fusfield, "Current U.S. University/Industry
Research Connections," in National Science Foundation, University-Industry
Research Relationships, p. 26.
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sponsor a wide variety of faculty research that often results in employment of

graduate students. Foundations also provide direct support of students through

fellowships and other grants.
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CHAPTER VIII. NATIONAL MARKET CONDITIONS

Expertise and knowledge generated by advanced study are subject to market

conditions.
1 In analyzing conditions facing advanced study in the United

States, two facets of the marketplace stand out: the market for instruction and

the market for expertise and knowledge.

The market for instruction consists of persons whe wish to study and insti-

tutions that provide instruction. Demand for instruction depends on the number

and quality of students seeking an education. Supply depends on the number of

institutions and the quantity, capacity, and quality of programs that institu-

tions are willing to provide.

The market for expertise consists of those who seek the services of experts

and those who provide expert service. Demand for expertise depends on the

number of clients and the amount and quality of service they seek. Supply of

expertise depends on the number of available experts.
2

Direct relationships between the two markets exist. An excess supply of

experts, for example, may drive down the price of expertise, thereby reducing

incentives for persons to seek preparation and entrance into a tield. Con-

versely, a shortage of institutions may depless the number of experts who are

prepared, thereby creating a shortage of expertise. The following analysis

focuses on market conditions for each of the major purposes of graduate and

professional education: preparation of knowledge producers, creation of know-

1. Richard B. Freeman, "Supply and Salary Adjustments to the Changing Science

Manpower Market: Physics, 1948-1973," American Economic Review, vol. 65
(March 1975), pp. 21 -39; and Freeman, The Market for College Trained Manpower.
2. Changes in technology and practice may alter productivity and, thus, the

amount of expertise that a practitioner can dispense. Productivity may affect

the number of experts needed to serve a given population.
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ledge, preparation of first professionals, preparation of graduate profes-

sionals, and provision of continuing education.

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCERS

The market for knowledge producers in the United States has been stagnant

or depressed in many fields. Since 1970, the output of research doctorates has

remained fairly stable. This stability, however, contrasts with the tremendous

growth in the number of doctorates awarded during the 1960s. The end of growth

coinc.ded with the halt in the rapid expansion of undergraduate enrollment and

federal support for research. It left in its wake a period of difficult adjust-

ments. Many Ph.D. recipients could not find employment in their field of pre-

paration, and many Ph.D. candidates chose not to complete their degrees in the

face of dismal employment prospects. The situation resulted in an apparent

excess of productive capacity among graduate institutions, many of which only

recently had come into tieing in response to growing Jemands for Ph.D.s.
3

Levels of supply and Demand

The number of research doctorates awarded annually in the United States

rose from 9,733 in 1960 to 33,755 in 1973, as shown in Table 46. Following a

decline in the mid-1970s, the number of degrees stabilized around 31,000.

Although the overall number of degrees has fluctuated modestly since 1972,

significant differences exist by field, as shown in Table 47. Between 1972 and

1982, lignificant increases occurred in the social sciences, while significant

decreases occurred in the physical sciences, engineering, and the humimities.

3. Dresch, An Economic Perspective on the Evolution of Graduate Education, ch. 3;

Winifred L. Godwin, "Solutions Can Be the problem: Redefining the Nature of

Graduate Education," Change, vol. 16 (March 1984), pp. 16-18; and Lewis B.

Mayhew, Graduate and Professional Education, 1980: A Survey of Institutional

Plans (McGraw-Hill, 1970).
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TABLE 46. RESEARCH DOCTORATES AWARDED

BY UNITED STATES UNIVERSITIES,

1960-1982

Year

Doctorates
Awarded

1960 9,733

1961 10,413

1962 11,500

1963 12,728

1964 14,325

1965 16,340

1966 17,949

1967 20,403

1968 22,936

1969 25,743

1970 29,498

1971 31,867

1972 33,043

1973 33,755

1974 33,047

1975 32,951

1976 32,946

1977 31,718

1978 30,873

1979 31,235

1980 31,013

1981 31,342

1982 31,048

SOURCE: Peter D. Syverson, Summary
Report, 1982. Doctorate Recip-
ients from United States Univer-
sities (National Academy of
Sciences-National Research
Council, 1983), p. 4.
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TAME 47. RFSFAWN DOCTORATES AWAREED BY BROAD FIRD, 1972, 1977, 1982

Physical Life Social Professional

Year Sciences F-ineering Sciences Sciences Humanities Fields Education Other Total

1972 5,538 3,503 4,952 5,611 4,714 1,532 7,065 106 33,043

1977 4,379 2,643 4,774 6,528 4,562 1,353 7,455 24 31,718

1982 4,288 2,644 5,565 6,250 3,560 1,491 7,226 24 31,048

SOURCFS: Peter D. Syverson, Suumaryilelort, 1982. Doctorate Recipients Fran lhited States Univer-

sities (National. Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, 1983), p. 4.
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Within these broad fields, however, variations existed for particular

disciplines.

Market conditions differ by fields, largely because of variation in employ-

ment opportunities for holders of doctora,es.
4

Recent recipients of doctorates

in the humanities have been most dependent on educational institutions for

employment while engineers have been least dependent. As of 1983. educational

institutions accounted for he following percentages of employed recent

doctorates: humanities 7f percent, social sciences 65 percent, biological

sciences 60 percent, physical sciences 50 percent, psychology 42 percent, and

engineering 32 percent. In some physical science disciplines such as chemistry

and physics, over 60 percent were employed in education.

The percentage of doctorate holders employed in academia has declined over

the past decade. Ph.D.s in all fields have turned increasingly to private

business and government to obtain employment.
5

Although most ph.D.s have found

employment, many have had to take work unrelated to their specialties. Among

humanists, 28 nercent have had to take unrelated work, in contrast to 6 percent

of scientists. Furthermore, many humanists have had to accept part-time

employment or seek additional training in other fields.
6

While opportunities

outside academia have reduced unemployment for persons with degrees in numerous

fields, they have created a shortage of persons in engineering. Shortages of

engineering faculty have occurred because many potential Ph.D. candidates are

taking lucrative positions in industry instead of pursuing the degree.
7

4. Betty D. Maxfield and Mary Belisle, Science, Engineering, and Humanities
Doctorates in the United States, 1983 Profile (National Research Council,
1985), pp. 37, 76.
5 ibid., pp. 99-108.
6. Mary Belisle and Betty D. Marfield, Humanists on the Move: Employment Patterns
for Humanities Ph.D.s (National Academy Press, 1985).
7. John W. Geils, "The Faculty Shortage: The 1982 Survey," Engineering Education,
vol. 74 (October 1983), pp. 47-53.
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The prospects for scholarly careers by most accounts appear dim for the

next decade. Enrollment of traditional age college students is expected to

decline into the mid-1990s before rising and perhaps stimulating demand for

faculty. Openings among current faculties due to retirement also will likely

not occur in large numbers until the mid-1990s. In anticipation of a shortage

of good scholars, however, some universities are already seeking to replace

existing faculty.
8

Adjustment Period

Long periods of adjustment to changing conditions are characteristic of the

market far scholars. The process of adjustment is seldom complete before new

.

conditions ar:tse.
9 The four to seven years or more required to prepare a Ph.D.

preclude swift response tc, demand. The preparation time can be re(uced, how-

ever, by hiring scholars before completion of degrees, which was common in the

1950s and 1960s. The heavy investment in libraries and laboratories and the

length of time to accumulate or reduce faculty create additional difficulties in

adjusting supply of instruction. Anticipating market conditions for Ph.D.s is,

at best, difficult.
10

Distortions

At least two distortions affect the market for scholars. Both are related

to the nature of academia. First, tenure, which protects faculty against

threats to academic freedom, also restrains institutions from making swift

8. Beverly T. Watkins, "Promising Young Scholars Now in Demand for Academic Jobs,"
The Chronical of Higher Education, September 3, 1986, pp. 1, 48.
9. Allen M. Carttet, Ph.D.s and the Academic Labor Market (McGraw-Hill, 1976);
Freeman, The Market for College Trained Manpower, Ch. 7; Robert M. Rosenzweig
and Barbara Turlington, The Research Universities and Their Patrons (University
of California Press, 1982).
10. Richard Freeman and David W. Breneman, Forecasting the Ph.D. Labor Market:
Pitfalls for Policy (The National Board on Graduate Education, 1974).
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changes in personnel in the face of changing conditions. Second, collegiality

among faculty cften extends to some equalization of salaries. This restrains

universities from making academic salaries in fields such as engineering

competitive with private industry.

Geographic Characteristics

The market for knowledge producers extends internationally, although it

often has a strong regional orientation as well. Only highly populous states

might sustain an internal market for Ph.D.s. According to data published in

1978, institutions recruited the majority of Ph.D. recipients from outside their

regions.
11

However, the largest percentage of degrees awarded, often over 40

percent, went to students from the region where the institution was located.

Student attendance, as opposed to institutional recruitment, was more regionally

oriented as the majority of recipients did their undergraduate and graduate work

at institutions in the same region. After graduation, the majority of Ph.D.

recipients obtained employment outside the region where their institution was

located, though again a plurality remained in the region. In recent years,the

number of foreign students receiving doctorates at American institutions has

increased both in absolute numbers and in percent of total recipients, parti-

cularly in the sciences and engineering.
12

Quality

In the national market for Ph.D.s, quality is a major ingredient of insti-

tutional success. Rankings of institutional and departmental quality are a

11. National Re-Parch Council, A Century of Doctorates (National Academ, of
Sciences, 1978), pp. 70-11.
12. Center for Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, Increase in Degrees
Earned by Nonresident Aliens, 1976-1983 (USDE, 1986); Higher Education and
National Affairs (March 1985), p. 3; and Stephen Kahne, "Does the U.S. Need a
National Policy on Foreign Students?", Engineering Education, vol. 74 (October
1983), pp. 54-56.
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prominent and controversial part of the academic scene.
13

The chancellor of the

University of Califocnia at Berkeley has written, "Comparative excellence is

fragile and depends primarily on continued excellence of faculty as research

scholars and teachers of superior graduate students."14 Faculty members need

good students to conduct research, to provide intellectual stimulation, and to

exemplify the quality of preparation by faculty and institution. If the market

for Ph.D.s remains depressed, competition frIr the few good students entering

Ph.D. programs would be intense.

Quality, or at least reputation, of institutions and programs is an

important attraction to stu6ents.
15

Success in preparation and placement often

depends on it. The nature of research that a student undertakes, theoretical or

practical, broad or narrow, also can determine prospects for employment.16 If,

as anticipated, the market for Ph.D.s continues to be depressed, relatively few

talented individuals will seek doctorates. Competition among graduate schools

for those persons, therefore, likely will be stiff. Schools or departments that

offer the greatest opportunity will be in the best position to attract potential

scholars.

13. Allen M. Cartter, An Assessment of Quality in Graduate Education ( American
Council on Education, 1966); Mary Jo Clark, "The Meaning of Quality in Graduate
and Professional Education," in Katz and Hartnett, eds., Scholars in the
Makin, pp. 85-89; Kenneth S. Roose and C. J. Anderson, A Rating of Graduate
Programs (American Council on Education, 1970); and David S. Webster,
"America's Highest Ranked Graduate Schools, 1925-1982," Change, vol. 15 (May-
June 1983), pp. 14-24.

14. Ira Michael Heyman, "The Perspective from Berkeley: Preserving a Reputation
Excellence," Chang!, vol. 16 (Match 1984), p. 20.
15. Leonard L. Baird, "Who Goes to Graduate School and How They Get There," in Katz
and Hartnett, eds., Scholars in the Making, p. 38.
16. A. Bartlett Giamatti, "Free Market, Free Inquiry," p. 61; Hencke and others,
"A Program for Student Involvement," pp. 32-34; James C. Seferis and Luther S.
Williams, "University and Industry as Partners," in in Pelczar and Solomon,
eds., Keeping Graduate Programs Responsive, pp. 101-05.
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KNOWLEDGE AND RESEARCH

The market fot Age directly affects the number of knowledge producers

who are prepared and employed. This market is difficult to analyze because it

is difficult to gauge. whereas the numbers of Ph.D.s prepared and employed are

measurable, they are, at best, imperfect estimates of the quantity, type, and

use of knowledge produced in many diverse fields. Level of funding for research

is only an indirect measure of activity because it does not indicate the

quantity of knowledge produced. A major complication for this study is the

presence of many knowledge proviot:s outside academia in industry, government,

and other private entities, not to mention independent contre.ctors and scholars.

Levels of Supply and Demand and Adjustment Period

I 'els of supply and demand for knowledge are difficult to estimate.

Moreover, the period of adjustment in the market for knowledge varies by the

nature of the knowledge and conditions. Many research projects can yield

findings in months or even weeks. On the other hand, scientific knowledge may

take years to produce because of the time required to create sophisticated

equipment, to develop technique . and to conduct experiments. Research in the

humanities also may take years. In some cases, achievement of an ultimate goal

may require even longer periods if intermediate bodies of knowledge have to be

created or if an entire generation of knowledge producers has to be prepared.

Market Distortions

Several distortions affect the market for knowledge. First, frequently no

price or measurable value is associated with production of particular know-

ledge.
17 Without the signals of price, allocation of resources is difficult.

17. Exceptions would be research leading development of a product or procedure

that is patentable and that generates profit for an industry or individual.
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Second, frequently there. is no direct ...iterchange between the producers and

consumers of knowledge that could result in the setting of a price. Knowledge

may have use for a long time after and a long distance from where it is

produced. Indeed, knowledge might not be usable or appreciated before a long

time has passed. Third, artificial stimulation for production of knowledge

exists in the pressure on faculty members to "publish or perish." Creation of

knowledge, thus, may have at least as much to do with employment conditions as

with Demand for knowledge.

Geographic Characteristics

The market for knowledge is universal. Anyone, anywhere might be able to

use knowledge. sponsor its production, or engage its creation. More limited

markets exist in cases where universities work with private industry or govern-

ments on particular research projects.

Quality

Quality of knowledge is important for its users. The results of excellent

research can readily be incorporated into a body of knowledge and set the stage

for further inquiry. Poor research is a bad investment. At best, it is a waste

of resources; at worst, it can misdirect the inquiry of others.

FIRST PROFESSIONALS

Until the beginning of the 1980 , growth characterized the market for first

professionals in the United States. In the health sciences especially,

increased demand for health care services, spurred by government programs and

social expectations, led to increases in the number of physicians, dentists, and

other professionals. This, in turn, led to the opening of new schools and

expansion of existing ones. The absence of overt competition among health care
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providers contributed to a market that could absorb without difficulty virtually

all newly prepared professionals.

Over the past several years, the situation has changed. Markets for a

number of professionals have become saturated, and a glut may occur in the

future. Government support for medical services either has stabilized or

declined, while overt competitio.i among health care providers has become common.

Federal support for education o: health professionals also has declined. As a

consequence, incomes for new professionals have become less lucrative, and some

professions have become less attractive. Similar conditions have arisen in the

legal profession.

Levels of Supply and Demand

The number of first professional degrees awarded in the United States

nearly doubled between 1971 and 1983, as shown in Table 48. Most of this growth

occurred in the 1970s, with a leveling-off in the 1980s. Over this period, the

number of degrees conferred in law increased by more thz. 100 percent, medicine

(M.D.$) by 74 percent, veterinary medicine by 65 percent, and dentistry by 49

percent. Accompanying this growth in preparation of first professionals was an

increase in the number of professional schools in certain fields, including a

50 percent increase in medical schools, as shown in Table 49. These figures do

not take into account expansion of existing schools. Evidence suggests that the

market for some first professionals has become .aturated. Table 50 shows the

significant growth in the number of active practitioners per 100,000 population

in dentistry, law, medicine, and veterinary medicine. The number of graduates

from U.S medical schools might nou surpass the number of residencies available
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TABLE 48. FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREES CONFERRED IN THE UNITED STATES

1971-72 1982-83

Academic
Year Medicine Veterinary

1
Ending Dentistry Law (M.D.) Medicine Other Total

1970-71 3,745 17,421 8,919 1,252 6,609 37,946

1971-72 3,862 21,764 9,253 1,247 7,285 43,411

1972-73 4,047 27,Y.05 10,307 1,299 7,160 50,018

1973-74 4,440 24,326 11,356 1,384 7,310 53,816

1974-75 4,809 29,497 12,550 1,415 7,988 56,259

1975-76 5,425 32,293 13,426 1,532 11,973 64,649

1976-77 5,138 34,104 13,461 1,586 10,070 64,359

1977-78 5,189 34,402 14,279 1,635 11,076 66,581

1978-79 5,434 35,206 14,786 1,714 11,708 68,848

1979-80 5,258 35,647 14,902 1,835 12,489 70,131

1980-81 5,460 36,331 15,505 1,922 12,122 71,340

1981-82 5,282 35,591 15,814 2,038 13,307 72,032

1982-83 5,565 36,853 15,484 2,068 13,166 73,136

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education

1Includes chiropractic, optometry, osteopathic medicine, doctor of pharmacy,

podiatry, theology, and others.
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TABLE 49. NUMBER OF DENTAL, LAW, AND MEDICAL
SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES,
1960, 1970 AND 1982

Type of
School 1960 1970 1982

Dental 45 48 58

Law 134 145 180

Medical 79 86 119

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statisti-
cal Abstract of the United States,

1986 (U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1985), p. 160.
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TABLE 50. ACTIVE PREWITTIONERS IN DaITISLIW, LAW, tqPINCRE (N.D.), NI) VETERINARY MIIECIW.
IN T13 UNTIED SPATES PER 100,0(X) PIXILATION, SEEMED YEARS, 1970-1982

Profession

1970 1975 1980 1982

Number

Per 100,003

Number Population

Number

Per 10(1,000

Number Fowl, 1.on

Number

Per 100,000

Number Population

Number

Per 100,000

Number Population

Dentistry

Law

Medicine

Veterinary Medicine

102,220

338,430

310,845

25,900

49.5

163.9

150.0

12.5

112,020

370,395

31,100

51.6

156.1

14.3

126,240

513,623

440,357

36,000

55.2

224.4

178.2

15.8

132,010

448,6601

38,810

56.6

133.31

16.7

OWE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1986 (U.S. Govement

Printing Office, 1985), p. 171; and U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Report to

the President and Congress on the Status of Health Personnel in the United States (DHHS, 1984),

Vol. 2, pp. B-1-4, B -1 -28, B-3-1, B-3-9, B-7-3.

1
1981 figure.
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in the country.
18

Enrollments in dental, medical and veterinary schools have

peaked and declined.
19

Federal government projections to the year 2000 show

continued increases in the number of health professionals with a surplus of

52,000 physicians and an unspecified number of dentists and veterinarians.20

Concerns exist about conditions in other professions as well.

Adjustment Period

The period of adjustment in the market for first professionals appears to

be primarily a function of preparation time. For lawyers this is three years,

while for physicians this may be up to eight years in some specialties. Exper-

ience in this century has been limited to expanding or stable markets in which

supply has been able to keep pace with measurable demand. Lack of facilities,

not lack of student demand for instruction, was the major barrier to the

increased supply of professionals. Classes filled as soon as schools opened or

expanded. The rapid increase in medical schools suggests that the addition of

facilities has not been a barrier requiring considerable time to overcome. The

time needed to adjust student positions and facilities during a period of

decline is not yet evident.

Market Distortions

Regulation of some professional schools by professional organizations is

the major distortion in the marketplace for first professionals. In overseeing

quality of preparation, these societies have limited the size of classes in

18. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Report to the President and
Congress on the Status of Health Personnel in the United States, 1984
(^.H.H.S., 1985), Vol. 1, pp. A-1-20-21.

19. Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 7-8 and Vol. 2, pp. A-1-1 A-1-2, A-3-1, and A-7-1.
20. Physicians include doctors of medicine and doctors of osteopathy. Among
veterinarians, the surplus may apply to small animal specialists with a
shortage occurring in large animal care. Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. B-7-4 to B-7-7 and
Vol. 2, B-1-28, B-3-9, and B-74.
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professional schools. Limitations on class size effectively restrict the supply

of practitioners.

Geographic Characteristics

The geographic extent of the market for instruction and the market for

expertise among first professionals is not clear. Some highly reputed schools

recruit nationally. If the situation Minnesota is typical, however, the market

for instruction at most institutions appears oriented toward states and

regions.
21

This would be understandable in view of student propensity to remain

fairly close to home. Moreover, states promote this by supporting institutions

not only to provide educational access for students, but also to create a pool

of practitioners who remain in the state.

Evidence on the extent of the market for expertise is slight. The market

for dentists seems to be heavily oriented toward the state and region. A

majority of dentists in the United States practice in the state where they

attended school.
22

For other first professionals, the picture is less clear.

Professional practice tends to be standard across the country, though variations

do exist in fields such as law. Nevertheless, practitioners can pursue oppor-

tunity wherever it exists. Graduates of medical schools especially may disperse

to take residencies or to pursue graduate degrees.

Quality

Quality in first professional education is a major concern of professional

organizations.
23

Accreditation by these societies is a virtual necessity for

21. See discussion of residency in Chapter VI.
22. Johnson and others, "Dental School of Graduation in Relation to Dentist
Location," pp. 70-84.
23. Clark, "The Meaning of Quality," pp. 89-90.
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continued operation of schools in the United States. The accreditation process

sets minimum standards of quality in education and, in some cases, equalizes

education across institutions. Quality becomes a mere important factor in post-

graduate education and research. In a manner similar to the preparation of

knowledge producers, demonstrated performance is a major criterion in the

recruitment of students by institutions and the selection of institutions by

students.

Quality of students enrolled in professional schools is a matter of growing

concern. The fear is that a declining number of traditional college-age

students combined with prospects for lower earnings will reduce the pool of

applicants. In response, schools might relax admissions standards in order to

fill classes. Some observers believe such a trend already may have begun at

some professional schools.
24

Admission of academically less qualified students could have several conse-

quences. Without a corresponding relaxation of standards after admission,

higher failure rates among professional students would be Akely. To avoid

higher rates of failure and to maintain enrollment, schools would have two

options. At extra fin?ficial cost, schools could provide additional instruction

to remedy academic deficiencies. Alternatively, schools could relax their

standards, ultimately resulting in graduation of less qualified professionals.

ORADU'rE PROFESSIONALS

In terms of degrees conferred, graduate professional education is the

largest sector of advanced study. It is also diverse and difficult to

delineate. Most data on degrees conferred make distinctions based on level of

24. Evangeline L. Hebbeler, Dental Education and the Supply of Dentists: Policy

Issues of the Eighties (Southern Regional Education Board, 1984), pp. 8-10;
and U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Status of Health Care
Personnel, 1984, Vol. 1, F. A-3-1 and Vol. 2, p. A-3-1.
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degree and field, not purpose. Distinguishing degrees for graduate profes-

sionals from degrees for knowledge producers and even some first profe.sionals

often is not possible. Consequently, the characteristics of the market for

graduate professionals are somewhat vague.

Levels of Supply and Demand

American colleges and universities awarded about 290,000 master's degrees

in 1982-83, as shown in Table 51. The figure is higher than the 263,400 awarded

in 1972-73 but lower than the 317,1(10 awarded in 1976-77. Fields with signifi-

cant increases were agriculture and forestry, business, engineering, health

sciences, psychology, and public affairs. Significant decreases occurred in

humanities, library science, and social sciences. Conferred master's degrees in

education increased in the mid-1970s, followed by a sharp decrease. The decline

in education degrees may account for much of the overall decrease in master's

degrees.

Demand for graduate professionals is not easy to gauge. Whereas demand for

Ph.D.s is closely related to the market for college faculty, demand for persons

with master's degrees is much more diffuse. Moreover, many persons obtain

master's degrees not to enter new careers but to advance within existing careers

such as in education, business, and government. Detailed studies by field would

be necessary for a better understanding of market forces.

Adjustment Period

The adjustment period for graduate professional education generally appears

to be short. Programs at the master's level take one to two years of full-time

study to complete, in contrast to longer periods of preparation for Ph.D.s and

fi c professionals. Less intensive use of faculty and facilities reduces the

resources required to otfer programs. Therefore, accumulating resources to
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TABLE 51. MASTER'S DEGREES CONFERRED BY BROAD FIELDS AND IN TOTAL
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1972-73, 1976-77, AND 1982-83

1972-73 1976-77 1982-83

Agriculture and Forestry
1

2,376 3,231 3,662
Business 31,007 46,420 65,319
Education 105,565 126,825 84,853
Engineering 16,619 16,245 19,350
Health Sciences 7,879 12,323 17,068
Humanities 19,093 16,773 13,399
Library Science 7,696 7,572 3,979
Life Sciences 6,263 7,114 5,696
Mathematics and Computer Science 7,141 6,493 8,158
Physical Sciences 5,257 5,331 5,290
Psychology 5,831 8,301 8,378
Public Affairs 10,899 17,917 16,243

1
Social Sciences 17,719 15,888 11,710
Visual and Performing Arts 7,254 8,636 8,742
Other 12,772 18,095 18,074

TOTAL 263,371 317,164 289,921

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education.

'Agricultural economics included in social sciences.
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start or expand programs may take a fairly short time. Often cclleges and

universities can use or build on existing staff and facilities. Exceptions can

occur when personnel or equipment in specific fields are scarce.

Market Distortions

Few structural distortions appear to exist in the market for graduate

professional education. Over the past two decades, master's programs have

proliferated in response to demand. Some distortion may occur if salary

schedules place premiums on possession of a master's degree, thereby inducing

demand for instruction.

Geographic Characteristics

Many graduate professional programs recruit and place students nationally.

Evidence suggests, however, that the market for graduate professional instruc-

tion is heavily oriented toward statewide and local markets. The case of

science and engineering students may be illustrative. At institutions offering

degrees no higher than the master's, part-time graduate enrollment in science,

including the social sciences, and engineering programs was greater than full-

time enrollment. Greater part-time enrollment also was more characteristic of

institutions located in metropolitan areas than institutions located else-

where.
25

The prevalence of part-time enrollments indicates that many students

focusing on the master's degree already are employed in local labor markets.

Teachers employed while working toward a master's degree are another large group

of graduate professional tied to a state and local market.

25. National Science Foundation, ncademic Science/Engineering Graduate Enrollment
at Support, Fall 1983 (NSF, 1985),pp. 179-85, 207-12.
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Ouality

Quality of education is important for graduate professionals, as it is for

knowledge producers and first professionals. The existence of distinguished

programs that recruit and place students nationally attests to the attractive-

ness of excellence. Many students, however, attend institutions that primarily

serve local or regional clienteles. Proximity in these cases might be as

important as quality in choice of institutions. Similarly, some employers might

be inclined to hire local candidates for positions rather than incur the expense

of national recruitment.

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Continuing education comprises the most amorphous sector of graduate and

professional education. Some of it is structured, and some is rather loosely

organized. Some involves self-standing programs, while some may be part of

regular degree programs. Above all, some education occurs under the auspices of

a higher education institution, but much occurs through providers outside higher

education.

The market for continuing education is large, growing, and competitive.

Through self-mativation, inducements from employers, and government mandates,

hundreds of thousands of persons annually engage in continuing education,

costing billions of dollars. Some observers see the provision of continuing

education as a means for professional schools to generate revenue.
26

26. Houle, Continuinl_Learning in the erofessions, pp. 14-18; and Milton R. Stern,
"Universities in Continuing Education," in Harold J. Alford, ed., Power and
Conflict in Continuing Education: Survival and Prosperity for All? (Wadsworth
Publishing Company, 1983), p. 12.
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Levels of Supply and Demand

Analyzing the nature and size of the market for continuing education at the

graduate and professional level requires resources beyond the capacity of this

study.

Adjustment Period

Adjustment periods in continuing education are quite short in most cases.

Programs typically are brief, lasting a few weeks, days, or hours. Great flex-

ibility in or absence of curricular guidelines reduces difficulty in establish-

ing programs. Continuing education, moreover, is mobile. Except when labora-

tory or other facilities are necessary, programs can be organized and offered

virtually anywhere without awaiting construction of new facilities.

Market Distortions

Statutory mandates create a large structural distortion in the market for

continuing education. Most states require continuing education in at least one

first professional field.
27

Other sources of distortion are salary and promo-

tion practices of employers that may place emphasis on receipt of a credential

rather than increase in skills. These requirements compel participation by

professionals, regardless of their own inclinations, in order to retain their

license to practice.

Mandated continuing education itself is a response to perceived market

failure. Continuing education is intended to enable practitioners to keep

current on their respective professions or at least to stimulate their profes-

sional instincts. The result improves their practice for the benefit of clients

27. Scott Joschik, "More States Are Requiring Professionals to Take Continuing-
Education Courses," The Clronicle of Higher Education, May 21, 1986,
pp. 13, 16.
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and the public in general. Without direct signals from clients, professionals

may not engage in professional development on their own. The state, therefore,

intervenes cis a substitute for the market mechanism. Whether or not mandatory

continuing Jucation actually improves practice is a matter rt contrc crsy.28

Geographic Characteristics

The market for continuing education exists everywhere. Participants range

from teachers in rural school districts to corporate officials in the head-

quarters of multinational firms. Providers operate locally and nationally to

serve wide-ranging needs of participants.

Quality

No common standard of quality exists as each consumer and professional

organization determines what constitutes acceptable education.

28. See, for example, Daniel M. Baer, "Stop the Continuing Education Bandwagon,
I Want to Get Off to Take a Side Trip," Journal of the Amarican Medical
'ssociation, vol. 237 (June 6, 1977), pp. 2518-19; Burt A. Leete and Stephen E.
Loeb, "Continuing Legal Education--Should It Be Compulsory?," Journal of Legal
Education, vol. 27 (1975), pp. 110-15; Werner Lowenthal "Continuing Education
for Professionals--Voluntary or Mandatory?," The Journal of Higher Education,
vol. 152 (September-October 1981), pp. 519-38; Benjamin S. Shimherg,
"Continuing Education and Licensing," in D. W. Vermilye, ed., Current Issues in
Educatio 7.alating_Work and acation (Jossey-Bass, 1977), pp. 154-66;
and Isidore Teich, "Mandatory Continuing Education from the Viewpoint of
Organized Dentistry," New York,State Dental Journal, vol. 37 (October 1971),
pp. 469-71.
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CHAPTER IX. CONCLUSIONS

While issues directly related to the financing of graduate and professional

education in Minnesota emerge from this study, other issues have become

apparent. Some of these others, which are briefly sketched, could be the

subjects of future studies.

GENERAL. FINANCING ISSUES AND ALTERNATIVES

As an alternative to the unrestricted financing of institutions, the state

could treat graduate and professional education differently from undergraduate

education. Funding levels for graduate and professional instruction could be

dedicated to specific levels of instruction. Further, funding for advanced

instruction could be determined in a different manner from undergraduate

instruction. This could reduce the stress on institutions in allocating

resources to high cost, low enrollment programs at the expense of other

activities. In additior, the expectation that tuition revenue cover one-third

of instructional costs could be modified to reduce the financial requirements

for graduate and professional students. Benefits from such changes could be

more stable funding for advanced instruction and lower tuition rates for

graduate and professional students.

Such changes in institutional funding policies, however, could have several

negative consequences. First, erosion of autonomy through restrictions on the

use of funds could limit institutional responsiveness. Institutions and their

governing boards now have the autonomy to allocate funds in response to demand

for instruction and other services. Second, while graduate and professional

education are distinct from undergraduate education, separation is difficult for
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both academic, staffing, and tudgetary purposes. Unrestricted, general support

enables institutions to maintain integration of the educational enterprise.

With regard to tuition, authority to set tuition rates rests with the governing

boards as part of their autonomy. Beyond this, total costs of attendance,

market conditions, and program quality facing potential graduate and profes-

sional students appear to be more important factors affecting student decisions

than tuition alone.

Expansion of program financing for graduate and professional education is

another avenue that the state could pursue. State financing of specific

programs can be va,uable when its use is limited to clearly defined objectives

in response to identified circumstances. Program financing enables the state to

establish and pursue specific priorities. Through mechanisms such as direct

grants, contracting, and funding to sustain programs with low or controlled

enrollments, the state can promote activities that educational institutions

would not likely undertake by themselves.

Program financing has potential drawbacks that may temper decisions to use

it extensively. It can become a Lorm of state intervention to force or induce

institutions to engage in activities that are not in their broader interests or

missions. Without clearly defined purpose, it can lead to misdirected resources

or unwelcome results. Program funding is subject to manipulation by institu-

tions to attract special support for highly visible programs, thereby releasing

general funds for other activities. Program financing also is risky for an

institution because restricted state funding can be highly volatile in tLe short

term. It lacks the long-term reliability and commitment essential for building

and sustaining quality.

A major change in state policy would be the establishment of state-funded

fellowships and other grants for graduate and professional students. Merit-
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based grants could attract highly qualified individuals to specific programs or

institutions. State grants could be effective in providing direct, immediate

incentives for individuals to pursue specific areas of study that serve the

state's interests or to attend certain institutions. Institutions and other

providers use fellowships and other grants to meet their own goals as well as to

help students. Grants could be an incentive to overcome unfavorable, short-term

market conditions where uncertain prospects for income make advanced study

unattractive to students. These uncertainties would be magnified in fields with

long preparation and high costs. Considering these factors, state grants may be

an appropriate means of supporting graduate and professional students.

Need-based grants, similar to those available to undergraduates, could

reduce financial barriers to further studies. Such grants, however, would help

the neediest individuals, not necessarily the most talented. Provision of a

need-based program would be expensive. It also would require the development of

new criteria to determine need due to different requirements and lifestyles of

older individuals.

For students who must borrow money, the possibility of accumulating a large

debt may be a deterrent to pursuing advanced studies. Reliance on loans for

graduate and professional students involves the risk that advanced study will

enhance the earning power to individuals, thereby enabling them to pay debts

incurred for their education. The state could help overcome this risk through

creative financing programs. An income contingent loan repayment program

already operating in Minnesota enables graduates of some professional programs

in the state to restructure their debt, if their ability to repay is limited.

As experience from this financing method is gained, consideration could be given

to expanding the prop a to students in other fields. At the same time, other

creative financing methods could be explored.
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SPECIFIC FINANCING ISSUES AND ALTERNATIVES

Maintaining sufficient enrollment of talented Ph.D. candidates in Minnesota

is one of two specific issues related to state financing policies. Institutions

in Minnesota compete nationally for outstanding students who can generate

knowledge to increase the productivity of state industries. A single state may

have little effect on national market conditions. Minnesota, however, can

enhance the competitiveness of its institutions by means such as improving the

quality of the faculty, reducing tuition, and providing grants to recruit

students. The first is underway through the appropriation of funds for the

retention and recruitment of outstanding faculty at the University of Minnesota.

Reduction in tuition may not be effective because tuition is only a portion of a

student's cost of attendance and because reduced tuition would be applied

generally rather than targeted to talented individuals. Grants, on the other

hand, could be targeted.

Projected surpluses of practitioners in some first professional fields such

as dentistry is the second issue. If these projections result in fewer quali-

fied applicants to professional schools, institutions could face a dilemma.

Without additional financial support, they could seek to maintain enrollments by

reducing academic standards and quality in professional programs. Alter-

natively, they could sustain professional programs by siphoning resources from

other units, thereby diminishing quality elsewhere. State action either to

reduce tuition or to provide grants may not be able to attract able students

under unfavorable market conditions. The local orientation of Minnesota's

professional schools, moreover, may make national recruitment difficult. More

than two-thirds of professional students in Minnesota are state residents. One

remaining option would be for the state to provide special funding to sustain
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professional programs whose enrollments fall below the critical mass necessary

for generating adequate financial support.

NON-FINANCING ISSUES

Roles of post-secondary institutions in graduate and professional education

are dynamic. Historically, graduate and professional education in Minnesota was

centered at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities. The state universities,

which have expanded the scope of their graduate programs over the past few

decades, have limited their offerings to the master's level, though a desire to

proceed to the doctorate level surfaced. The private institutions also have

moved aggressively into graduate and professional education. Recent efforts

have been made to differentiate the missions of the state's post-secondary

education systems in graduate and professional education. Further reassessments

likely will occur as circumstances change.

Tn addition to institutional roles within Minnesota, the issue of graduate

and professional education in the national context also deserves consideration.

Important elements of advanced study and related research activities have a

pronounced national character, significantly so at the doctoral level and less

so on the master's level. Factors involved are accessibility of programs,

market demand, the degree of specialization within disciplines, and the ability

of individual states to maintain self-contained markets for expertise. States

and regions, hot:ever, tend to complement each other, as highly qualified experts

tend to be geographically mobile. The pertinent question is whether state

government should plan Minnesota's "fair share" in producing expertise for the

nation or limit its consideration solely to state needs while leaving national

considerations to institutions.
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Despite a wide range of programs and substantial enrollments, advanced

degrees conferred in Minnesota are not in balance nationally. Whi3e Minnesota

had 1.8 percent of the population of the United States in 1982-83, its output in

master's degrees was 1.2 percent, in doctorates 1.5 percent, and in professional

degrees 2.2 percent. Trends between 1973 and 1983 provide yet another perspec-

tive. Master's degrees conferred in Minnesota increased 28 percent in contrast

to 10 percent nationally. First professional degrees conferred increased 84

percent in Minnesota, in contrast to 46 percent nationally. However, while

Ph.D.s conferred declined 5 percent nationally, they declined 13 percent in

Minnesota. These statistics could lead to different conclusions: that

Minnesota is a net importer of graduate but not of professional expertise, that

Minnesota residents have inadequate access to graduate education, or that

Minnesotans find more favorable education opportunities out of state.
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APPENDIX. ADVANCED DEGREE PROGRAMS IN MINNESOTA

Data in this appendix were compiled from institutional catalogs and bro-
chures and from data at the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board (see
sources at end of appendix). Program changes may have occurred since these
sources were published.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

University of Minnesota-Duluth

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Art
Communicative Disorders
Education
Educational Psychology
English

M.S. Master of Science

Biology
Computer Science
Chemistry
Geology
Physics

M.B.A. Master of Business Administration

M.Ed. Master of Education

M.I.S. Master of Industrial Safety

M.S.W. Master of Social Work

University of Minnesota -Twin Cities

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Agricultural Education
American Legal Institutions
American Studies
Ancient Studies
Anthropology
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Arabic
Art Education
Art History
Botany
Business Education
Child Psychology
Chinese
Classical Area Studies
Classics
Communication Disorders
Comparative Literature
Economics
Education
Educational Administration
Educational Psychology
Elementary Education
English
English as a Second Language
Family Social Science
Feminist Studies
French
French and Italian
Geography
German
Germanic Philology
Greek
Hispanic Linguistics
Hispanic Literature
History
History of Medicine and the I3iological Sciences
History of Science and Technology
Home Economics
Home Economics Education
Industrial Education
Industrial Relations
Italian
Japanese
Latin
Library Science
Linguistics
Luso-Brazilian Literature
Marketing Education
Mass Communication
Mathematics
Mathematics Education
Museology
Music
Music Education
Philosophy
Physical Education
Political Science
Psychology
Public Affairs
Recreation, Park, and Leisure Studies
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Rel'gious Studies
Russian Area Studies
Scandinavian

Social and Philosophical Foundations of Education
Sociology
South Asian Languages
Speech-Communication
Theatre Arts

M.S. Master of Science

Agricultural and Applied Economics
Agronomy
Anatomy
Ancient Studies
Anesthesiology
Animal Physiology
Animal Science
Astronomy
Biochemistry
Biology
Biometry and Health Information Systems
Biophysical Sciences
Botany
Cell and Developmental Biology
Chemistry
Clinical Laboratory Science
Computer and Information Sciences
Dentistry
Dermatology
Ecology
Entomology
Environmental Health
Epidemiology
Family Planning Administration
Family Practice and Community flealth
Fisheries

Fluid Mechanics
Food Science
Forestry
Genetics
Ceo- Engineering

Geology
Geophysics
Home Economics
Horticulture
Hospital Pharmacy
Laboratory Medicine
Mathematics
Mechanics
Medical Microbiology
Medical Technology
Medicinal Chemistry
Metallurgy and Materials Science
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Microbiology
Mineral Engineering
Neurology
Neurosurgery
Nursing
Nutrition
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Ophthalmology
Oral Biology
Orthopedic Surgery
Otolaryngo'ogy
Pediatrics
Pharmaceutics
Pharmacognosy
Pharmacology
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Physical Therapy
Physics
Physiological Hygiene
Physiology
Plant Breeding
Plant Pathology
Plant Physiology
Public Health
Radiology
Social and Administrative Pharmacy
Soil Science
Statistics
Technical Communication
Theriogenology
Urology
Veterinary Anatomy
Veterinary Medicine
Veterinary Microbiology
Veterinary Parasitology
Veterinary Pathology
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology
Veterinary Surgery, Radiology, and Anesthesiology
Wildlife
Zoology

M.A. Master of Arts in English (Continuing Education and Extension)

M.Aero.E. Master of Aerospace Engineering

M.Ag. Master of Agriculture in Food Technology (Continuing Education and
Extension)

M.Ag.E. Master of Agricultural Engineering

M.Arch. Master of Architecture

M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
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M.B.T. Master of Business Taxation

M.C.E. Master of Civil Engineering

M.Ch.E. Master of Chemical Engineering

M.E.E. Master of Electrical Engineering

M.Ed. Master of Education

Adult Education
Agricultur,1 Education
Art Educatin
Business Education
Developmental/Adapted Physical Education
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
English
Home Economics Education
Industrial Education
Marketing Education
Mathematics Education
Music Education
Physical Education
Recreation, Park, and Leisure Studies
Special Education
Vocational Education

M.F. Master of Forestry

M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts

Music

Studio Arts
Theatre Arts

M.Geo.E. Master of Geo-Engineering

M.Geo.T. Master of Geotechnology

M.I.E. Master of Industrial Engineering

M.L.A. Master of Landscape Architecture

M.M. Master of Music

M.M.E. Master of Mechanical Engineering

M.Het.Mat.S. Master of Metallurgy and Materials Science

M.Min.E. Master of dineral Engineering

M.P. Master of Planning in Public Affairs
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M.S.Aero.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

M.S.Ag.E. Master of Science in Agricultural Engineering

M.S.Anes. Master of Science in Anesthesiology

M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering

M.S.Ch.E. Master of Science in Chemical Engineering

M.S.Derm. Master of Science in Dermatology

M.S.E.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

M.S.Exp.Surg. Master of Science in Experimental Surgery

M.S.Geo.E. Master of Science in Geo-Engineering

M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering

M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

M.S.Met.Mat.S. Master of Science in Metallurgy and Materials Science

M.S.Min.E. Master of Science in Mineral Engineering

M.S.Neur. Master of Science in Neurology

M.S.Nsurg. Master of Science in Neurosurgery

M.S.Obs.&Gyn. Master of Science in Obstetrics and Gynecology

M.S.Ophthal. Master of Science in Ophthalmology

M.S.Orth.Surg. Master of Science in Orthopedic Surgery

M.S.Otol. Master of Science in Otolaryngology

M.S.P.M.&Rehab. Master of Science in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

M.S.Ped. Master of Science in Pediatrics

M.S.Psychiat. Master of Science in Psychiatry

M.S.Rad. Master of Science in Radiology

M.S.Surg. Master of Science in Surgery

M.S.Ther.Rad. Master of Science in Therapeutic Radiology

M.S.Urol. Master of Science in Urology

M.S.W. Master of Social Work
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Doctoral Degrees

Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Aerospace Engineering
Agricultural and Applied Economics
Agricultural Engineering
Agronomy
American Studies
Anatomy
Ancient Studies
Animal Physiology
Animal Science
Anthropology
Art History
Astrophysics
Biochemistry
Biology
Biomedical Engineering
Biometry and Health Information Systems
Biophysical Sciences
Botany
Business Administration
Cell and Developmental Biology
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Physics
Chemistry
Child Psychology
Chinese
Civil Engineering
Classical Area Studies
Classics
Communication Disorders
Comparative Literature
Computer and Information Science
Control Science and Dynamical Systems
Ecology
Economics
Education
Educational AdAinistration
Educational Psychology
Electrical Engineering
imglish
Entomology
Environmental Health
Epidemiology
Family Social Science
Feminist Studies
Fisheries
Fluid Mechanics
Food Science
Forestry
French
Genetics
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Geo-Engineering
Geography
Geology
Geophysics
German
Germanic Philology
Greek

Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian Literatures
History
History of Medicine and Biological Sciences
History of Science and Technology
Home Economics
Horticulture
Hospital and Healch Care Administration
Industrial Engineering
Industrial Relations
Japanese
Latin

Library Science
Linguis.ics
Mass Communication
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanics

Medicinal Chemistry

Metallurgy and Materials Science
Microbiology
Mineral Engineering
Music
Neuroscience
Nursing
Nutrition
Oral Biology
Pathobiology
:harmaceutics

Pharmacognosy
Pharmacology
Philosophy

Physical Education
Physics

Physiological Hygiene
Physiology

Plant Br-eding
Plant Pathology
Plant Physiology
Political Science
Psychology

Scandinavian
Social and Administ.atilde Pharmacy
Social Work
Sociology
Soil Science
South Asian Languages

Speech-Communication
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Statistics
Theatre Arts
Theriogenology
Veterinary Anatomy
Veterinary Medicine
Veterinary Microbiology
Veterinary Parasitology
Veterinary Pathology
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology
Veterinary Surgery, Radiology and Anesthesiology
Vocational Education
Wildlife

Zoology

D.M.A. Doctor of Musical Arts

Ed.D. Doctor of Education

Educational Administration
Industrial Education
Vocational Education

Ph.D.Neur. Doctor of Philosophy in Neurology

Ph.D.Nsurg. Doctor of Philosophy in Neurosurgery

Ph.D.Otol. Doctor of Philosophy in Otolaryngology

Ph.D.P.M.&Rehab. Doctor of Philosophy in Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation

Ph.D.Surg. Doctor of Philosophy in Surgery

First Professional Degrees

D.D S. Doctor of Dental Surgery

D.V.M. Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

J.D. Juris Doctor

M. Medical Doctor

Pharm.D. Doctor of Pharmacy

Specialist Degrees

Certificate of Specialist in Education

Counseling
Elementary -"sool Administration
General Educational Administration
I 'ermediate Unit in Educational Administration
ti,..chematics Education"'
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School Business Administration
School Psychological Services
Secondary School Administration
Special Education

Certificate of Specialist in Library Science

STATE UNIVERSITIES

Bemidji State University

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Biology
English

Environmental Studies

M.S. Master of Science

Elementary School Administration
Elementary Terching
Secondary Edt.. .ation: Business Education

Chemistry
Computer Science
English

Industrial Education
Mathematics
Music

Physical Education
Science
Social Science
Special Education

Mankato State University

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Art

Biology
Chemistry

Economics
English

Environmental Studies
Geography
History

Mathematics
Physical Education
Physics
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Political Science
Psychology
Public Administration
Sociology
Speech Communication
Theatre Arts
Urban and Regional Studies
Women's Studies

M.S. Master of Science

Art

Biology

Business Education
Chemistry
Communication Disorders
Counseling and Student Personnel
Curriculum and Instruction
Educational Administration
Elementary Education
English
Experient:di Education
Geography
German
Health Science
History
Home Economics
Industrial T,:chnical Studies
Library Media Educatio:,

-hematics

c,i. Education

.cs

PoLitical Science
Reading

Rehabilitation Counseling and Technology in Education
Science
Social Studies
Sociology
Spanish
Special -',1cation
Speech L aunication
Theatre Arts

M.S. Master of Science in Continuing Studies

Community Education
Gerontology
Women's Studies

M.A T. Master of Arts in Teaching

M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
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M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts

Theatre

M.M. Master of Music

Specialist Degree

Specialist Degree in Education

Curriculum and Instruction
Curriculum and Instruction: Physical Education
Educational Administration
Library Media

Metropolitan State University

Master's Degree

M.M.A. Master of Management and Administration

Moorhead State University

Master's Degrees

M.S. Master of Science

Art Education
Business Education
Chemistry Education
Computer Science
Counseling and Human Development
Educational Theatre
Elementary Education
Music Education
Reading
Special Education
School Psychology

Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology

M.B.A. Master of Business Administration

M.L.A. Master of Liberal Arts

Specialist Degree

Specialist Degree in School Psychology
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St. Cloud State University

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Art

Biology
English
History
Mathematics

M.S. Master of Science

Community Counseling
Consultants-Directors-Supervisors of Information Media
Criminal Justice
Curriculum and Instruction
Early Childhood and Family Studies
Educational Administration
Elementary School Teaching
Exercise Physiology
Psychology
Rehabilitation Counseling
Secondary School Counseling
Secondary School Teaching: Art

Biology
Business Education
English
Geography
History
Industrial Education
Mathematics
Music
Physical Education
Social Science

Special Education
Speech and Hearing Therapy

Specialist Degree

Certificate of Specialist in Education

Information Media
Elementary School Administration
Secondary School Administration
General School Administration
Special Education Administration
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Winona State University

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

English

M.S. Master of Science

Business Education and Office Administration
Counselor Education
Educational Administration
Elementary Education
English
Health Education
History
Nursing
Physical Education

M.B.A. Master of Business Administration

Specialist Degree

Specialist Degree in Educational Administration

PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

Augsburg College

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Leadership

Bethel Theological Seminary

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Christian Education
Theological Studies

Th.M. Master of Theology

Doctoral Degree

Doctor of Ministry
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First Professional Degree

M.Div. Master of Divinity

College of St. Catherine

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Organizational Leadership
Theology

College of St. Scholastica

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Nursing
Psychology of Aging

M.Ed. M:ster of Education

Individualized Instruction

College of St. Thomas

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Athletic Administration
Community Education
Counseling Psychology
Curriculum and Instruction
Development/Adapter Physical Education
Developmental and Remedial Reading
Elementary School Administration
General School Administration
Gifted, Creative, and Talented Education
Learning and Human Development Technology
Past,Jral tudies
Private School Administration
School Business Officer
Secondary School Administration
Secondary School Education
Special Learning Difficulties

M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
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M.B.C. Master of Business Communication

Master's in Software Design and Development

Master's in Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Specialist Degree

Specialist Degree in Education

Community Education
Elementary School Administration
General Administration
Private School Administration
Secondary School Administration

Hamline University

Master's Degrees

M.A.. Master of Arts

Liberal Studies
Public Administration

First Professional Degree

J.D. Juris Doctor

Kotz Graduate School of Management

Master's Degree

M.B.A. Master of Business Administration

Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Church History
New Testament
Old Testament
Pastoral Theology and Ministry
Systematic Theology
Youth Ministry

M.Th. Master of Theology
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Doctoral Degree

D.Min. Doctor of Ministry

First Professional Degree

M.Div. Master of Divinity

Mayo Graduate School of Medicine

Master's Degree

M.S. Master of Science

Cell Biology
Dentistry
Dermatology
Immunology
Neurologic Surgery
Neurology
Ophthalmology
Orthopedics

Otorhinolaryngology
Pediatric Cardiology
Pharmacology
Physisal Medicine and Rehabilitation
Physiology
Psychiatry

Doctoral Degree

Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Biophysical Sciences Biomedical Imaging Track
Cell Biology
Immunology
Pharmacology
Physiology

Mayo Medical School

First Professional Degree

M.D. Doctor of Medicine

Northwestern College of Chiropractic

First Professional Degree

Doctor of Chiropractic
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St. John's University

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Liturgical Studies
Religious Education
Theology

First Professional Degree

M.Div. Master of Divinity

St. Mary's College

Master's Degrees

M.A. Master of Arts

Counseling and Psychological Services
Education
Educational Administration
Human and Health Services
Human Development

M.S. Master of Science

Biology
Nurse Anasthesia

M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching

St. Paul Seminary

Master's Degree

M.A. Master of Arts

Theology

First Professional Degree

M.Div. Master of. Divinity
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United Theological Seminary

Master's Degree

M.A.R.S. Master of Arts in Religious Studies

Doctoral Degree

D.Min. Doctor of Ministry

First Professional Degree

M.Div. Master of Divinity

Walden University

Doctoral Degrees

Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Administration/Management
Education
Health Services
Human Services

Ed.D. Doctor of Education

William Mitchell College of Law

Master's Degree

L.L.M. Master's of Laws in Taxation

First Professional Degree

J.D. Juris Doctor.
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SOURCES:

Bemidji State University Undergraduate Catalog, 1985-88.

Bethel Theological Seminary Catalog, 1986-87.

College of St. Catherine Master of Arts brochures on the Organizational
Leadership and Theology Programs.

College of St. Scholastica General Catalog, 1984-86.

College of St. Thomas GraeLate Catalog brochures.

Hamline University Graduate Liberal Studies Program brochure, 1986-88.

Hamline University Master of Arts in Public Administration brochure.

Hamline University School of Law Catalog, 1984-86.

Kotz Graduate School of Management brochure.

Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary Catalog, 1984-85.

Mankato State University Undergraduate Bulletin, 1986-87.

Mayo Graduate School of Medicine Degree Programs, 1985-87.

Mayo Medical School brochure.

Metropolitan State University Catalog, 1984-86.

Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board.

Moorhead State University Graduate Bulletin, 1985-87.

Northwestern College of Chiropractic Information Bulletin, 1977-79.

St. Cloud State University Undergraduate Bulletin, 1985-87.

St. John's University 1984-86 Catalog.

St. Mary's College Catalog, 1983-85.

St. Paul Seminary School of Divinity pamphlets.

United 'theological Seminary of the Twin Cities Announcements, 1986-87.

University of Colle e of Education Bulletin, 1984-86.

University of Minnesota Continuing Education and Extension Bulletin, 1986-87.

University of Minnesota Counseor's Handbook, 1985-87.

University of Minnesota Duluth General Bulletin, 1983-85.
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University of Minnesota Graduate School Bulletin, 1984-86.

Walden University Bulletin.

William Mitchell College of Law Bulletin/Catalog, 1985-87.

Winona State University General Catalog, 1985-87.
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HUMAN RIGHTS STATEMENT

The Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board has com-
mitted itself to the policy that there shall be no discrimint tion on
the basis of race, creed, color, sex, age, handicap or natione'
origin in its programs, activities or employment policies as re-
quired by Title IX of e Education Amendments of 1972,
Rehabilitation Act or 1973, and other applicable laws, regulations
and executive orders.

Inquiries regarding compliance may be directed to Office of Per-
sonnel and Affirmative Action, Minnesota Higher Education CL3r-
dinating Board, 400 Capitol Square, 550 Cedar Street, St. Paul,
MN 55101, (612) 296-39/4.
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Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Board

Suite 400, Capitol Square Building
550 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
612-296-3c74
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